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Indigenous people have been, often 
violently, dispossessed of their land 
and culture. They remain some of 
the most marginalised in our society. 
There can be no social progress 
without recognition of the injustices 
suffered by Indigenous Australians. 
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David (Spoilt School Boy) 
While trying to produce Semper this year I 
have been called lazy, incompetent and 
asked if I have social problems. I was told my 
haughty nature irritates people and I am 
letting my colleagues down with my regular 
arrogant displays. I have been accused ot 
single handedly alienated both the left wing 
and right wing of student politics and also of 
running to the left every time we have a 
problem. I have been called a spoilt school 
boy who is living in the stone age. Members 
of the Mojo team who claim that Sem.per is 
irrelevant and is a waste of money levelled 
these allegations. For further information 
about 'Sempergate' ask (at the reception 
desk on level 4 of the Union building) for a 
copy of the Minutes of the 5th Ordinary 
Meeting ot the 92nd Council held on the 2nd 
April 2003. 
Apparently because of their disapproval of 
my character the Secretary and Treasurer 
have attempted to use their position to stop 
Semper printing this year. After our first 
edition, Semper's printing budget was 
slashed to $3,000 for the rest of the year. 
Council reinstated Semper's printing Ixjdget, 
however that night the Secretary told me that 
they 'would not sign any cheques.' 
Edition two was lost due to budgetary 
machinations, and this edition of Semper 
was delayed due to the refusal of the 
Treasurer to authorise a request for 
purchase order. We were told that Semper 
would not have any further trouble if I 
resigned. 
'Damn the torpedosl' 
Shona (the Friday night drug dealer) 
It's a pharmacy. My Friday night retreat into 
the real world after spending the week 
around here. Its amazing how a little bit of 
perspective can keep you sane. 
But then there is a level of satisfaction with 
spending the week with Jim and 'His 
Haughtiness'. Really, I am the one sharing 
an office with the man. I think there has 
been a slight amount of over reaction from 
people with offices at the other end of the 
building. I admit, arrogance done badly 
can be very irritating, but arrogance done 
well can be highly amusing. 
And why else are we here but to be 
amused? Life doesn't have a point and 
amusement doesn't need one. I figure then 
that the purpose of life is to be amused. 
When amusement ceases, in whatever 
form it takes, it is time to move on. 
I have been mildly amused by this 
organisation. What would be impossible 
and unacceptable in the outside world 
runs rife around here. It is a rare void of 
log'c and common sense. 
Some student politicians take themselves 
far too seriously. Get out, and get some 
perspective. Have a laugh at yourselves. 
Be amused! 
Jim (His shoes smell like dead animals) 
Machinations. That word is used a lot 
around the office. Perhaps a little too much 
by a certain Semper editor, I challenge my 
co-editor to produce an editbn of Semper 
that does not contain the word 
machinations anywhere. Some might claim 
that task a little too difficult. Perhaps then, 
we should go in the opposite direction, and 
do a machinations edition. After the political 
and personal attacks levelled at us, I don't 
think we would struggle for content. 
Despite some peoples' best efforts, we are 
still the editors of Semper, and we are 
having a great time. We will continue to 
fight tooth and nail to give students Semper 
(after all, they paid for it). We will continue 
to print articles from all shades of the 
political rainbow, as we have tried to in this 
edition. The articles we publish don't 
neccessarily reflect the opinions of the 
editors, nor do they neccessarily not relect 
the opinions of the editors. Despite Pinky 
and The Brain's limited understanding, we 
never claimed that we would not continue 
to hold personal opinions while doing this 
job, all we claimed was that we would allow 
other people to have their point of view as 
well. So if you don't like or agree with 
something in Semper, Stiff Shit. Your only 
recourse is to write your own article. Failing 
that, run in the elections and win, then you 
can do what you like. 
Peace, out. 
SEMPER FLOREAT IS YOUR UNION NEWSPAPER 
WHAT YOU NEEDTO KNOW 
Writing articles 
If you have an idea for an article, it is a good idea to first check it with the editors to see 
if they are interested and how much space could be dedicated to It.. 
The editors are interested in your views, but not mere assertions. Essays and articles 
filled with good argumentation and supported by facts will be preffered when choosing 
from amongst the submissions. 
Word length 
The editors normally choose articles of 500-1000 words in length. If you have some 
graphics, include these as well, but please don't paste them into word, send them as 
separate flies. 
Submitting Articles 
Submitted documents should include the authors' name (so we don't have to go fishing 
through the e-mails to figure out who sent what). 
Please do not name your file Semper, Semper Article, Article for Semper, Semperl, or 
Semper Edx. We end up with a heap of files that we cannot differentiate between. 
The editors of Semper in 2003 believe 
in an objective press. 
We are not dictated to by any particular 
political party or faction. 
We attempt to make our reports on Union 
activities as objectives as possible. This relies 
on information received as well as activities 
observed by the editors. We are open to hear 
all perspectives on any situation. 
We attempt to produce a balanced 
publication taking in as many different ideas 
and ideologies as possible. This relies on 
submissions. 
The editors cannot guarantee every article 
will be well balanced within itself although a 
well formulated argument is encouraged. 
We encourage counter arguments to any 
article publisTied. However for constructive 
dialogue, criticism should be directed 
towards the content of the article, and not the 
author. 
The editors reserve the right to a personal 
opinion, but this does not restrict our 
acceptance of the opinion of others. If you 
have an opinion, we invite you to submit it to 
Semper Floreat. 
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Letters to the Editors 
Semper, 
I just wanted to offer you my 
congratulations on producing a great 
first edition. This is the f i rst time in 
five years at UQ that opening an issue 
of Semper has not left me feeling 
disappointed and bitter about the waste 
of my Student Union fees. Thank you 
for not including the usual one sided 
political/feminist/greenie clap trap. 
Thank you for including the election 
results.Thank you for including a lot of 
interesting articles that appeal to the 
masses not just the alternative 
minority. Thank you for not having 
artwork that is obviously just space 
filler. Thank you for making the effort 
to properly distribute this edition 
rather than letting it pile up like a fire 
hazard under the student union building. 
Well done! 
Helen Gray 
bear Semper, 
What's with that last edition? Usually 
Semper doesn't have much writing and 
shit in it. Isn't it discriminating against 
dyslexic people if you put too many 
words in the mag or was it that the last 
editors couldn't read or write and just 
drew crappy pictures? 
By the way, glad to see that the c*nt 
woman has not visited again. 
Luv, 
Albert. 
[Best watch out, we found the original 
picture in the filing cabinet -ED] 
Hey there Semper) 
Fantastic job with the first edition of 
Semper. Very impressed. Finally 
something worth reading. 
I think you will galvanise quite a few 
more readers with the quality and 
readability of the material you have 
presented in the f i rst issue. 
Look forward to contributing and 
reading further issues. 
Keep up the good work! 
Jez B - 2nd Year fAed Student 
bear Editors, 
r find It disappointing and frustrating 
that Jaimie Frazer, the Chair of Union 
Council, refused to answer any 
questions asked by medical students at 
the last Union Council meeting. 
At the second Council meeting of the 
year, Jaimie accused medical students 
of being "sexist, racist and 
homophobic". She further accused the 
UQ Medical Society of producing 
"sexist, racist and homophobic 
material" and said that medical 
students should not receive funding 
from the student union if they do not 
want to affiliate their society. The 
UQMS and the Hospital Areas 
Committee totally reject any such 
criticism and find such a suggestion 
offensive. Given that Jaimie has not 
once spoken to anyone from the UQMS 
or the HAC, and she has not once visited 
the medical Herston campus, I find it 
highly unbelievable that Jaimie could 
make such comments with any authority 
or accuracy at all. 
I find it disturbing that there exists 
within the Student Union a notion that 
medical students should be treated 
differently to other students. In fact 
medical students, dentistry students 
and colleges students all seem to suffer 
the some fate when it comes to left 
wing student union priorities and 
funding. For some reason, these groups 
are deemed less worthy of receiving 
money and attention by the student 
union. These same student politicians 
waste thousands of students' dollars on 
inappropriate political campaigns and 
personal agendas each year, which have 
no benefit for students at all. 
I t is true that one of the best moves 
the UQMS ever mode was to regain its 
independence by disaffiliating from the 
clubs and societies department. Jaimie 
Frazer and her factional friends believe 
that for this reason funding for the 
HAC should cease and the UQMS should 
be made to fulfi l l the Union's role. But 
like all other students, medical students 
still pay full student service charges for 
the privilege of becoming Union 
members, My contention is that if the 
Union is happy for medical students to 
stop paying their Union fees, then 
Jaimie Frazer's suggestion is an 
entirely acceptable one. 
Kind regards, 
Nick Srown 
HAC Officer, UQU 
c/- Mayne Medical School 
Herston Rd 
Herston, Q. 4006 
Dear Editors, 
r t was disappointing to read how few 
sensible letters to the editor were 
published in first edition of Semper. I 
write in hope that you may realise how 
inappropriate it is to publish letters that 
only apply to the "in crowd". 
As a post-graduate nutrition student at 
Herston I am angered by the lack of 
democracy and negotiation that occured 
prior to tne ousting of the family-owned 
canteen at the Medical School. 
Jasmina and her family provided 
nutrient-dense, hygienic fresh food that 
has recently been replaced by the 
Student Union's revolting range of 
energy-dense, smoff variety retourant of 
disease. 
The Union has a responsibility to 
consider the short term effects of 
profit compared to the long term burden 
of disease promoted by food supplyers 
such as the inadequate canteen at 
Herston. 
Elizabeth Nitschke. 
Semper, 
Parking.... 
What a dreadful issue at the moment. I 
have read the article published in the 
current edition, and what you have 
failed to mention, {as everyone else 
does)... what about Ipswich and 
Satton?? 
I Won't comment on Cotton as I don't 
travel to that campus, but I can tell you 
that the changes to Parking have 
created a nightmare at Ipswich. 
We do not have public transport like St 
Lucia. There is very little out of campus 
parking ( I t was full at 8.30 this 
morning) and the carpark, that most of 
the sutdents used last year is now blue 
zone. 
What a joke. 
I went to our Union Office this morning, 
and although the opening hours are 
claimed to be 9am there was still no one 
there at 9.30 (what a way to start the 
year), 
I think what has annoyed me most, is 
that as per everything, Ipswich Is 
forgotten.... (and I haven t had a 
cigarette in two weeks!!). 
I am going to write to the appropriate 
people about this whole parking mess... 
but I just wanted you the editors to 
remember that UQ does extend outside 
the gates of St Lucia. 
Nikki Douglass 
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The war in Baghdad is over. In Tikrit, the tribal 
chiefs negotiate a ceasefire as the last real 
resistance flees into the desert. Ordinary Iraqis 
celebrate tf'ieir fiberation from what was 
undisputedly a cruel and oppressive regime 
while some of the richest and most privileged 
people, in some of the richest and most 
privileged countries, protest the method of their 
liberation. 
The time has come (or a public euthanasia of the 
myths of the anti-war movement, particularly as 
they pertain to the war in Iraq. Not because the 
Left needs lo be shown their idiocy (that much is 
clear), but because many fair-minded people 
have been won over by own their divisive 
arguments. 
Myth #1 
The war in Iraq is illegal. 
A group of countries, headed by the US, has 
decided that a particular regime poses a clear 
threat to Iheir security. This regime has (to name 
only a fraction): 
(a) Used chemical weapons against its enemies, 
foreign and domostic. It has also consistently lied 
about its weapons program to the UN, actively 
and passively obstructing the legitimate 
inspections of weapons inspectors. 
(b) Directly threatened middle-eastern regional 
security by invading Kuwait in 1991. 
(c) Fostered racist, anti Semitic, anti Shi'ite, anti 
Kurd feelings and policies. In particular, 
suggesting Israel is a Zionist conspiracy and that 
the American Jews are overturning the Iraqi 
regime to take revenge for Iraq's bombing of 
Israel during the Gulf War. 
The moral argument is not even contested, Iraq 
is a suitably nasty regime and the Iraqi people 
would be better off without if. The legal argument 
is based on UN resolution 1441 which concludes 
concludes, "[The Security Council) decides to 
remain seized ot the matter," this means that the 
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UN does not delegate this power Also under 
Article 2 of the Charter, the use of military force 
is prohibited without explicit authorization (under 
Article 42). So the US would be acting illegally if 
the UN constitution were the law. 
It Is clear that in reality, the UN is not the law. On 
the international stage, legality comes down to 
how much power you have and what you can get 
away with. For better or worse the US is the 
superpower and the UN is unable to enforce its 
resolutions. An unenforceable law is not a law at 
all, as any marijuana user will tell you. 
Myth #2 
If the US really cared aboul oppressive regimes 
they would be intervening in other oppressive 
regimes around the vworld (e.g. Congo, Saudi 
Areola, Iran etc) 
In the recent 20th Century Fox release 
DareDevil, a leather-clad Ben Affleck searches 
out injustice on the streets of New York. Only 
being endowed with the quazi-superpower of a 
'radar sense', he obviously can't search out all 
the injustice, so he has to make do with just 
going after some. 
Ben might come under similar criticism as the 
US has by the anti-war movement. If DareDevil Is 
really Interested In fighting crime why doesn't he 
go after the tax-evaders, the pick-pockets, and 
the shop-lifters. Obviously this criticism is 
absurd, he only has limited powers and time so 
has to prioritize his activities. IVIore importantly 
though, by publicizing his exploits, and making 
an example of the crime boss KingPIn, the city 
will know that criminal behavior will not be 
tolerated. 
By deposing Saddam Hussein's regime, other 
tyrannical and dangerous regimes (such as 
Congo, Syria, Iran, North Korea) are forced lo 
take notice. Ultimately, there will be a 
significantly reduced need for military action in 
other trouble spots because the previously 
incredible threat of military action will have 
become credible. 
The war in Iraq will do more war than harm by 
creating terrorists etc. 
The main purpose of war in Iraq is to 
demonstrate that the US is serious about 
addressing the issue of dangerous and evi 
regimes around the world; to make an example 
of Iraq to other would-be tyrants. On this count it 
has succeeded. 
The Iraqi people are not stupid. They have lived 
their lives under a powerful military regime and 
know that military action Is required in order to 
remove it. They also know that care has been 
taken to minimize civilian casualties. Given the 
extensive nature of the bombing raids in most of 
the major cities, the low civilian casualty rate is 
testament to the care that has been taken. 
If some Iraqi's do become terrorists and threaten 
the security of the US, Britain, and Australia, 
then this is the price wc pay for the freedom of 
the Iraqi people. We can only reduce the terror 
they suffer by transfernng some of it onto 
ourselves. 
Yesterday when the war ended. 
The action in Iraq is almost at an end. There has 
been practically no fighting in the streets of 
Baghdad, no quagmire, and no siege. The 
••epublican guard has all but disbanded and fled 
to the desert and the Iraqi police are in active 
cooperation with the US marines. The 
doomsdayers and naysayers have been proven 
wrong. It is a shame that their bruised pride 
'nsists on cheapening the victory for the Iraqi 
people and for democracy 
I am personally anti-war and pro-peace, but 
unlike some in the anti-war movement I realize 
that we must often fight first in order to ensure 
peace in the long term. Our own tree of liberty 
grows in bloodied soil. In order for that tree to 
survive, it must be refreshed from time to time 
with the blood of patriots and tyrants. 
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Shifting Sands 
David Lavercombe 
iEnd of the Cold War-A new era In world politics 
With the collapse of the USSR the bipolar 
ideological confrontation that had dominated and 
characterised international relations since the 
Second World War ended. The Cold War between 
the US led West and the USSR led communist bloc 
was noted for its arms race and global tension. With 
its end some heralded a new world order based on 
justice and not on power politics. The Cold War was 
the era of the realist, with calculations of balance of 
power, spheres of influence, understanding of 
realpolltik. Despite its tension, the Cold War was 
also noted for its stability in international relations. 
Indeed contrary to the mary voices raised in 
celebration of the US"victory' ir the Cold War, it was 
noted that an unbalanced superpower v/as 
dangerous, even if It was Amerca,The international 
system was also made far more complex as 
countries which had previously subverted their 
national interest or followed the lead of the relevant 
superpower now began to make decisions in their 
own interest, The unity (sometimes brutally 
enforced) was lost and countries had to search for 
their own direction. 
The early post-Cold War era was marked by an 
increase in global co-operalion, multilateralism and 
a massive shift occurred in the academic analysis 
of internat/onaf relations. The realist doctrine, which 
had beon the most appropriate understanding of 
intemational relations for a world in an ideological 
struggle between two superpowers, was now 
inappropriate. Liberalism with its emphasis on 
global co-operation became the most dominant 
theory. 
Humanitarian Intervention during the Cold War was 
viewed suspiciously and generally seen as an 
excuse for interfering In another country. However 
after the Cold War ended humanitarian intervention 
has become a valid basis for action and some 
argue that the concept of sovereignty itself has 
changed. Sovereignty has been a cornerstone of 
international relations since the Peace of 
Westphalia, However this concept appears o be 
changing. Previously sovereignty was understood 
as States being unable to Intervene In each other 
domestic politics, within their borders governments 
were allowed to do as they pleased. Sovereignty 
now tends to be understood as residing in the 
people of a State rather than in the government. 
This 'Western' view of sovereignty has been, in part, 
fostered by technological innovations in 
communication, greater trade and other processes 
conveniently labelled as 'globalisation.' 
In security matters, during the Cold War, the UN 
was generally deadlocked by the conflict of the hvo 
superpowers and played a limited role in 
international affairs. Since the end of this conflict the 
UN has played a greater role in the world, 
especially in relation to peacekeeping, 
humanitarian assistance and nation building. 
Change since nth of September 
During the 2000 US presidential campaign George 
W, Bush argued against the multilateral approach 
the US had been pursuing. He blamed it for getting 
the US draw into actions such as Somalia and 
Kosovo. Instead Bush stressed the need to revert to 
bilateral arrangements and to prioritise (heir allies 
(such as Japan). 
However, it was the attacks on the World Trade 
Center and the Pentagon that marked the greatest 
turning point. Little attention was given to the 
symbolism of the attacks (intended as an attack on 
capitalist greed and US military pov/er) and the 
most common sentiment being one of cofnplefe 
shock that something like this could ever happen on 
US soil. Terrorism is nothing new in the world and 
many countries had warned the Americans that 
they were not Immune to such actions. Considering 
all that Ihe US sowed during the Cold War 
(especially in the r\/liddle East) It was not so 
surprising that they started to reap the 
consequences. Rather than admitting that thare are 
excesses that need lo be addressed and people 
are willing to die because of US interference In their 
region, the Hav,;ks took over the White House, 
People such as Deputy Secretary of Defence, Paul 
Wolfowitz, and Secretary of Defence, Donald 
Rumsfeld, believe that America should use its 
military superiority to enforce its will. Furthermore 
they believe in the dubious first strike option. 
The US launched a war against the Tali'aan in 
Afghanistan, supposedly lo capture Osama Bin 
Ladin, and now one on Iraq, supposedly due to 
v;eapons of mass destruction. In both cases 
humanitarian motivations of freeing the peop'e from 
oppressive regimes were also used for legitimacy It 
seems unlikely that such attacks will cease after 
Iraq. This Is because they do little to deal with the 
cause of anti-US sentiment and indeed seem likely 
to inflame the situation. The US did not enforce 
regime change In Iraq after the Gulf War This was 
because t was believed the people woud rise 
against Saddam Hussein and that a US Invasion 
v;ould cause regional instability and hostility. 
However, over a decade later, the US believes it 
was appropriate to launch an attack on Iraq, 
A ceasefire has existed since the Guif War and Iraq 
has been In breach of this ceasefire for over 10 
years, however the motivations of the US and UK 
are, at best, mixed. Also, Rumsfeld has already 
begun criticising Syria, which, together with Iran, 
seems a likely future target. The US has shown its 
willingness to attack countries on somewhat 
spurious grounds and there is no reason to believe 
this will stop. Although Australia is closely allied with 
the US and has been since the Second World War, 
Its alliance is defensive in nature and does not 
compel it to illegally attack other nations merely 
because of US aggression. 
There Is no denying that Saddam Hussein Is evil. 
He has brutalised his people and used chemical 
weapons in the past. However, if the US and the UK 
truly v i^sh us to believe they are motivated by 
humanitarian concerns then they must act 
consistently and not selectively for their own 
purpose. It would be very concerning if military 
enforcement did not remain an option of last resort 
and instead became the regular strategic response, 
Ivlany people believe that o'l and finishing 'daddy's 
business* are more plausible explanations for US 
actions and do not believe Bush's preachings about 
freedom for the Iraqi people. No doubt Iraq and the 
Iraqi people would be far better off without the 
tyranny of Saddam, He has attempted to acquire 
weapons of mass destruction in the past and has 
been aided by countries such as the US, Germany 
and France. Many of these weapons were 
destroyed after the Gulf War, Left alone Saddam 
probably would have pursued the acquisitdn of 
further weapons. It was feared that he would pass 
these on to terrorists. The most likely place for 
terrorists to acquire these weapons is from 
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countries that made up the former Union of Soviet 
Socialist Republics. The security and accounfabifity 
of weapons of mass destruction in such places is 
poor and organised crime is prevalent. However, 
one of the stronger justifications for a war was that 
Saddam was intent on acquiring such weapons 
and if nothing was done then in five or six years a 
bigger problem could exist. Better to take him out 
now while it is still possible with limited casualties. 
This ignores however an increased role that the UN 
could have played in this situation. 
WaP and reconstruction 
(t v/ill be interesting to witness the reconstruction of 
Iraq and the role played by the US, the UK and 
Austra'ia in this process. Traditionally the US has 
had little time for peacekeeping operations or post-
conflic: nation building preferring instead to be the 
'peacemakers' and allow other countries to clean 
up the mess. However In a country as strategically 
important as Iraq (a pro-US administration in Iraq 
would transform the ent re region) it is likely that the 
US wil. be keen to play a very substantial role. No 
doubt US, British and Australian companies will 
profit from the coalition's invasion by secjring large 
contracts to rebuild Iraq and to ship oil. The UN will 
probably be minimised to roles that the coalition do 
not wish to continue (such as humanitarian relief 
efforts). 
flamifications 
The US has fundamentally changed international 
relations by ignoring international opinion and 
launching wars of aggression on 'rogue' states. The 
adoption of a first strike policy is dangerous. Ttie US 
has shown that it Is ar aggressor nation that will 
attack countries anywhere In the world to defend its 
perceived national interest. The US has also sought 
to interfere in the democratic process in countries 
such as Australia to achieve its aims and stifle 
dissenting voices. The US has shown Ihat it Is a 
danger to International peace and security and that 
it is prepared to use its military might to enforce Its 
v/ill. This Is why some scholars, at the end of the 
Cold War were concerned about the US being an 
unbalanced superpower. 
For Australia to stand shoulder to shoulder with the 
US increases its own threat of terrorist attack, 
especially considering the US response is not 
productive in eliminating the haired or the causes of 
terrorists. In fact these actions only solidify 
resistance against the US. For Australa to also 
adopt a first strike policy is absolutely ridiculous. 
We have nothing to strike with (unless we deploy 
the SAS for assassination missions) and stating this 
policy sen/es no purpose except to create regional 
tension. 
The greatest ramification of the US policy is that the 
world has shifted back to 'a might is right' approach 
to world affairs. If It is appropriate for the US to have 
a first strike policy and systematically attack nation 
after nation without any recourse to global opinion, 
why should other countries act any differently? 
Countries will perhaps perceive more reason to 
acquire weapons of mass destruction, to act as a 
deterrent to US aggression, and arm themselves 
with greater conventional weapons in case of attack 
- thereby causing an arms race and greater 
proliferation of weapons. Perhaps the current 
President Bush has finished his father's war, but he 
has also retarded the Inauguration of his father's 
New World Order 
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THE CASE FOR 
NEO-COLONISATION 
Colonel B. Hastings 
14th Frontier Fusiliers 
The colonisation of the world, by the West, 
certainly involved many appalling 
incidents, wars, and acts of brutality. But it 
cannot be denied that the world as we 
know it would not have existed without 
colonisation. The modernisations 
undergone by people all over the world 
were direct consequences of colonisation. 
Hand in hand with the use of labour and 
resources in the non-Western world, went 
transfers in technology, education, and 
administrative capability to the rest of the 
world. Many lefties complain about the 
way these cultures were completely 
disrupted and how inappropriate Western-
notiors were badly grafted onto other 
cultures. The real problem with 
colonisation was not that it was pursued 
but that it was abandoned. 
At the time of most de-colonisation, the 
1960s, the standard of living in many 
African countries was higher than it is now, 
some 40 years later. 
Had the colonial powers remained in what 
is now the Third World or the under-
developed world, the countries would have 
continued to benefit from advancing 
standards of living, and become 
increasingly integrated in the community 
of advanced peoples. Instead the colonial 
governments and experienced 
administrators left the proto-states and 
instead of anarchy, authoritarianism 
emerged widely. 
What should be done? 
The West should, where possible, reach 
agreements (preferably multi-laterally) 
with the impoverished countries of the 
world to loan them Western officials. The 
officials would naturally administer these 
countries better than the corrupt cronies 
currently prevalent in the developing 
world. Importantly, the officials would work 
towards transforming the legal and 
administrative culture in these countries, 
and to train local officials to be able to 
perpetuate these reforms. Increased aid 
would be a help in this plan. 
One definition of aid is 'Poor people in rich 
countries giving money to rich people in 
poor countries'. With Western officials 
administering the use of aid, less money 
would pour into Swiss bank accounts of 
greedy tyrants. 
Along with the loan of officials would go a 
radical international deregulation of trade. 
In other words the great, foul handicap on 
poor farmers of the subsidies and tariffs 
benefiting Western farmers would be 
progressively but rapidly eliminated. 
Most likely, the great powers would 
choose to work with countries formerly in 
their empires or spheres of influence. 
Some people would object to the plan on 
this basis alone. However, considering that 
the great powers are already working in 
multi-lateral trade arrangements (the WTO 
and the EU for instance) the likelihood of 
divisive competition increasing seems 
small. Currently the greatest division in the 
world is between the rich West and the 
poor rest. To eliminate that division would 
be a great stride fonward for humanity. 
Some might ask 'Where will increased aid 
come from?' The simple answer is 'See 
above'. The money wasted on subsidising 
Western farmers could now be put to use 
in the construction of capital works and 
education in poor countries. 
Another objection people could level at 
this plan would be that it gives no regard 
to self-determination. This is untrue. The 
poor countries of the world are not happy 
democracies or Smurf villages. They are 
invariably authoritarian regimes of varying 
brutality and sophistication. Self-
determination in these places is the self-
determination of mighty elites vis-a-vis the 
common people and any standards of 
decency as esooused in countless UN 
conventions. 
True believers in self determination should 
have no problems in the 'imposition' of 
democracy in the neo-colonial scheme. If 
a country votes to retain a brutal 
authoritarian regime instead of democracy 
I'll eat my hat - size 60 by the way. Why 
am I so confident that they will not choose 
a system designed to keep them down 
and out? Because so many people from 
all over the world want to come to the 
Wesl. A few of the luckiest and most 
resourceful or connected ones make it. 
Indeed it is usually the people who least 
need to come to the West who the West 
actually accepts. 
Kind hearted but misguided lefties think 
that free trade simply disrupts small 
farmers from living as did their forefathers. 
It is true that free trade would insist that no 
pocket of an economy (or society) could 
be protected at the expense of another. 
Everyone faces turbulence in the economy 
- stock market crashes, recessions, 
depressions, booms and busts. This is no 
case for molly coddling certain industries. 
Everyone knows he or she must save for a 
rainy day and accept that no job is 
permanent. But the smart ones know that 
a healthy, growing economy is the one that 
offers the greatest possibilities for people 
to get nev/ jobs, change industries, 
change cities. 
With the adoption of Western legal and 
administrative norms and access to 
Western markets the world would become 
part of the West, Cultural distinctiveness 
would remain (as it does among Western 
countries), indeed in a world of 
democracies I imagine cultural 
distinctiveness would flourish. 
For those countries that do not voluntarily 
join this scheme I would say 'Stay out of 
the way'. Where convenient authoritarian 
regimes (such as in Afghanistan and Iraq) 
would be swept aside by the great powers 
in pursuit of oil or strategic consolidation. 
More strategically irrelevant countries, 
where the use of military forces cannot be 
justified on the basis of neo-colonisation, 
would, one hopes, be swept up in the 
revolutionary changes occurring around 
them. 
The rest of the world should become part 
of the West, Do not be so arrogant as to 
think only Westerners like Western life. 
The test of our progress is not whether 
we add more to the abundance of those 
who have much; it is whether we 
provide enough for those who have too 
little. 
Franklin D. Roosevelt 
t> 
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PHATT DAVE SERVES THE DRINKS 
On a hot Wednesday afternoon, 
Semper's own Phatt Dave took it 
upon himself to keep the peeps 
hydrated. Packing 16 litres worth 
of assorted cordials, and almost 
double that in bottled water, he 
mixed up a non-alcoholic storm 
of cordial cocktails. Word on the 
street is The Phatt is going to 
make this exploit a common 
occurrence around campus, so 
keep your eyes peeled for mass 
re-hydration activities in the 
coming months. 
• I ,. y 
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The aim of this extravagance was 
to get the low-down on what 
average students thought on the 
war in Iraq. Every recipient of a 
Phatt Dave Special was required 
to fill in a questionnaire, twelve 
questions long, on their opinions 
relating to the war in Iraq, A 
special mention must go to 
'condemned' Colin Sweett, who 
handed back a 3000 word essay 
in response to the questionnaire. 
Semper salutes you Colin. 
Here are the results: 
DO YOU THINK THE 
COALITION SHOULD HAVE 
ENTERED IIV^Q WHEN IT DID? 
An ovenwhelming 90% of people 
who completed the survey 
answered no to this question, 
although one of the no voters 
thought they should have gone in 
'about ten years earlier'. 
Notable quote: "Nah, they are 
very naughty." 
ARE YOU HAPPY ABOUT 
AUSTRALIA'S LEVEL OF 
INVOLVEMENT? 
85% of cordial recipients were 
'not happy, John' on this one. The 
general opinion was it was too 
high, or that they should not have 
been involved at all. 
Notable quote: "Ecstatic, the SAS 
are the best soldiers In the world." 
WOULD YOUf^ OPINION BE 
DIFFERENT IF THE UN 
SANCTIONED THE ATTACK ON 
IRAQ? 
The first real split in the ballot 
occur.'ed on this question, with 
44% answering yes to this 
question, and 46% no, with 10% 
undecided. 
Notable quote: "Yes, maybe," 
HOW RELEVANT 15 THE UN 
NOW, GIVEN THE 
UNSANCTIONED ATTACK BY 
THE COALITION? 
48% of voters thought the UN still 
relevant, with 38% voting not 
relevant, and 14% undecided. 
Notable quote: "Another aid 
agency" 
DO YOU THINK THE UN IS 
STRONGER OR WEAKER FOR 
REFUSING TO SANCTION THE 
WAR ON IRAQ? 
52,5% of kiddies thought it was 
stronger for refusing, with 25% 
voting weaker, and 22.5% 
undecided. 
Notable quote: 'The UN was 
morally stronger for not 
sanctioning the attack." 
DO YOU THINK HOWARD 
SHOWED STRONG 
LEADERSHIP TO SEND THE 
TROOPS AS HE DID? 
Only 23% voted yes for this one, 
with 65% on Ihe no side, 12% 
were undecided. 
Notable quote: "He's an arse-
licker, and generally they're 
meant to be on their knees," 
DO YOU BELIEVE IRAQ HAS 
WEAPONS OF MASS 
DESTRUCTION? 
This question split those 
surveyed, with 37% voting yes, 
42% no, and 21% undecided. 
Notable quote: 'The US should 
know, they sold them fo Iraq," 
DO YOU HOLD MUCH HOPE 
FOR THE PEACE KEEPING 
EFFORTS THAT WILL 
FOLLOW? 
62% held little or no hope for 
peace keeping efforts, while only 
23% had thought peace keeping 
would be successful. 
Notable quote: "I don't know, I've 
never been anywhere that peace 
keeping has been employed." 
ARE YOU OF THE BELIEF THAT 
THE IRAQI PEOPLE ARE 
WELCOMING THE AMERICAN 
LIBERATION? 
This question had more people 
undecided then any other, with 
36%, The no vote was the winner, 
though, with 55%. 
Notable quote: "Of course not. 
How would you like it if the 
Chinese came to 'liberate' you?" 
DO YOU THINK THE 
SITUATION IN THE MIDDLE 
EAST WILL ESCALATE TO 
INCLUDE OTHER COUNTRIES 
(SUCH AS SYRIA OR IRAN)? 
52% of those surveyed felt that it 
would. The remainder of voters 
were split fairly evenly between 
no and unsure. 
Notable quote: "Depends on how 
much of a cowboy George Bush 
is feeling like. 
DO YOU THINK IT JUSTIFIED 
BLAMING THE AUSTRALIAN 
DEFENCE FORCES, GIVEN THE 
GOVERNMENT SENT THEM? 
A whopping 95,2% voted no on 
this one. 
Notable quote: "People join the 
army with the knowledge that 
they may be mobilised to kill 
people. We can't pretend that 
people join the army with no 
knowledge of what they are 
doing, now that would be stupid." 
WHAT STORIES WOULD YOU 
UKETOSEE SEMPER RUNNING 
ON THE WAR IN IRAQ? 
No stats on this one, you'll just 
have to wait and see. 
Disclaimer: This is not intended 
to be an accurate reflection of the 
opinions of the wider student 
population, merely a collection of 
opinions. 
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A household 
defense of 
the WTO. 
• " * , ' ) 
Joseph Clark , 
Iam often drawn into conversations and arguments on the merits and demerits of free trade and, in 
particular, on the existence and actions 
of the World Trade Organization. I am 
told that free trade is not "fair trade" and 
that the sole purpose of the WTO is to 
help rich countries and companies 
exploit poor countries and companies. 
My simple response to these 
arguments is that it is wrong to prevent 
trade. Not just economically inefficient, 
or socially undesirable, but morally 
despicable. 
The arguments for free trade can be 
made quite succinctly in the framework 
of existing economic models, but the 
subtleties are usually lost on a non-
economist audience. Happily, this 
economic logic can easily be translated 
into stories that highlight the folly of 
preventing people from exercising a 
choice to trade between each other. 
Here are three such stories: 
Story 1: A Household. 
Alex, Sam and Jo live in a share-house 
in West-End. Each of the three has a 
different skill; Alex grows roses in the 
garden, Sam teaches Yoga, and Jo 
makes tasty and nutritious potato-
cakes. One day it occurs to Alex that it 
would be nice to learn some Yoga after 
a long and tiring day tending to the 
garden. They discuss lessons and 
come to an arrangement whereby Alex 
gives up some much-prieed roses for 
Yoga lessons on the weekends. Jo, 
overhearing the conversation, offers to 
make potato cakes for Alex and Sam in 
exchange for roses from Alex and a 
Yoga lesson or two from Sam. 
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This arrangement continues until a 
powerful anti-trade lobby pressures 
local government to restrict trading 
opportunities within the house. The 
lobby argues that the trade is 
exploitative since Sam does not receive 
sufficient rewards from trade and is 
'forced' to trade in order to receive 
necessities from the others. Sam 
protests that the trade is mutually 
beneficial, but without success. Tariffs 
are erected on all trades within the 
house. Alex, Sam and Jo are all 
eventually sent to prison for smuggling 
after attempting to resume their normal 
trades. 
Story 2: A third world farmer. 
Juarez Rodriguez farms soybeans in 
Namibia. The farm is a reasonable size 
so he employs nearby villagers to tend 
the soils for US$2 a day. As it happens, 
US$2 is exactly enough for the local 
villagers, with no other form of income, 
to buy food for themselves and their 
families. 
A consortium of unions, environmental 
groups and socialists argue that free-
trade in soybeans is not fair since there 
is no way that Western farmers can 
compete with Juarez' low cost 
soybeans. An open trade in soybeans, 
they argue, ensures poor Namibians 
will be exploited producing soybeans 
for Western customers. The subtleties 
of this argument are lost on the 
Namibian workers, who die of 
starvation without enough money to 
feed themselves; the Western 
consumers, who pay three times more 
for soybeans than they should; and 
Juarez, who loses his otherwise 
productive farm because nobody is able 
to purchase his produce. 
Story 3: A first world farmer. 
Jack Brown farms soybeans in Iowa. 
Apart from the massive subsidies he 
receives yearly from the US taxpayer, 
Jack's crop is protected from cheaper 
foreign imports by tariffs and quarantine 
regulations. Occasionally Jack destroys 
part of his crop (at the request of the 
US government) to ensure that local 
soybean prices are not depressed. To 
against the WTO in Seattle. He can 
scarcely believe his luck that the young 
intelligentsia of the world has taken his 
side against an organization which, 
given the chance, would have his unfair 
protection removed. 
While this is good news for Jack, it is 
not good news for the US farming 
community as a whole. Unusually high 
profits will induce more farmers to enter 
the industry, pushing up the cost of 
farming land and equipment to a level 
where all the benefits of protection 
disappear. 
The WTO works towards the gradual 
reduction of trade protection 
internationally. The idea is that people 
should be allowed to trade freely 
amongst themselves without having to 
pay a charge to governments. When 
seen in the example of a household, 
trade protection is obviously absurd. 
When seen in terms of world trade, 
some people manage to convince 
themselves that it is beneficial. 
If the WTO is shut down, as so many 
placards and posters demand, then the 
poorest countries will lose the most. 
With no international body to regulate 
and
 enforce protection reduction, rich 
countries will act quickly to ensure that 
poorer countries cannot utilize their 
comparative advantage in production. 
This has already happened in Europe, 
where billions of euros are spent each 
year in tariffs and subsidies to ensure 
that little African produce finds its way 
onto European shelves. Without the 
WTO to pressure on European 
governments, what little free trade 
remains would quickly be stomped out. 
The argument for free trade simply 
states that people have a right to 
exchange items of value if they see that 
trade as being mutually beneficial. The 
argument against, despite its trappings 
of idealism, seeks to diminish this right 
by forcing people to pay an extra 
charge to trade with people in different 
countries. In this sense, it's a bit like 
racism. 
WORLD 
TRADE 
ORGANIZATION 
Jack's delight, there are huge protests 
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he World Trade • Organizatipn, 
established In. 1995, is ari 
-;. Internationa) organisation that has 
alr^sidy vyorked its way into; millions of 
peoples' water ^ supplies, health and 
educational 'institutions,; 'idenfipcratic' 
gpverhm^ntar processes, and l^abour 
conditions. ^Griticisms; of free .trade' and 
WTO e>cptoiteti6a,;requlre-^ J resfDpnse 
because the-yyTpc^ the $1.2 
bflilon bollare to tiie'j)otaio;i^ fac^ 
Alex, Sam>nd vjo'ddn't eyerv get In the 
door because they find ;the;WTp suite is 
invite-only. Np help todaysi;':;^ ^^ ^ ^ ; • 
What I thlnlk; wi9;::biaii^ ;|^ i;n rfroiT).";^  
exanriple is ^  that |^  the^^tlji^e;! vyprker^  (a 
garden^r,^eactief; a i ^ ^ 
Organization: 
Offensive to most 
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:espeelally When th ;^cdhcei^ iis r a i ^ have • 
Thothing to da>yitli;-prey^ Free' 
trade argumenS^Jmigfi^ 
.for the; local'; govenf^ 
;such aslhe; v i ^ / ^ ^ ] ^ 
sort^  pf;:: systern ^ ; t ^ ^ 
•••households. 
i7i]ummi^m:]itm^\Wii\ 
iybu^&^ljjjqsi'cepB^ ; - -: 
lost; ^  dh'^':tHe>^^;p^ 
detrilTiehtallyJ aff^ fcted^ ;^^  ;.liyjng: in ;; 
Africai SoutK^erica, and Xsia. j ''y-'^ -
•'V • •; y-/^/-/'^%^;^^^^v!^%.?-''M '^:iy:''% ;,;'••••••;' 
Turnjngwstoiy-ttnieg^^ 
This cbnveniintlysinl^i^ 
^ participants; can tra^^ ^ 
clioose toi:participafeiit^ 
(the sfere-hoiji^e)>^ey a l l ' f ^ 
or services t i ia t /M;^^ 
(coincidently?) waiht;-arid appaii'ent^ 
I t l fBCHIl i ' iSlHl lKkTji i I lBi l^lt lKfl lBCfC^ 
niorai is that the lobby grbijp" and local 
governnnen(ar6 bad for preventing the' 
'free tmdd'of the house. ? . 
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lessons, and potato cakes and head over 
to next door and offer theses gifts In the,' 
hope that the WTO will intervene. • 
unToriunaieiy- lor-tnem, ivicuonaius is m 
the WTO queue in front of them with £f;; 
cneque or !!?i.4 ottfion aoiiars inoraer ror 
the WTO to Help them with troublesome {• 
' • > - . • . , ; , , > . ; : : , • . : . • ) 
Kim Bacon 
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African government over providing 9heap 
'(drugs (specifically 'A2T) to ;people living 
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implemented, the; nch are'getting richer; 
arid the poor are getting poorer. 
Since the General Agreement .on Tariffs 
I*BiL*MKSlK(IIO 
everyone seems to be winning under Iree 
• t r a d e ' . ' ' - ''••••'• 
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plans under GATS (General Agreement on 
Trarip in .9pruir«QVtn nnon nn aliant l/v^ai 
service (such as public education) and ban 
domestic dovernments from grvina anv 
funding to educatipnar institutions that 
would give public bodies an 'advantage' 
expensivej(as the diiigcom^ 
•^ becaus^ ;; tliey can't finahcially cpmpete 
with the cheiap"gene;ic brands) then many 
more :Sputh Africans' could not ^fford 
; them.- I'rn guessing the lives of Africans 
;^re' hot the top; priority of 'free trade'. 
rui luiiaiBiy u i^ivibU) nave Touyrii utmw ana 
won-foi" how. 
Trade protectionism (of which I am not an 
advocate) has convinced many people 
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[ • f lKV^Mil ls iKlHir V many 
{jt^ijio III liiuict, ividfciysia oMU v./fi(iic( wrio 
were shielded from the recent Asian 
Economic Crisis because of trade 
We are led to believe that somehow the 
jiik}lB«IM>l >m*imm!R \m 
Western-educated insular non-elected 
— ' * " * ' ^ " • • ' — ' m n r e 
about how to run every single nation. 
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window. 
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WTO rules favour big business, and are 
repeatedly invoked to undermine 
environmental agreements decided at Rio. 
Banana farmers in the Carribbean EU 
territories face financial ruin, and 
destruction of the Islands' economies, 
because the WTO has ailed in favour of 
US owned companies in the same region 
which already pay next to nothing In wages 
and use swathes of dangerous chemicals. 
Forty million Chinese workers will lose 
their jobs In the first five ^ ears after dhlna 
the average Ghanaian know about their 
public water supply - who do they think 
they are wanting a say about the 
attempted water privatisation? Any 
system where a rich (white) minority gets 
richer and richer while a largely (non-
white) majority get poorer and more 
exploited is not only a bit like racism, It is 
racism. • 
References are from the New 
Ihternationalist (Issue, page). 
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THE NEW INSECURITIES OF THE SOUTH-EAST PACIFIC ' ^ . . i 
Australia 
i4crE 
N o C o u n t r y is a n Is land 
Unfortunately, the question of how safe 
Australia and its population really is, was 
raised well before the nightclub bombings 
in Bali, the destruction of the World Trade 
Centre in New York, and the associated 
focus on terrorism and reducing the 
potential for further losses. Even before 
Federation in 1901, militant and anxious 
isolation was the lot of this country's 
individuals, society and governments -
indeed, this was a major foundation for the 
Commonwealth's formation. Predominant 
among the diverse internal and external 
threats, perceived or otherwise through 
the decades, have been the multiple 
countries and cultures arrayed across all 
northern approaches. Under the 
numerous attributed aegis of over-
population, imperial greed. Communism, 
or jealousies of race and assets, South-
East Asia has seemingly been perpetually 
poised for strikes, invasion, and 
occupation - that is, if one believes the 
popular and governmental myths and 
conceptions persistently maintained 
through the past century. 
The suspicion of this new century retains 
the same regional focus, despite the 
seemingly exclusive recent distractions of 
the Middle East. Its current evolution is the 
identification and targeting of Islamic 
fundamentalist groups, particularly in the 
predominantly Muslim nations of 
Indonesia and Malaysia. These groups, by 
virtue of their beliefs, and their varying 
degrees of radicalism, violence, and 
apparent anti-Westernisms, are 
considered significant threats, and 
potentially as intricate elements of al-
Qaeda's globalised web of systematic, 
well-funded and -equipped zealotry and 
brutality. Malaysia and Indonesia are 
equally envisaged as threats. It is thought 
that both nations encompass radical 
elements, and implicitly 'encourage' them 
through supposedly weak actions and 
investigations of administrative bodies. 
The latter charge has been made 
especially clear by the Howard 
government in discussions with the 
societal and administrative leaders of the 
region, the use of diverse diplomatic tools 
of pressure and coercion, and an on-
going, often blunt domestic commentary 
Howard's statement in early December 
2002 on the potential for regional pre-
emptive strikes to curb the emergence of 
security threats in South-East Asia was 
possibly the most notable and infamous 
public formulation of this policy stance. 
Our region is certainly not untroubled by 
cultural and security developments that 
are increasingly apparent or emerging 
throughout much of the rest of the world. 
Inter-cultural clashes, the so-called 'War 
on Terror', and associated anxieties, are 
increasingly commonplace notions, 
although the level of actual impact may 
vary between communities and states. 
Equally, though, the region is threatened 
as much by a poor regional policy of all 
involved, which is based on unfounded 
perceptions or ignorance. 
Clashing Civilisations : Anxiety 
The obvious primary focus of militant 
government attention since 11 September, 
2001, has been Islam; especially Islamic 
fundamentalist groups suspected of 
terrorist aspirations or acts, and the 
countries which support or 'house' these 
groups. Materials gathered following 
events in Africa, Europe, Asia, the US and 
the Middle East indicated or demonstrated 
a trend of increasingly radical violence 
perpetrated by such groups, and formal 
links between these organisations and 
various 'incidents'. These included the US 
Embassy bombings in southern Africa, a 
calculated wave of attacks on the Parisian 
Metro, assassinations, kidnappings, and 
bombings conducted by secessionist 
forces in the Philippines and Indonesia, 
the World Trade Centre's horrifying 
destruction, and the partial demolition of 
the Pentagon, Certainly, it may have been 
hoped that these appalling events would 
inspire a wider response, ending all forms 
of violence, terrorism and militancy - after 
alt, secular and violent motivations and 
powers are not confined to one culture or 
religion only. However, this criticism does 
and cannot preclude the fact that many of 
the groups named on Washington's list of 
targeted organisations following 11 
September 2001, remain significant 
dangers to global and regional stability, 
and human and societal rights. 
For many Australians, the danger and 
nature of such groups was first truly 
realised in the aftermath of the Bali 
bombings. Blasts tearing through a 
nightclub thoroughfare killed over 190 
and injured numerous others, with 
Australian tourists figuring prominently 
among these dreadful statistics, Jemaah 
Islamiyah, a radical Islamic organisation 
with a lengthy history of similar operations, 
was soon implicated in the attack, 
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although this link has not been firmly 
confirmed by Indonesian and international 
authorities. Members of this and other 
similar groups, including the Indonesian 
Mujahidin Council (MMI), have been 
arrested, and await official questioning 
and formal trials. 
THe Bali bombings have been utilised, if 
not exploited, by diverse entities in 
Australia. Supporters of the 'War on Terror' 
in Australia saw in it an opportunity to 
increase the otherwise flagging popular 
credibility and backing of this movement. 
Opposition Foreign Affairs Spokesman, 
Kevin Rudd, observed that it was a further 
confirmation of the government's 
ignorance of the region in favour of 
conformity with the US. Most importantly, it 
has become a major device of intimidation 
and coercion. Having previously labelled 
Indonesia as the 'weakest link' in their 
struggle against terrorism, Washington, 
London and Canberra immediately 
portrayed the event as evidence of a 
regional unwillingness or inability to 
protect South-East Asian stability, and 
ensure freedom from terrorism. The 
Howard government has cited it to further 
compel nations within the region, 
particularly Indonesia, to conform with 
emerging security and intelligence 
protocols and networks, originating largely 
in the US. 
Domestic opponents of the 'War on Terror' 
have also been constrained, with media 
and government alike perceiving and 
labelling such individuals as insensitive to 
the numerous victims and their families, or 
ignorant - perhaps even subliminally 
supportive - of the grave risks faced by our 
country, and their originating groups, 
Clashing Civilisations: Reality 
A major issue not arising from Bali, or 
even the 11 September events, is any 
formal calculation of the risks inherent in 
the region. Administrative, media, and 
social hysteria, are ail unfortunate 
symptoms of the 'War on Terror'. What 
then is the reality in South-East Asia in 
terms of fundamentalist Islam, and its 
radical or violent entities? 
The reality is complicated. Malaysia and 
Indonesia, the principle Muslim nations in 
the area, each possess a unique brand of 
largely moderate Islam. The centuries of 
Islamic development in these lands were 
shaped by devout Sufi mystics, and even 
older traditions within these states of 
animist, Hindu and Bhuddist faiths. Both of 
these influences were dedicated to 
religious and individual moderation, 
peaceful conversion, and the non-
secularisation of Islam and its broadening 
through the region. The majority of 
Indonesian and Malaysian Muslims- are 
moderate, and do not support radical 
fundamentalist activities or demands. 
Equally, though, Islamic fundamentalists 
in these countries have engaged in a 
destructive, destabilising campaign to 
underscore their diverse grievances and 
stipulations. Jemaah Islamiyah conducted 
frequent bombing campaigns for over two 
years before the Bali tragedy, mainly 
targeting Indonesian institutions. It is also 
claimed that the group had prepared 
numerous assassination plots, including 
one against the current president, 
Megawati Sukarnoputri. This form of 
activity has been echoed by the numerous 
secessionist forces of Indonesia, In 
Malaysia, the al-Qaeda-linked Malaysia 
Militant r\/Iovement (KMM), together with 
secessionist groups in neighbouring 
countries, have proved a major problem 
for that nation's government, despite 
frequent arrests and the recent passage of 
anti-terrorism legislation. In both 
countries, police numbers and powers 
have increased, and the armed forces are 
mobilised and active, all to counter these 
threats. 
Clashing Civilisations: Causation 
Another threat that should be 
acknovyledged is Western interference in 
these nations, and the alienation and 
resentment which this produces among 
even moderate Muslims. Through the 
rewards of financial aid, the threats of 
blacklisting and pre-emptive strikes, and 
legal and institutional impositions, 
Australia and the US are seeking to, at 
best, secure conformity among these 
sovereign nations with their stance against 
terror, including their proposed war 
against Iraq. At worst, a more direct 
control of security and other fundamental 
national arrangements is apparently 
intended. Certainly, moderates from 
Malaysia and Indonesia strongly desire 
the conclusion of radical violence and 
interference within their respective 
nations. Equally, though, they have 
resented the increasingly overt 
interventions and criticisms of Canberra 
and the US, which they percoive as 
denying all proper legal and diplomatic 
processes, unfounded or exaggerated 
allegations, and actions which specifically 
target Islamic nations and individuals 
without any reference to actual 
involvement or guilt. 
An example of this anger surrounds the 
arrest by Indonesian authorities of Abu-
Bakar Ba'asyir, Chairman of the MMI. 
Currently in hospital for treatment of his 
worsening health, Ba'asyir was arrested 
and stands accused solely on the 
testimony of one individual, 'Umar Al-
Faruq'. Al-Faruq's background is virtually 
unknown, and his credibility is similarly 
doubtful, especially with mounting 
evidence that he is, in fact, a US 
intelligence agent, Prior to Ba'asyir's 
arrest, Al-Faruq had disappeared from 
Indonesia, having been extradited to the 
US for interrogation and trial relating to 
allegations of his Involvement in numerous 
terrorist acts. His testimony, though 
utilised to arrest Ba'asyir, has not been 
publicised, and is only available to, and 
selectively quoted by a select few in the 
leadership. On the basis of this 'case', 
Ba'asyir could face the death penalty, 
under a recent Presidential decree 
published in response to outside 
pressures. 
Radicals, have strongly reacted to this 
arrest. Islamic moderates in Indonesia, 
however, are equally outraged by the 
obvious injustices implicit in this series of 
events. Certainly, they support the 
prosecution of any involved in terrorist 
violence. However, they cite a distinct lack 
of evidence against Ba'asyir, bar the 
uncertain and unknown testimony of a 
dubious, absent foreigner. Moderates also 
cite the strong Western involvement in this 
and related cases, perceiving Bali's 
aftermath, and even the act itself, as part 
of a wider global movement towards 
policy, economic and cultural conformity 
Increasingly, then, the moderate majority 
in Indonesia and Malaysia are being 
isolated from the remaining international 
community, and forced into increasingly 
desperate and potentially radical acts of 
protest and bitterness simply to gain 
attention. 
Walls are No Good: Try the Picket Fence 
There is no doubt that a significant wedge 
has been driven into the region, a division 
based on an exaggerated perception of 
danger - itself an exaggeration of the 
actual dangers - and ignorance. Yet, 
Australians, Indonesians, Malaysians, and 
the other nations of South-East Asia, 
should not have to fear, expect or 
perpetuate violence, discriminatory 
portrayals, or governmental interference 
and suspicion. As with environmental, 
diplomatic, trading and other issues or 
difficulties, security is not a unilateral issue 
or approach, nor can it be monopolised by 
a single nation or culture. Creating or 
focusing on division simply exacerbates 
existing problems through denying moral 
and material support, the flow of 
information and intelligence, and a true, 
holistic comprehension of, and sympathy 
for, the difficulties, identity and validity of 
individual nations, peoples and beliefs. 
Australia has actively demonised Islam, 
yet we too are held with contempt, fear 
and loathing. 
Ultimately, all within the region desire the 
same thing - peaceful and secure co-
existence. This cannot be assured with 
dictatorial diplomacy, military pre-
dominance, or other forceful threats. 
Instead, as with any other problems faced 
by the global community the best 
approach is one of co-operation, 
understanding, and neighbourly spirit. 
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SHOULDER 
S H O U L D E R : 
Australia and the US have a good bilateral relationship. Many of 
our foreign policy objectives are commonly held. We pull our 
weight, have stood shoulder to shoulder in battle a number of 
times (and have again in Iraq), and a Free Trade Agreement 
(which in all likelihood would harm our national interest rather 
than advance it) may be just around the corner The simple fact a 
Free Trade Agreement is being discussed illustrates that the 
relationship is in a good condition. That said there is one vital 
issue we must, and can, disagree with America about: Taiwan, 
Our government is unconditionally supporting the U,S, in its efforts 
to disarm Iraq, It echoes the same, wholly unconvincing, lines as 
Bush and Blair, We are working, on behalf of the U.S., to bring 
other countries around to a very dubious position. We have done a 
lot of work and copped a lot of flack, just to prove to the U.S. that 
we are a 'true' ally. As a consequence, our self-esteem and 
international reputation are being hurt. The pay-off is a more 
enduring, strengthened alliance. The question does arise, as to 
Minolta Scholarship 
Awards Program 
MINOLTA 
Ihe ojsentiols ol Imaging 
The Minolta Scholarship Awards Program is 
designed to contribute to the future 
development of Information Technology In 
Australia and to foster young engineers. 
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whether this trade off is worth it. 
The alliance is inestimably important, but it may have to be tested 
unless the U.S. radically changes its position over Taiwan. This is 
the only foreseeable issue that has the potential to reahy 
challenge the alliance. Of course it is hoped that this issue 
remains purely academic. But if, one day, the proverbial push 
does come to shove, it is in Australia's national interest to not 
support America. However, in this instance, we should not 
oppose the U.S.. Australia's involvement must be limited to 
helping achieve a diplomatic solution. 
In an international confrontation over Taiwan, Australia could 
have a big role to play in helping to find a diplomatic solution,This 
is because of the close ties we have with the U.S., China, and 
Taiwan. Our efforts would include (but not be limited to) urging 
Taiwan to take a more helpful approach to resolving the situation. 
The 'one country two systems' approach has been successful in 
Hong Kong; there is good reason to believe a similar 
accommodation could be achieved in Taiwan. Australia would 
also have to try to dissuade America from entering into conflict by 
convincing them of the genuine folly of this position. This will not 
be easy - because at the same time that we are trying to 
dissuade them, the Americans are going to be doing their utmost 
to try to get us to support them. 
The current U.S. Deputy Secretary of State, Richard Armitage, 
has said (albeit when not in government) that America would 
expect Australia to do some of the 'dirty, hard and dangerous 
work' - by this he means contribute militarily. Let's hope that 
unlike this current government on Iraq, the government of the day 
has the courage to say no to the U.S., and the courage to tell the 
U.S. that thoy have got it wrong on Taiwan. 
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A PERSPECTIVE 
The Hawke Government's announcement, 
on the eve of Australia's Bk;entennial 
celebrations, to hold a Royal Commission 
into Aboriginal deaths in custody was 
welcomed in the Indigenous community. 
At last white Australia had a chance to 
acknowledge what had been historically 
and legally repressed. However the 
Commission was to fail in its objective of 
finding the truth. It foundered on the same 
ideological shortcomings evident in other 
inquiries. It was rather ironic how the 
Bicentennial became the vehicle that 
stimulated the inquiry. 
Aborigines had lobbied for an inquiry since 
1984. This urging of government for a 
Royal Commission, into what the reports 
would later describe as "barbaric and 
inhuman conditions," was primarily 
pursued by The Committee to Defend 
Black Rights. The Committee was 
established after the inquest into the death 
of Eddie Murray in the NSW Regional 
town of Wee Waa in 1981. The Royal 
Commission was perceived, by some, as 
an attempt to remove a source of 
international disgrace and humiliation as 
Australia celebrated what was, effectively, 
the effacement of its Indigenous people. 
The Hawke government perceived 
Aboriginal deaths in custody as a 
"problem" to be solved by the 
Commonwealth in consultation with the 
states; in other words, through the 
Westminster system and the application of 
British legal principles. 
There was a perception, by Aborigines 
and others, that a Royal Commission had 
the power to reveal the truth as to why so 
many Indigenous Australian's were dying 
in custody. In reading the Commission's 
reports, (Commonwealth and State) one 
thing is clear. Indigenous Australia was 
again being examined, analysed and 
inspected. Royal Commissions historically 
have wide-reaching authority founded in 
legislation. Royal Commissions may 
influence legislation (and they have in the 
past) through recommendations. 
Moreover, inquiries are generally held in 
the Anglo Australian mythos. They are 
seen to be more sequestered, beyond 
reproach and superior to the workings of 
the common law. 
The Commission investigated 99 deaths 
over 3 years, and published 5 volumes of 
National reports, 99 individual reports. 
Commonwealth recommendations (of 
which there are 339) and responses from 
every state and Territory to those 
recommendations, every year for ten 
years. Yet at the end of the reporting 
period in 2001, the rate of Indigenous 
death in custody had risen beyond what it 
was at the start of the inquiry. 
Aboriginal Australia has, since the release 
of the first report in 1991, criticised the 
Commission and Its recommendations for 
being limited. There is criticism over the 
inadequate and sluggish response by 
governments to the implementation of all 
339 recommendations, and the 
deficiencies at the investigation stage of 
the deaths. In the past twelve years the 
death rate of Indigenous Australians in 
custody continues to climb. This has 
pointed to those unmet expectations of the 
Royal Commission, felt within the 
Indigenous Community, in the execution of 
the Commissions findings, its 
recommendations, and by a government 
constrained by ideology. 
The expectation of Indigenous Australia 
that a Royal Commission, more so than 
any other inquiry, had the power to reveal 
the truth about Aboriginal death in custody 
was misconceived. The attendant danger 
however has been that the inquiry, its 
recommendations and its reports, have 
become the truth. A 'truth', which has 
served to enhance the perception, 
amongst many Australian's, that much of 
the suffering in Australia's Indigenous 
population should have been already 
resolved. Rather than meeting those 
expectations of Indigenous Australia in the 
untainted manner of an inquiry, the Royal 
Commission into Aboriginal deaths in 
custody foundered, by reinforcing the 
perception of Aborigines as "other" and in 
doing so misappropriated the voice of 
Indigenous Australia through the 
mechanics of legal inquiry. 
T.J.M, 
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Wa/r 
Vdnovo/n/ tVLe/vyv The composer Richard Wagner (1813-1883) 
was the apotheosis of late-nineteenth 
century romanticism - his influence heralded 
the age of modern music. As such, he 
represents a bridge from the nineteenth 
century to the twentieth. Yet unlike most 
composers his influence extends beyond the 
confines of music and opera. Wagner 
remains controversial to this day, because of 
the nationalistic nature of his operas, his 
notorious anti-Semitism, and perhaps 
unfairly, his posthumous association with 
Nazi dictator Adolf Hitler. The last of the four 
operas that comprise Der Ring des Nibelung 
• more commonly known in English as The 
Ring Cycle - was completed in 1874 and 
represents by far one of the most ambitious 
artistic undertakings in history. In terms of art 
the year is also recognised as the end of the 
romantic epoch and the beginning of the 
modern era (1874 saw the first impressionist 
exhibition). 
WctgpKverV ArtOitOo Le/^<i<:/y 
Uke the plot of The Ring, Wagner represents 
both the end of an old order and the 
beginning of a new. He was a visionary 
whose influence was to extend far beyond 
his own century. Mid-way through his career 
(and with the music of The Ring only half 
complete) Wagner had a life changing 
experience when he read the work of the 
German philosopher Arthur Schopenhauer. 
An extreme pessimist, Schopenhauer's 
philosophy turned Wagner's world on its 
head. 
According to Schopenhauer humans are 
suspended in a permanent state of unfulfilled 
desire and longing. Wagner became 
obsessed with bringing this theory to musical 
fruition, and thus created what many believe 
to be his finest work -Tristain and Isolde. All 
his subsequent operas (including the last two 
operas of The Ring) were to use a similar 
technique. Expanding on the unbridled 
emotionalism of Beethoven, Wagner used 
leitmotif to depict not only characters and 
situations, but emotions and entire worlds -
programmatic music -which in the age of 
cinema we take for granted. No composer 
was able to escape the influence of Wagner. 
Musically he stretched tonality to its limits. 
Composers who would soon represent the 
modern school (such as Debussy), now saw 
the need to go 'beyond Wagner'. This 
revolutionary musical concept was to lead to 
the complete break-down of the tonal 
system, which had characterised western 
music up until that time. 
AUAfe/TodA:yy? 
If Wagner were alive today he would most 
probably write film scores. Judging by his 
monumental achievement, he would also 
write, direct and produce these films as well. 
Wagner's concept of the Gesamtkunstwerk 
(combining numerous artistic forms to create 
literally a 'total work of art'), as it manifests 
itself in the staging of his operas, was indeed 
a vision that was only totally realised wilh the 
advent of motion pictures. For the 
productions Wagner insisted that everything 
was done to enhance the total experience of 
the occasion - for the first time the lights 
were tumed off in the auditonum, and the 
orchestra hidden in a pit beneath the stage. 
Nothing was to distract the audience - they 
were to be intoxicated and ovenwhelmed by 
the entire experience. 
Wa^¥[er (Mid/0ermcf^NoctiOYuilU»v 
Wagner spent over a quarter of a century on 
the four operas that make up The Ring. On 
its completion Germany had only recently 
been unified by 'Iron Chancellor' Otto von 
Bismarck. The newly founded Reich was 
experiencing a period of patriotic euphoria, 
following its victory in the Franco-Prussian 
War. In such an atmosphere it is hardly 
surprising that ultra-German nationalism 
flourished. Myth is an essential feature of any 
form of nationalism. Wagner's operas sapped 
the essence from the pantheon of north 
European Dark Age legend. 
In his powerful 'music dramas', in pariicuiar 
Lohengrin (complete with its thunderous 
'Sieg Neil's) and The Ring, Wagner divided 
the world into good and evil. Exploiting and 
reinventing the musical concept of leitmotif, 
Wagner depicted a misogynistic world of 
medieval combat, drenched in blood, beset 
with treachery, and overwhelmed with 
violence - filled with feuding Germanic gods, 
Nordic heroes, giants, dragons and dwarves. 
Using simple contrasts and exaggerated 
stereotypes (in Jungian terms archetypes) 
Wagner portrayed the forces of light and 
dark battling for mastery of the world, 
respectively represented in The Ring by the 
heroic knight Seigfied, and the semi-human 
Albreicht. 
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The Ring, like other Wagner operas, revelled 
in German nationalism, and for this reason 
many critics label him proto-fascist, a sort of 
Nazi before the Nazis. However, Wagner was 
by no means the only composer of his 
generation to use nationalistic themes - for 
example Smetna's My Country was released 
the same year as The Ring. Other 
contemporaries of Wagner, such as 
Tchaikovsky, Grieg, Chopin, Liszt and Verdi, 
all used nationalistic themes set to romantic 
music. Indeed the romantics in all art forms, 
emphasised human beings symbiotic 
relationship with nature and the land. 
Romanticism was a product of reaction to a 
sense of alienation - in essence a rejection of 
urbanisation and industrialisation. During 
the twentieth century neo-romantic rejection 
of modernity was to become a paramount 
feature of totalitarian ideologies, the theme 
manifesting itself in both Nazi art and 
Stalinist socialist realism. However, in the 
nineteenth century nationalism did not have 
the radical right-wing connotations that has 
characterised it since WWII. Wagner, the 
one time socialist revolutionary (he took part 
in the failed Dresden uprising of 1848), was 
by the end of his life totally disillusioned by 
politics. Nevertheless The Ring is in essence 
one great political parable, a metaphor for 
the present - the longing for a society based 
on love and humanity rather than the greed 
and power of politics. 
U/ag4^er cuyid/ amtO-Se^yrvCCCmi/ 
Nietzsche was of the opinion that Wagner's 
music, with its endless unresolved melodies, 
could only be enjoyed by neurotics. Once a 
devoted acolyte of the composer, tne 
philosopher was eventually to become 
Wagner's foremost critic. Their relationship 
became one of bitter enmity and Nietzsche, 
using his philosophical genius, heaped ever 
more vicious rhetorical torrents of intellectual 
abuse, ridicule and scorn on his former 
mentor. Nietzsche was not only put off by 
Wagner's art - he found his anti-Semitism to 
be nauseatingly repulsive. Apologists for 
Wagner (who was also a prolific writer) view 
his notorious essay 'Juden in Musik' (1850) 
as the beginning and end of his anti-Semitic 
writing. Gottfried Wagner, great-grandson of 
the composer, instead sees it as simply the 
beginning of a lifelong commitment to the 
denouncement of the Jews on a cultural and 
aesthetic basis (Wagner saw the Jews as 
enemies of Wagnerian art). Further 
Gottfried believes the operas themselves 
contain anti-Semetic caricatures (such as 
Parsifal's Kilngsor), and that Wagner can 
only be seen in the light of Hitler and the 
Holocaust. 
The argument surrounding the influence of 
Wagner on Hitler and the degree to which his 
ideology influenced pan-Germanic 
imperialist sentiment, political anti-Semitism 
and Nazi ideology, is heatedly debated. 
Official Wagnerian historians, under the 
watchful eyes of the 'Bayreuth brotherhood', 
gloss over the sinister side of Wagner's 
WeltiJngshauung, avidly avoiding the debate 
concerning the political implications of his 
operas and ignoring the sometimes 
poignantly implied proto-fascist concepts 
contained within a number of his works. 
While this legacy should certainly not be 
ignored, neither should it cloud our 
perception of Wagner the artist. While 
Wagner's anti-Semitism is obviously 
abhorrent, his negative legacy has more to 
do with events that took place in the first half 
of the twentieth century, than events in his 
own lifetime. 
Art a/yyd' pdOtCoy • MJa^^wer, 
Hitler <M\d/ the/ No/^ 
Any serious attempt to understand Nazism 
must address the issue of Wagner. Hitler 
himself proclaimed: "Whoever wants to 
understand National Socialist Germany must 
know Wagner". The composer was not only 
an ideological precursor, but a spiritual force 
on which Hitler drew on from his days as an 
adolescent vagabond in Vienna in the first 
decade of the twentieth century, right up until 
his death in the shattered ruins of Berlin in 
1945. It is for this reason, more than any 
other, that Wagner remains the most 
controversial composer in history. 
The Nazi leader loved Wagner so much that 
consciously or not, he emulated Wotan's 
fiery death from the final act of 
Gotterdamerung. In the opera Wotan 
destroys Valhalla by flame, in an orgy of self-
willed annihilation. Griffin notes Wagner 
"supplied to the Nazis both a major source of 
the regime's 'civic religion' and a model of 
'healthy' German aesthetics in theory and 
practice". In some respects it is true to say 
that Wagner forged the spiritual sword of 
Nazi Germany, During the Third Reich his 
music temple, at Bayreuth in southern 
Bavaria, became the cultic site of the new 
Nazi religion - the castle of the Holy Grail. 
During the regime Wagner's work was used 
by party ideologues as cultural justification 
for the persecution of the Jews, 
In his operas Wagner magnified grandeur 
and heroism. Just as Wagner saw art as the 
"presentation of religion in a lively form" 
.Hitler, the failed artist but skilful 
propagandist, saw politics as art and 
mingled it with occult mysticism to create 
awe-inspiring semi-religious pageants. 
Indeed, one need only look at the scene of 
the solemn consecration of the Blutfahn 
ceremony from Leni Riefenstahl's film 
Triumph des Willens, for a classic example of 
the conscious elevation of politics to religion. 
The Nazis also championed the Wagnerian 
cult of death, epitomised in their art and the 
elaborate ways in which they celebrated 
death and martyrdom at their funerals and 
ceremonies. 
Ardorno said that Wagner's music was an 
"..advertisement for magnificence in death". 
The Nazi's revelled in the celebration of 
heroic death, and glorified it with all the 
pomp and ceremony imaginable. The annual 
ceremony held on the 9th of November, to 
honour the sixteen dead Nazi comrades who 
fell during Hitler's failed putsch is a brilliant 
example of the religious nature of Nazi 
ritualism. With flaming braziers and 
swastika-bedecked streets, Hitler and the 
alte kampfe - old comrades - march 
solemnly through the streets of Munich to the 
mesmerizing sound of beating drums. 
There is no doubt that Wagner was a 
towering musical genius, whose works such 
as The Ring are monumental artistic 
achievement. The fact that a number of them 
contain nationalistic themes and racist 
stereotypes, should not detract from his 
merit as an artist. The perception of him as a 
proto-Nazi is unfair. Wagner himself would 
have been dismayed by the vulgarity and 
cultural backwardness of the Nazis. There is 
no doubt that Wagner was a rabid anti-
Semite, and an ideological precursor to 
Nazism. Nevertheless, while abhorring his 
politics, it is stilt possible to enjoy Wagner's 
operas, and credit him for his limitless 
creative talent - the legacy of which survives 
to this day. 
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Licence 
to Hunt 
Shona Nystrom 
Ever felt that you might be accused of 
stalking, while following a fellow student 
parker back to their car in the hope you 
might be rewarded with the prized scalp of 
a parking space? Ever broken that 
cardinal rule, taught to us as young 
children, 'never get into a car with a 
stranger.' But this is UQ, we are all just 
students, and it's a fair trade: a lift for a 
park. There are all sorts of tricks, and it 
takes a wee while to master the skill of 
'post 9am park finding.' Let's face it, 
getting out of bed to arrive at uni four 
hours early, just for the sake of a park 
does seem a trifle excessive; until you are 
roving around the lots looking at the expiry 
times on parking tickets in windscreens, 
vowing to arrive earlier next week. 
In mid-December last year, UQ Traffic & 
Parking informed all students, by e-mail, 
that there were going to be some changes 
to parking procedures and infrastructure 
as of the beginning of the new academic 
year. 
The main changes are the elimination of 
Green Permits, the building of a new multi-
story car park on the Conifer Knoll, and 
the increased parking prices in Yellow and 
Purple Zones. Students naturally reacted 
to the proposed changes with confusion 
and concern as to why, what, how, and 
when did all this happen. 
Many parking charges have almost 
doubled, and after complaints from Green 
permit holders that they could not always 
find a park (although the fact that a park 
was not guaranteed was clearly stated at 
the time of purchase), green permits have 
been removed from existence altogether. 
But there are many other people you can 
hear harp on about this. The 2003 Semper 
editors believe that by understanding the 
cause and reasoning behind changes and 
decisions, constructive progress can be 
made towards making some amenable 
agreements to all parties. Thus the focus 
of this article is why UQ Traffic & Parking 
made the decisions it did. 
The Semper editors were able to arrange 
a meeting with UQ Acting Chief Financial 
Officer, John Martin, and UQ Traffic & 
Parking Manager Anthony Fletcher, to find 
out some of the why, what, how, and 
when. 
Both Mr Martin and Mr Fletcher had a 
strong handshake. Initially the room was 
tense. Our request to tape the interview 
was denied and Mr Martin was not 
prepared for a question and answer 
segment. Instead we talked about parking 
in general. We considered this fair. 
Our major concern was that we felt we had 
been stone-walled on this issue. Now that 
we were in a face-to-face with two of the 
most influential men when it comes to 
parking, we were glad to break the ice. 
When we told them we were there for their 
side of the story, things became far more 
cordial. 
Mr Martin advised that Parking and Traffic 
had been one of his responsibilities for 
over 16 years and admitted frankly that he 
would happily relinquish the responsibility. 
It's a tough job as he explained. 
There are approximately 34,000 students 
on the St Lucia campus. No one can be 
sure of the exact number of those who 
would like a car park if they could get one. 
2002 
Green Zones: Required a Green Permit that cost $ 104 annually 
Green Zone Pay and Display: $2 per day 
Purple Zone Open Air Pay and Display: 50c per hour 
Purple Zone Undercover Poy and Dispioy: 60c per hour 
Yellow Zone Pay and Display: $1.20 
Multi-Level Car Parks: $ 1 first hour, then 50c per hour 
Conifer KnolL Green Zone Dust Bowl 
with approximate capacity of 350 
2003 
Green Zones: No Green Permits. 
Green Zone Pay and Display: $2.50 per day 
Purple Zone Open Air Pay and Display: $ 1 per hour 
PurpleZoneUndercover Pay and Display: $1 per hour 
Yellow Zone Pay and Display: $2 
Multi-Level Car Parks: $ 1 per hour. 
Connifer Knoll: Construction of a multi-level car park 
with approximate capacity of 500 
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but it certainly exceeds the 2500 car parks 
that are currently available to students. 
Conflict of Interest number one. 
The St Lucia campus is renowned for its 
leafy surrounds, and is often regarded as 
one of the most beautiful campuses in the 
country. Car parks are not leafy nor 
aesthetically beautiful. Car parks are 
practical, however, and allow students the 
possibility to drive to uni. This convenience 
allows greater opportunities for study, 
employment, and recreational activities, 
Conflict of interest number two. 
In order to maintain the high standard of 
amenities and infrastructure on the St 
Lucia campus, car parks are designed to 
be architecturally as aesthetically pleasing 
as possible. The last car park built, 
opposite the Rugby club, was dug into the 
ground so as to be as unobtrusive as 
possible. It also nearly doubled the 
number of spaces available on that land. 
Car parking spaces do not breed and 
multiply by themselves in the middle of the 
night. This all costs money, and lots of it, 
all of which is generated through parking 
and fine revenue. Students, by definition, 
don't like paying for anything, let alone 
parking. Of course they are going to kick 
up a stink when prices are doubled. 
Facts and figures for anyone 
interested. 
Construction of the two multi-story car 
parks along Sir Fred Schoneil Drive, which 
began construction in about 1994, cost $6 
million each, the cost of which has only just 
been repaid. The Blue and Green Zone car 
park opposite the Rugby club also cost 
$2.6 million. Projections of expected 
revenue from the new parking payment 
scheme estimate that the cost of the 
current improvements to car parking 
facilities will keep parking revenue tied up 
for about the next 15 years. 
There is an argument that compared to 
other campuses, UQ students were on a 
pretty good thing, and they are just sour 
now that it is over. While there certainly is 
demand for more student parking on the 
St Lucia campus, it should be noted (hat at 
the Herston and Turbot Street Campuses, 
there are no parking spaces available for 
students at all. Herston students are 
recommended to use a commercial 
parking station that charges $13 per day 
or S39 for a five day pass. Dental school 
students at the Turbot Street Campus are 
left with commercial city parking rates. 
UQ student parking rates 
compared with other University 
Campuses. 
Griffith University charges $169.50 for an 
annual permit, but like former UQ Green 
Permits, they are merely a 'licence to hunt' 
and do not guarantee a park. A daily 
parking permit will cost $5 per day, and 
metered parking exists at $1 per hour. This 
is only at Nathan, Mt Gravatt, Logan, and 
Gold Coast campuses. Students at the 
two Southbank campuses are left with 
commercial parking, which, even at 
special student rates, cost from $4-7 per 
day and has strict restrictions. 
QUT may seem cheaper by the hour, but 
the "demand-to-parks ratio" on some QUT 
campuses blow St Lucia's problems out of 
the water. At Gardens Point and Kelvin 
Grove, there is an extensive permit 
application form, with two hour time slots 
being allocated to people on a 'highest 
needs' basis. Also QUT's fines range from 
$37.50 to $75. UQ's fines range from $25 
to $50. 
According to UQ Traffic & Parking, if 
parking rates are less than half of a 
comparable parking area, the government 
will allow parking fees to be GST free. The 
demand for parking at the St Lucia 
campus has been considered comparable 
to the Wesley Hospital and the Royal 
Brisbane Hospital. By looking at these 
prices and charging less than half, the 
need to include a GST has been removed. 
This is apparently how the fee structure 
was arrived at. 
This left the daily Green Zone parking rate 
at $3 a day. UQ Traffic and Parking did 
consult the UQ Union, namely last years 
President Chris Vernon, and the President 
Elect, Aaron Marsham. They managed to 
negotiate the price down to $2.50 per day. 
Green turns to purple 
The $2.50 a day Green Zone charge, 
compared to other campuses, would seem 
pretty fair. This is wonderful for those 
students who get here at 8 o'clock in the 
morning. But as a student whose uni day 
traditionally runs from about 11 am to 7pm, 
this is no good for me. As a resolved 
purple zone parker, I am now forced to pay 
$9 a day. This disparity would seem less 
fair. However, now that the unusually high 
traffic usage associated with the 
beginning of semester has settled down to 
reflect more standard usage, UQ Traffic & 
Parking will liase with students and other 
interested groups regarding these recent 
changes. 
As a driver who needs to drive to be able 
to get to uni, work, and other 
commitments, sometimes it does feel as 
though the powers-that-be are demonising 
drivers, and we all should be good little 
bunny rabbits and just catch the bus. UQ 
Traffic & Parking has pressures to 
conserve the unique environment of this 
campus, they have pressures to provide 
far more car parking spaces than are 
currently available, and they have 
pressures to charge students as little as 
possible. This is a difficult juggling act. 
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THE EX-FILES : 
THE EX-GAY MOVEMENT : 
THE TRUTH IS OUT THERE. 
KRIS COONAN 
O N WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 12TH, 2003, MEMBERS OF THE UQ U N I O N 
QUEER COLLECTIVE A N D THE QUEENSLAND QUEER ACTIVIST NETWORK 
ORGANISED A PROTEST MARCH AND RALLY AGAINST A MEETING AT ST. LEO 'S 
COLLEGE, SHOWCASING THE VILE AND HOMOPHOBIC VIEWS OF FR. J O H N 
HARVEY AND DR. PETER RUDEGEAIR. TWO NORTH AMERICAN FOUNDERS OF 
THE CATHOLIC "EX-GAY" GROUP "COURAGE" . COURAGE IS ONE OF A NUMBER 
OF "EX-GAY" GROUPS WHICH HAVE BEEN SPRINGING UP OVER THE LAST TWO 
DECADES WITHIN VARIOUS CHRISTIAN DENOMINATIONS. EX-GAY PROPONENTS 
E S S E N T I A L L Y CLAIM THAT HOMOSEXUALITY IS A "CURABLE DISORDER" AND 
THAT INDIVIDUALS CAN BE "HELPED TO LEAVE THE GAY 'LIFESTYLE' TO ENTER 
HETEROSEXUALITY". THEY RELY ON OUTDATED RESEARCH (MUCH OF IT FROM 
THE 1 9 6 0 s AND EARLIER) WHICH HAS BEEN DEBUNKED BY OVER 2 0 YEARS OF 
EMPIRICAL STUDY BY REPUTABLE SCIENTISTS. THEIR THEOLOGY IS NARROW, 
SIMPLISTIC AND DOGMATIC. 
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Nigh on one hundred protesters from diverse LGBT groups throughout Brisbane joined members of the queer 
cross-campus student network to voice ttieir 
outrage that St. Leo's College would invite these 
people to speak and spread their questionable 
theology and poor science unopposed. The 
meeting was organised very much on the sly 
Rudegeair and Harvey had already held 
meetings in Melbourne and Sydney at large inner 
city public venues, where they were met by 
Queer Activists including members of "Rainbow 
Sash" in Sydney - who have regularly made life 
Hell for Pell (ie Archbishop George Pell who has 
refused Holy Communion to LGBT people). After 
these confrontations, the "ex-gay" circus refused 
to appear at scheduled radio interviews vyhere 
queer people had been invited to debate their 
views. The visit to Brisbane was a secret flit that 
had not been advertised anywhere in the 
mainstream press (or indeed, via the Catholic 
Press - there was no mention of the visit in the 
"Catholic Leader"). Curious indeed. 
But LGBT people are, indeed, everywhere and 
word leaked out via the Cstholic grapevine a 
couple of days before the event. 
This gave Queer Activists just enough time to 
organise a vocal welcoming party and to notify 
the press at the 11 th hour. Sadly, the Courier Mail 
chose not to report the event as most of their 
attention was diverted fo important coverage of 
Shane Warne's diet pill drama. 
There is a record of the event in the coverage by 
Queensland Pride newspaper, however 
ERE iS WHAT I BELIEVE WE 
WERE ABLE TO ACHIEVE." 
• We made it very uncomfortable for those 
attending the meeting, who were thwarted from 
holding their meeting in secret - which was 
obviously their aim, given the complete lack of 
advertisement, even in the Catholic Press, In 
answer to those who criticised the militancy of the 
protesters, I can only ask them if they would feel 
so free to criticise if the event consisted of white 
parents dragging their children off to a meeting to 
hear a white supremacist 
—chastise them for their involvement in inter-
racial relationships because such relationships 
—were "an abomination to the Lord" (and yes, 
there is plenty of racism and xenophobia in the 
—Old Testament for Biblical Tferalists to call or)). 
A refusal to see the parallels cannot be 
—anything but homophobic, 
• We raised the awareness levels of a number 
of individuals who had intended to go into the 
meeting but changed their minds after speaking 
to queer people outside, as well as many who 
had gone inside but subsequently came out to 
speak with us. 
• We seriously undermined the credibility of the 
speakers - though they generally do quite a good 
job of this themselves (more on this when I get lo 
my description of what happened when I was 
delegated to go into the meeting). 
• We set a recent precedent for a large, vocal, 
queer rally around a specifically queer issue on 
this campus that was organised by students but 
attended by queer people across the board. 
H E R E ' S A QUICK R O U N D U P 
O F W H A T T R A N S P I R E D : 
Marching, marching, chanting, hammering of 
placards into grassy knoll outside Leo's, 
Prevented from entering building by orivate 
security guards hired by Leo's. Told by CIB 
detectives who were called by Leo's at insistence 
of nasty ittle priest* that we could send 6 people 
inside (Oh, gee, ta very much, I don't think so). 
Blockaded entrances and kept right on chanting. 
Distributed broadsheets about homophobic 
bastard people and what they do to queer 
people. Ordered by police to move on. Didn't. 
Constant agile-minded argumentation from 
queer 
officers resulted in quite a bit of police confusion 
J Eventually protesters decided to refuse offer of 
delegation (by now, reduced to three, 'cos people 
grumpy with us), but opted to send in Shelly from 
P-Flag (Parents and Friends of Lesbians and 
Gays), indie media rep and yours truly for 
"question time", I was delegated to present a 
statement on behalf of protesters, expressing 
horror, anger and outrage at this group with blood 
on its hands. 
['Disclaimer: I know a number of lovely Christians 
(and Catholics) who hate the Vatican stance on 
queerness and hate what this group stands for, 
but this man was a nasty little man if ever I've 
seen one. Also, I do feel a certain degree of 
regret for the elder woman who was looking (ike 
a possum in headlights amidst the chan!s and 
who later came out to talk to us and hear what we 
had to say. Interestingly, when we asked her why 
she was there, she replied "Oh, I'm here because 
my husband wanted to come".] 
According to one of the UQ students who was 
inside the building for the entire talk, the 
gathering was reminiscent of a One Nation rally 
and Father John Harvey "just ripped into LGBT 
people with neurotic delight". He presented the 
usual brand of simplistic theology and poor 
science, which is the staple of ex-gay groups 
(more on this later) and at one point actually 
suggested that homosexuality was often the 
result of childhood rape. He suggested that some 
of the protestors outside "may have been 
sodomised by their fathers when children". 
He also confidently asserted that "there is no 
homosexuality in the animal kingdom", which any 
biologist worth their salt wil! tell you is absolute 
nonsense. 
I arrived in the room at the tail end of his spiel. 
The Deputy Dean of the College came over to 
speak to me (we'd already been warned that 
speaking out of turn would be considered 
"disruptive" and we'd be turfed ouf immediately). 
The Dean tried to persuade me to the view that 
this was just a quiet little gathering of a poor old 
priest and nice Catholic people who just wanted 
to hear what he had to say 1 asked him - could he 
seriously not understand the anger of all the 
people outside? I then asked him what he would 
expect to happen if he turned St, Leo's dining 
room over to some lunatic who was calling for the 
re-institution of slavery because the Bible 
condoned it. He was obviously discomforted by 
the question and did give me a verbal invitation to 
speak to the residents of St. Leo's about 
homophobia, I am still in shock and will reserve 
my excitement until I get something in writing. But 
if this transpires, then it's fantastic. 
T H E FOLLOWING IS THE 
EXCHANGE THAT ENSUED 
DURING QUESTION TIME AT 
THE END OF HARVEY'S SPIEL 
(FROM IV1EMORY. TRANSCRIBED 
THE NEXT DAY AND TO THE 
BEST OF MY KNOWLEDGE): 
M E : My name's Kris and I'm the Queer 
Organiser at UQUnion. I have been sent In here 
fo represent the people outside who have been 
refused enlry to make a statement on their 
behalf about their anger and outrage at the 
homophobia being spread at this meeling 
DEPUTY D E A N : Ask your question. 
M E ; There are a lot of questions I'd like to ask 
you, but I don't have the opportunity for that,.. 
HARVEY; What's your question? 
M E : You know, 1 was raised Catholic, bjt I left the 
Catholic faith because of the homophobia I 
encountered there. I still however, hold to the 
positive values which Christianity espouses, like, 
for instance, "judge not, lest you be judged" or how 
aboul "love one another as 1 have loved you"? 
D E A N : You'll have to ask your question or I'm 
taking the microphone away 
M E : Well, just before 1 go on, can 1 just say, 
Father, may God strike me mute if my 
homosexuality is an abomination. And father, you 
can start a prayer for that anytime you like now. 
HARVEY: [narrows beady eyes at me, Hmmm, I 
don't think he likes me]. This is not a question, 
you are just making statements. 
M E : Oh yes, that's right. I forgot. No-one is 
allowed to make statements here, except for you. 
Alright, if you want a question and I'm only 
allowed one question, then here's the question I 
think the people outside would like answered. 
Why do you exclude gay, lesbian and bisexual 
people from any real discussion or debate or 
participation at these meetings? Why do you not 
even invite PFlag (Parents and Friends of 
Lesbians and Gays) to these meetings? They are 
fairly conservative by anyone's standards, but 
you won't even allow them a voice. Why is that? 
HARVEY: [Long rambling basically culminating 
in.,.] Because you are disruptive. 
(Translation; "I'm a Nazi"] 
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At this point, the microphone was taken away I 
was very angry and frustrated because there 
were about 50 odd questions I'd have liked to 
stump him with, given the opportunity, like: 
"You've just said that only human beings have 
free will and can therefore choose a 'gay lifestyle'. 
Given current research that out of the 400 animal 
species whose sexual behaviour has been 
comprehensively studied, 20% exhibit 
homosexual behaviour, how do you account for 
this? Who created these animals? If your God 
created these animals and they don't have free 
will and can't choose, then who created the 
homosexuality?" 
But 1 didn't get the chance, despite all my arm-
waving. He just didn't want to talk to me no more. 
Fortunately there were a number of members of 
the Union present who were supportive, but had 
not taken part in the rally who were also able to 
ask him some further questions which caused 
him some chagrin. The meeting was closed down 
after only about 7 questions. Participatory? Open 
and accountable? I don't think so. Christian? 
Hardly 
So, what are ex-gay ministries claiming and what 
are these claims based on? 
X-.GAY MINISTRIES BELIEVE 
THREE MAIN THINGS: 
• Ihey are called to love gay and lesbian people 
"struggling with sexual orientation"; 
• homosexual orientation is chosen or is the 
result of bad childhood experiences; and 
• they cannot condone this "sinful" behavior, and 
therefore "cannot accept their gay, lesbian and bi-
sexual family members." (P-FOX website) 
"Ex-gay ministries believe that homosexuality is 
not innate and is treatable through the 
combination of sound Christian psychological 
teachings and therapy" (P-FOX) 
[N,b, "P-Fox" stands for "Parents and Friends of 
Ex-gays" and is a direct ripoff of PFLAG.] 
Ex-gay ministries use out-moded medical 
theories and radical religious beliefs to justify 
trying lo alter gay and lesbian peoples' natural 
sexuality. They generally advocate what is known 
as "reparative therapy", which basically aims to 
convince lesbian and gay people that their love 
and desire is sinful and sick, requires them to 
"repent" and to "come over to heterosexuality" (or, 
in the case of "Courage", abstinence). 
F A C T S O N 
T H E R A P Y " : 
REPARATIVE 
• Sexual orientation is nol a disease. In 1973, the 
American Psychiatric Association removed the 
term "homosexuality" from its list of mental and 
emotional disorders. Therefore, it does not need 
to be cured. 
• "Reparative therapy" doesn't work. In 1990, the 
American Psychological Association stated that 
scientific evidence does not show that conversion 
therapy works and that it can do more harm than 
good. 
• According to the American Medical 
Association, "most of the emotional disturijance 
experienced by gay men and lesbians around 
their sexual identity is not based on physiological 
causes but rather is due more to a sense of 
alienation in an un-accepting environment. For 
this reason, aversion therapy (or reparative 
therapy) is no longer recommended for gay men 
and lesbians." 
The American Psychological Association passed 
a 1997 resolution stating that "that there is no 
sound evidence on the efficacy of 'reparative 
therapy', which seeks to 'cure' homosexuals," 
In response to an "ex-gay" advertising campaign 
in the US, the APA released a statement in 
December 1998, which said that: 
"The potential risks of 'reparative therapy' are 
great, including depression, anxiety and self-
destructive behavior, since therapist alignment 
with societal prejudices against homosexuality 
may reinforce self-hatred already experienced by 
the patient," 
The most prominent groups that advocate for 
"reparative therapy" include Courage and: 
EXODUS INTERNATIONAL 
Exodus International is a Christian referral and 
resource network founded in 1976. Its primary 
purpose is to "proclaim that freedom from 
homosexuality is possible through repentance 
and faith in Jesus Christ as Savior and Lord." 
(Exodus website) 
Exodus has never produced any reliable success 
rates. 
The claims of "cure" by ex-gay ministries have 
repeatedly been called into question by many gays 
who have gone through the Exodus program. 
Perhaps the most famous "former ex-gays" are 
Michael Bussee and Gary Cooper, who were 
instrumental in establishing Exodus International in 
1976. Ultimately Bussee and Cooper fell in love 
and left the ministry, which was then taken over by 
their ex-wives! According to statements 
subsequently made by Bussee and Cooper, they 
realized that the ministry was damaging more 
people than it was helping. They said that many 
people who had gone through the ministry 
attempted suicide or became clinically depressed 
and they decided that they had to speak out about 
the "ex-gay" ministries. Bussee made press 
statements to the effect that: "After dealing with 
hundreds of people, he and his lover hadn't "met 
one who went from gay to straight. Even if you 
manage to alter someone's sexual behavior, you 
cannot change their true sexual orientation." 
The huge ex-gay advertising campaign the group 
ran in the US, which apparently cost Exodus over 
half a million dollars, prominently featured Anne 
and John Paulk, an "ex-gay" couple. John is a 
former drag queen who freely admits that he still 
has homosexual feelings but believes that Jesus 
has enabled him to cease acting on them. 
Embarrassingly for Exodus, John was recently 
sighted in a Washington DC gay bar by Human 
Rights Campaign members. The Human Rights 
Campaign is a leading advocacy organization for 
Gay/Lesbian rights. Anne, on the other hand, was 
apparently never really a lesbian in the first place. 
She admits that she has previously had "close 
relationships" with women but that those 
relationships "were more emotional than 
physical." (http://www.hrc.org) 
Further undermining the claims of Exodus' ex-
gay advertising campaign is the fact that they 
appropriated and deliberately distorted the 
legitimate research of Dr. Robert Garofolo, a 
children's hospital Pediatrician in Boston. Dr 
Garofolo's research on 4300 gay teens showed 
that substance abuse and self-harming 
behaviours were high in this population. Exodus 
attempted to use the research in their campaign 
to argue that being gay or lesbian in itself 
predisposed young people to substance abuse, 
self-harming behaviour and suicide. According to 
DrGarofolo: 
"It's a complete misrepresentation of what the 
research actually says," the doctor told reporters, 
"It was taken completely out of context. It comes 
to the complete opposite conclusion of what the 
paper actually concluded." What Dr. Garofalo's 
conclusions do show Is that "a culture that Is 
often unaccepting" - a judgmental social climate 
such as the offending "religious" ads are 
attempting to create - is at the root of any abuse 
by teens of themselves. The pediatrician called 
the teens' attempted suicides and their high 
levels of substance abuse the result of 
"alienation" in a hostile social climate. Dr, 
Garofalo says he is "horrified" and "angry" by the 
use of his name in the ads. He calls the 
"Christian's" reading of his research "a divisive 
and destructive forum." 
"It's just an awful and very destructive message," 
he told the press, "It alienates them (teens), 
makes them further feel isolated and alone. 
That's (the ad) the very thing that leads to 
suicide, and leads to the behaviors that were 
reported in my (research) paper." 
(Jack Nichols, "Gay Today", 1998).) 
NOTE: To all LGBT members of Christian or 
other faiths who feel that they must choose 
between their sexuality and their faith. You do 
NOT have to choose. You may have to leave your 
Church if it is infected with homophobes, but 
these people do not own God and they do not 
own spirituality. For further information on 
homosexuality and spirituality from non-
homophobic theologians, see the following 
internet sites: 
http://www.truluck,com/index.htm 
http://www,religioustolerance.org/ 
http://student.uq.edu.au/~s101014A 
http://viww.christianlesbians.com 
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The Women's Room: A Man's Perspective on Feminism 
Rhy.s I'inn 
Both Lisa White and Louise Schluter had good 
points to make about the role of feminism In 
today's society, Ms Schluter is certainly right in 
saying that one of the least important aspects of 
her being is that she is a woman. But It is for that 
very reason that feminism still has a role to play. 
Although women are well capable of achieving 
most things a man can, not ail women are given 
that opportunity. 1 would like to offer my 
perspective on the debate as a man, but I by no 
means mean to speak for all men. 
Many people often forget that it is a woman's right 
to not want to work. Because of the fight for the 
woman's right to wori< that has occurred, we now 
live in a society where most families can no longer 
sun/ive on a single income, and so it is difficult for 
a woman to choose to stay at home should she so 
desire. Men face this same problem, and in fact 
paternal leave rights are even more difficult to 
obtain than maternal leave rights. 
By fighting for the end of one form of oppression, 
feminists have created another, one that still 
limits lifestyle choices for both women and men. 
There are also those women who would choose to 
work rather than have a family. If they are prepared 
to work harder than some of their counterparts 
who choose to have children, then surely they 
should reap the rewards in the workplace, 
especially seeing as they do not experience the 
joys of parenthood. Having children is a lifestyle 
choice that should not be forced upon any person. 
Although people should have the right to have 
children without fear of unemployment, they should 
also be prepared for others who continue working 
to jump ahead of them in the queue for promotions 
jf others are putting in the hard yards in the 
workplace. 
However I'm not saying that women don't have 
employment equality problems. In many 
industries, employment opportunities depend 
more on who you know rather than what you 
know. And men have been at the top of most 
professions for so long, that the people to know 
are men. It is very hard to break into that circle 
as a woman. Not only that, but if they do 
succeed, then they face harsher scrutiny than 
the "mates" from the "boy's club". After all, you'll 
always let a mate get away with something. If a 
woman gets upset by something and becomes 
vocal about it, it is dismissed as "that time of the 
month" or "bitchiness". If a man does it, it is seen 
as strength. 
These days, there is a disturbing tendency to 
lump all "femo-nazis" together. It is true that 
there are extremists among the feminist 
movement. However, like any political issue, 
there are all sorts of perspectives, and there Is 
no one lemlnist viewpoint". So to argue against 
"feminism" is fairiy pointless, Some feminists are 
more "equalists", others are angry femes and 
others are just plain butch. And every person 
has a right to their views and a right to choose 
their lifestyle. Yet we are not granted that right in 
today's society. We are governed by the choices 
of some. Different people want different things. 
That's what makes the human race interesting. 
And yet people find it hard to value differences. 
And they find it hard to consider differences 
without attributing them to race, gender, 
sexuality or social groups. 
The inequality that exists between the sexes 
disadvantages both women and men, yet it is 
often seen as the problem of just a few whinging 
women. Society still teaches many gender roles. 
Yet often men are just as upset by these 
inequalities as women, but don't fee! that they can 
speak out about them without being ridiculed, 
1 am a fairiy effeminate guy. Because of this, I 
have had jokes for years now about my 
sexuality, Most of the time, 1 take it in good 
humour, but sometimes, it goes too far and 
people really do start to believe that I am gay, 
because in their eyes that is the only possible 
explanation for my behaviour. As though 
sexuality is a personality trait rather than just a 
choice of bed partners. 
I enjoy the company of women as friends. I enjoy 
a lot of camp things and act very camp. I am 
highly emotional, but any public display is seen 
as shameful. I even want to "save myself" for the 
right giri. I've had flings, but as far as sexual 
intercourse goes, for me that is a very special 
and personal thing that shouldn't be shared with 
just anyone. Yet this attitude usually brings 
accusations of homosexuality, being a sissy, and 
laughter. I'm sure there are people reading this 
who are laughing right now. 
I'm also a very shy person, which is not expected 
of men. That's why there are so many "queer" 
activities and "women's" activities during events 
such as 0 Week. It is expected that men can 
make their own friends, even though men are 
usually much less friendly and open to 
newcomers in my experience. Even if there were 
men's activities, it would be seen as a sign of 
weakness to attend such an event, and most in 
attendance would inevitably receive the gay tag. 
This expectation of men extends into romantic 
relationships. A lot of women 1 know expect the 
man to ask the woman out and to ask for her 
hand in marriage. Women often don't realise that 
it is just as scary for a man to ask a woman out 
as vice versa. It is human nature to fear 
rejection. When I went to a gay bar with friends, 
I found that it was the most flattering thing 1 had 
ever experienced to actually have someone ask 
me out and to tell me that I was beautiful, (And it 
wasn't any trouble to tell them simply that I was 
straight). Before women complain too much 
about the men they end up with, perhaps they 
should try the same flattery on men that we are 
forced to use on them. 
People like to categorise people into groups so that 
they can understand them. So tiiat they can make 
generalisations. This means that you don't have to 
deal with all the confusing and ovenwhelming 
differences between people. And then when 
someone doesn't quite fit the gender stereotype, 
come up with a new category eg tomboy 
The point I am making is that gender is about as 
relevant as race. Certain black people have 
certain nerve fibres that make them run faster 
Women have certain bits that make them bleed 
once a month. And culture will teach certain 
races to think a particular way, thus meaning 
some stereotypes have some merit to them. But 
we ail know that not everyone in a race fits into 
the stereotype. Why? Because most of what we 
have traditionally associated with race in less 
enlightened times, is actually to do with culture. 
The same applies to gender. Most issues to do 
with gender roles are merely learned 
assumptions that we have taken on from society. 
We know now that to make a generalisation 
about a race as a whole can never work 
because there are too many people within a 
race to be able to say that they all act in the 
same way. Yet a gender is a much larger group 
than a race. How on earth does anyone expect 
to be able to make sweeping comments apply to 
50% of the worid's population? "Men don't ask 
for directions". This statement has been applied 
to nearly ten million people in this nation atone. 
And apparently people who don't ask for 
directions can be easily identified by their 
genitalia. But the simple fact is that that is what 
the true meaning of sexism is. Categorising and 
making assumptions based on sex. 
It is important to start seeing people as just 
"people" rather than as belonging to a particular 
group. However, while society continues to 
oppress certain groups in society, they wiil feel 
the necessity to join together in areas such as 
the Women's Room, which has become a vital 
refuge for women. 
Feminism still has a vital role to play for the 
benefit of both genders. It is a matter of fighting 
for our right to choose our way of life without 
being pigeon-holed or abused. To be respected 
for our differences, not in spite of them. Lifestyle 
choices and employment opportunities should 
not be governed by gender any more than they 
should be governed by race. Gender is only 
relevant with regards to sexual attraction and 
procreation. It is not a personality trait. Overall 
however, women still face a much larger 
challenge than men for equality in modern 
society. And while society continues to oppress 
them and disrespect them, women will continue 
to find it necessary to seek refuge in areas such 
as the Women's Room. 
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Last year Dr. Brendan Nelson, the Federal 
Education Minister, conducted a review into 
higher education. From this review he 
released a ministerial discussion paper 
called Higher Education at the Crossroads. 
Although a review is meant to be about 
consultation, it was evident that Nelson was 
not listening to the suggestions of students, 
staff, or universities. The paper proposed a 
number of models, all of which could 
potentially devastate students and cause 
further inequity in access to universities, 
A Sydney Morning Herald article recently 
leaked some contents of the Nelson Review 
package for universities. This package is far 
worse than expected; if fully Implemented it 
would create an elitist system, which most 
families would not be able to afford. Despite 
repeated requests by staff and student 
unions alike, the details of this proposed 
package have not been released to the 
public, and media leaks - such as this one -
are all that we have to go by in terms of what 
to expect. 
The leaked package (which is now before 
the Government's Expenditure Review 
Committee) proposes: 
• The partial deregulation of student fees: 
This would effectively start the ball rolling for 
the complete deregulation of student fees, 
where universities would be able to set the 
cost of a degree at their institution. A UQ 
Veterinary Science degree starting this 
year, for example, will cost an upfront fee 
student approximately $125 000. This is the 
sort of costs that students can expect to 
Incur under a deregulated system. 
• Making a range of student loans available 
to help cover the gap between HECS and 
higher fees. These would be subject to 
nearly full interest rates. It is this type of 
proposal which could result in students 
across the board effectively graduating with 
loans like home mortgages to repay. 
• The opening of the system to the private 
sector. This would mean a larger degree of 
corporate sponsorship to university 
courses. This sort of sponsorship raises 
problems to do with the autonomy of 
universities, and therefore their ability to 
provide students with an objective and 
therefore quality education. 
t To double the number of domestic upfront 
full-fee (DUFF) students allowed into 
courses. This would mean that up to half of 
all places for Australians could be taken by 
full fee paying students, whose scores 
would not allow them enlry on merit basis 
alone.This year is the first year at UQ where 
upfront fee paying positions have been 
offered, after the university senate passed 
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legislation last year allowing this to 
occur. This was despite a referendum held 
by the student union which asked: 
'Do you agree with the following: That the 
students at The University of Queensland 
oppose the introduction of domestic 
undergraduate full fee paying places at The 
University of Queensland.' 
Of the 2088 formal votes recorded, 96.74 
percent voted yes. So student sentiment at 
UQ is very clearly against upfront fees. 
Allowing them to account for up to 50 
percent of positions is clearly a blow to any 
attempt at an equitable education system in 
which access to university is merit (rather 
than monetry) based. 
Higher education is 
currently in a situation of 
funding crisis. As a result 
the quality of tertiary 
education rn Australia is 
going downhill, lecture 
fneatres are increasin ' 
becoming overcrowdi 
tutorials are growing In 
size, and smaller subjects 
are being cut. 
• That students who fail to complete their 
degrees on time will lose federal funding. 
This would be a blow to students from 
disadvantaged situations by not allowing for 
flexibility within their course, and would be 
likely to cause a much higher drop out rate 
of these students. 
• Universities would receive $20 million -
not to help fund universities which are 
screaming for funding, not to help students 
receive a higher quality education in any 
way - to Implement a web-based Higher 
Education Information Management 
System. This system would be used by the 
Government to track the progress of 
students and to police which students were 
not completing their degrees on time (so 
they can cut their funding... ). This would 
probably take the form of a student 
identification card. 
The contribution that Australian students 
are currently making to the running of 
universities is far larger than almost 
anywhere else in the developed world. In 
many European countries students receive 
free university educalion. In the US 
students are expected to contribute 
approximately 19 percent of running costs 
of. public universities. In Canadian 
universities the rate is 17 percent. Students 
at Australian universities already contribute 
36.2 percent. As a result, a lot of Australian 
students are already deterred by the 
prospect of taking on huge debts. This 
particularly effects students coming from 
lower socio-economic backgrounds (read: 
working class and Indigenous), to whom the 
prospect of being out of the workplace for 
several years is threatening enough. So 
the prospect of a totally deregulated system 
where students could expect to graduate 
with $100 000 interest bearing student 
loans is ludicrous. 
A deregulated system would also result In 
vast differences between universities based 
on money rather than a universal provision 
for quality higher education institutions. The 
current running joke that UQ is the 
university for the ideal world, QUT for the 
real world, and Griffith for the Third World 
would be further enforced, with students 
enrolling in courses which they could afford 
(read: degree shopping) where they could 
afford them. It would see students working 
longer hours in order to survive financially 
{already students have to work an average 
of 15 hours per week, with 10% of students 
frequently missing classes due to work). 
The ideology of user-pays completely fails 
to recognise the fact that education benefits 
all people, not just the recipients. Therefore 
the cost should be borne by the whole of 
society. Society could easily become the 
wealthiest off-loader ever. A fully publicly 
funded education system is not just a fairy 
tale system, but one that could easily be 
achieved. With the current Liberal 
government being the highest taxing 
government in the history of Australia it's a 
question of priorities rather than 
possibilities. 
To get involved in the Education Area of 
your Union contact Education Officer, 
Margot Balch, on: 
Tel. 33 77 29 83 
e-mail;education.union@ mailbox.uq.edu.au 
Or turn up to an Education Action Group at 
the Tivey room every fortnight, beginning 
Wednesday the 12th of March. 
References: 
Sydney Morning Herald article, "Uni students face 
funding Big Brother, A Contractor*, 25/02/03. 
NUS submission lo the Ministerial Review of Higher 
Education, availat)le online at: www,unistudent,com.au 
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SEMPER REPORTS ON -UQ 
UQ UNION & COUNCIL Ul l lOn 
Sadly, the functioning of the Union is quite 
a dull and boring thing. Most of the people 
involved are also dull and boring. To this 
end, Semper has decided to reduce its 
report on Union activities, prioritising 
articles that people are likely to read. 
Besides, the only people who are 
interested in that kind of thing already have 
people to tell them what's going on (if they 
can't figure it out themselves). So we have 
decided to mix things up a little, and give a 
brief report on important events that have 
happened since our last edition, and a top 
five silliest moments. This we hope will give 
our readers a moment of amusement in the 
otherwise dull and boring world of student 
politics. 
PAYMENT OF OFFICE BEARERS 
Council resolved to change the regulations 
so that certain positions, which previously 
had not been paid, were now paid. Elected 
office bearers are paid an honorarium of 
approximately $9.60 an hour, with no over 
time. There were seven positions added to 
the pay structure. These were International 
Students Officer, Disabilities Officer, Goorie 
Berrimpa Officer, and Ipswich Campus 
Officer for twenty hours a week (half-time), 
and Colleges Officer, Herston Officer, and 
Turbot Street Officer at twelve hours per 
week (part-time). 
Because this took the form of a regulation 
change, an absolute majority was needed 
on council, so negotiations were necessary 
to get this through. After several council 
meetings, and a lot of discussion, the 
motion was passed with 18 votes. 
Supporting the motion were councillors 
from Mojo, Activate, Whitlam, and Rage. 
The only team not to support the move was 
Vision. 
THE BUDGET 
Council has passed the annual budget, with 
much debate from all sides. Due to an 
agreement with Refectory workers to air-
condition their workplace, each area was 
encouraged to be as frugal as possible. The 
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Treasurer's recommendation to 
Administration Committee (the committee 
which approves the budget before council) 
slashed several areas, including Semper. 
The Treasurer claimed the average cut for 
all areas was between 15 to 45%. 
Despite these cuts. Colleges were 
budgeted for a substantial increase, and 
Activities was also increased. These areas 
are both held by members of the Mojo 
team. Non-Mojo office bearers held the 
majority of the areas that were substantially 
decreased. This was not acceptable to the 
majority of Councillors, so the Left worked 
together to amend the budget so it was 
fairer on all areas. 
The Mojo executive was not happy with 
their budget being changed, so they did 
everything in their power to obstruct and 
delay. At the end of the meeting, when the 
Left's amended budget had been 
approved, the Secretary informed some 
other office bearers that no cheques would 
be signed. 
Sparky the 
Monkey's career 
as a student 
politician came 
to an abrupt halt 
one day, wnen 
he began to talk 
sense. 
TOP 5 SILLIEST MOMENTS 
5 . " That $4,000 be used from the student promotions line of the 2003 Activities 
budget to fund the Activities lawn bowls day to be held on May 11."" 
Motion passed at Committee of Elected Officers. 
4 . 'That Aaron Marsham (UQU President) be placed on ten days sick leave in 
case he has contracted SARS. This is in order to prevent him spreading the 
disease to non-globetrotting UQU workers." 
Motion proposed in Admin Committee after Aaron returned from Canada. 
3 . Women's Rights Officer Lisa White being locked out of Women's Collective (of 
which she is the Convenor) by members of the Mojo team. 
2 . " That $3,000 be granted to St John's College from the grants line of the 
women's budget to ensure International House send as many women as possible 
to the NAUCC conference." 
Proposed motion at previously mentioned 'women's collective'. St John's is an all 
male college, with no affiliation with International House. 
1 . After they didn't get the budget they had hoped for, the Secretary and Treasurer 
suddenly came to a Damascus-like realisation that as the budget had been 
presented late, it could not be passed at all. This was their final attempt at 
thwarting the amended budget. When a councillor told the Treasurer it was her 
fault, she told them: Tm not the one responsible for calling Admin'. This initiated 
some confusion as the Mojo Treasurer and Mojo Secretary attempted to work out 
whose negligence was responsible for ensuring that the Union could have no 
budget. Constitutionally (R274) the annual budget is to be presented to Admin 
Committee no later than the second Monday in March and to Union Council no 
later than the third Wednesday in March. It was late on both counts. It seemed that 
their logic was that since the budget was late the Union should have no budget at 
all. Law students In the room greeted this with howls of laughter. 
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SEHIPER UinTCH 
In this edition of Semper, it has been illustrated how biased and 
untrustworthy Semper is in relation to their lead article, 'Nation f^ost 
Feared' in the first edition. So why exactly were the editors so 
prepared to run this obviously partial and poorly informed and 
researched article, especially as the lead in their first edition? Things 
become a little clearer when you discover that Ms Fallon is in a 
relationship with Jim Wilson, co-editor of Semper. At best, the editors 
of Semper were blinded by this relationship and couldn't see the 
article's main flaws. At worst, they didn't care about the flaws and 
made a conscious decision to run Ms Fallon's article at any cost. 
Either way, the stench of impropriety permeates. 
Not only did Ms Fallon get the lead article in the student newspaper 
on [sic] one of the biggest Universities in Australia, she got paid for the 
privilege! Students paid Ms Fallon $150 to write the article. At the time 
of writing, she is to my knowledge the only person to have been paid 
for contributing to the edition. Why is this so? SEMPER WATCH will 
leave it to Semper to tell us why students should not only have to pay 
for the magazine to be published when they don't read it, but then pay 
the editor's girlfriend to contribute! Surely she could have taken one 
for the team! 
The cost may be more than expected at first glance. With Semper 
struggling to find relevance with the average student population, 
advertisers are harder to come by This means that students continue 
to virtually fully fund the magazine, even though not enough of them 
read it to make advertising worth while. This type of article does little 
to lift Semper out of the hole it has dug itself over the past few years. 
Things don't stop there. It seems Ms Fallon is also a budding 
journalist. What does every journalism student need? A portfolio of 
published articles no less! So now she's also got a nice addition to he 
[sic] portfolio, courtesy of her darling Semper boyfriend. That will 
come in handy when she starts looking for employment, I'm sure. 
Most journalism students at UQ fight over the tiny number of 
newspaper space [sic] in The Queensland Independent. However, 
Semper obviously don't think Ms Fallon shouldn't {sic) have to wait in 
line. 
Here's where we come to yet another conundrum. Ms Fallon has 
never been, and will never be, printed in TQl, Not because her writing 
style doesn't meet the paper's standards, but because TQl is only 
open to UQ students, Ms Fallon doesn't even go to UQ! That's right, 
she does journalism at QUT! What place does a QUT student have in 
a magazine, produced and payed for by UQ students, many of them 
in the School of Journalism? Surely if the editors are going to act 
impartially, they should give the lead articles, and the accompanying 
$150 payment, to UQ students. UQ students pay for it, so why should 
we give QUT students the best spots in it? if they don't have a student 
newspaper, their Union should create one. 
When SEMPER WATCH confronted the editors about this blatant 
case of 'jobs for the girls' they became quite angry Who should be 
angry though? The Semper editors caught out twisting the rules, or 
the UQ students who have to pay for it? When asked why they had not 
approached UQ journalism students for articles, they replied that they 
had not been supplied with a lecture timetable. Some journalistic 
investigation would have easily revealed that these timetables are 
available to everyone via mysi-net. 
More investigations have revealed even greater impropriety. It seems 
the cronyism doesn't stop there. Not only do the Semper editors pay 
girlfriends for articles, they also intend to pay their siblings and their 
favourite lecturers! Knowing the Semper editors has its rewards. 
On a brighter note, the editors have admitted they should have 
revealed these connections in the edition. However, it's ail too late to 
be apologetic. The edition has been printed and distributed and (he 
authors have been paid. Students deserve better than a biased 
student newspaper that only looks after its own. 
Note: The author of SEMPER WATCH has refused to be paid for any 
of his articles published in Semper. 
EDITORS' RESPONSE 
'Nation Most Feared' was placed as the lead article because it was the 
best article submitted on the most topical issue at the time. 
A judgement on the quality judgement of Miss Fallon's article is a 
subjective opinion, Semper will happily reprint a copy for anyone interested 
in making their own judgement. 
Miss Fallon was paid in accordance with a pay schedule that was 
approved by the Administration Committee of the UQ Union. 
All students except UQ Union employees are offered payment for published 
contributions, according to the pay scheme. There was no reason why Miss 
Fallon should not be awarded the same privileges as other contributors. 
A number of contributors have submitted forms for payment. Inquiries 
should be directed to the UQ Union Finance Department, if indeed Ms 
Fallon is the only person to have received payment yet. 
The editors see no problem with helping budding journalism students, and 
indeed encourage journalism students to become involved with Semper 
this year. 
The editors do not believe contributors need to have contributed to 'The 
Queensland Independent' before they are able to contribute to 'Semper 
Floreat,' 
Semper welcomes contributions from all students, journalism or otherwise. 
There is no constitutional requirement that contributors be current UQ 
students, although preference is given to UQ students. 
The editors do not believe any rules have been twisted. 
The editors have been canvassing for interest from UQ Journalism 
students since November last year when it was first declared we had won 
the position of editors. 
The editors do not see why siblings should be exempt from the privileges 
of other contributors. 
The editors have never intended to pay lecturers. 
The editors did not admit they should have revealed the connections 
between contributors and editors. The editors stated they were happy to 
describe any relations or links between editors and contributors. The editors 
do not believe it is necessary to declare any links in the printed editions of 
Semper, but anyone is invited to the Semper office to inquire if they are 
curious. 
A number of the contributors for the first edition were people previously 
unknown to the editors. 
The author of Semper Watch is an Elected Office Bearer, thus a UQ Unton 
employee and so not entitled to payment. The editors of Semper believe 
that to pay Union employees for contributing to their own Union publication 
would be considered a case of 'looking after their own'. 
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The Women's Rights Area 
The Women's Rights Area (WRA) is a vital component of the UQ Union. Financially, the WRA: 
*Covers half the costs of the safety bus (approximately $23 500 annually) 
'Employs a fulltime staff member that is a specific resource organiser for the area. 
'Produces 'Heretical', the annual women's area publication, which is a year long resource 
'Runs the Body Image & Eating Disorders Awareness Support Group to name a few... 
One of the most important components of the Women's Area is the Women's Collective. The Women's 
Collective is the directive body of the Women's Area, and meets at Tuesday at 1pm in the Women's Room. 
Women's Collective allows all women (regardless of experience, political opinions or beliefs) to participate 
in an inclusive environment and have a direct involvement with the Women's Area. The Women's Room 
is located on Level 4 (upstairs) at the Union Building, It is a women's only space, that contains resources, 
computer access, couches and information about the Union's campaigns and events. 
Through colective involvement, the Women's Area organises and facilitates wide reaching campaigns 
such as; Internationa) Women's Day, Domestic Violence Prevention Week, Body Image and Eating 
Disorders Awareness Week, Women in Education Week, and Reclaim the Night - just to name a few. In 
addition to this important wor<, the staff in the area support sludents, on a daily basis, on a range of issues 
including academic performance, sexual ha'assment grievances, parenting issues, and discrimination. 
The area also represents women students on a number of University committees and bodies. 
It has never been as important that women get involved wilh the Women's Area, The women's movement 
has always suffered from constant criticism and attacks over autonomy and currently a popu:ar position 
is that 'feminism is no longer needed'. This year we are experiencing a particularly conservative political 
climate at UQ, Already this year we have seen attacks on the Women's Area, with targeted vandalism in 
both the women's room and in the Women's Officers' workplace. The Women's Area has had constant 
battles with the Treasurer over the budget (at one stage the union had to seek legal advice so the WRA 
could gain access to our photocopying and phone accounts). Unfortunately due to this situation, the WRA 
has had to defer some of our priorities for the year. One of the most prominent of these is Surf Camp, 
Even though this is an annual event organised by the Women's Area, we have had to put this on hold, as 
the WRA could not guarantee outside providers that they would be paid for their work within a reasonable 
amount of time. 
At the Women's Collective on the 8th April motions were attempted lo be put diverting the budget of the 
Women's Area as follows: up to $10 000 to paint the Women's Room blue and S33 000 to be given to 
college clubs to cover things such as their public liability. However the meeting closed so we could move 
into an informal discussion and to attempt to diffuse the aggression and hostility that was an unfortunate 
strategy used by the women pushing these motions. The Secretary of the Union accepted minutes of the 
Collective meeting which conflicted with those compiled by the convenor and minute taker. This is 
blatantly contradictory to the Union's Regulations, 
The Secretary is part of the Mojo electoral team that tried to pass reallocating the Women's Area budget. 
Furthermore, a woman at collective said to another Mojo office bearer Andrew Stirling that she found his 
behaviour intimidating, after which he proceeded to yell at her. 
When the Mojo coup to destroy the Women's Area failed, other more underhanded measures were 
employed, including attempting to relocate the Women's collective meeting and then locking women out 
of that room. 
(f you don't want to be locked out of your Women's Area, then it is vital that you get involved. Also feel 
free to contact both the Treasurer (ph: 33772347 or email treasurer.union@mailbox.uq.edu.au) and/or the 
Secretary (ph: 33772299 or email secretaryLnion@mailbox.uq.edu.au) to voice your concerns regarding 
their outlook for the future of the Women's Area. 
Lisa WhiteWomen's Rights Officer 2003 Womens.union@matlbox.uq.edu.au 
THE BUDGET 
Well, it is budget time again at the UQ Union. This is 
usually quite a drawn out and bureaucratic process. 
With millions of dollars at stake, so it should. 
However, this yeafs budget is a little different. The 
focus of the budget, due to factors beyond this 
Treasurer's control, will be capital expenditure. This 
being for the refurbishment of the Heath, Holt and 
Innes room's and also the precinct in, and around, the 
Main Refectory. 
Big Ticket Items 
In 2002, the UQU Executive drafted and signed an 
Enterprise Bargaining Agreement that covered the 
Unran's 300 employees. One of the clauses was that 
the Main Refectory be air-conditioned for the comfort 
of workers. This clause must be enacted within the life 
of the agreement. The plan of this year's executive was 
to take the praject in parts, however, we also 
discovered there are workplace health and safety 
concems with tho glass paneling in the Hott and Heath 
rooms. These concems have forced us to priorities this 
project in the 2003 Budget, 
Also in the budget, is provision for a full refurbishment 
of the Pzza Caffe. This refurbishment will allow the 
Pizza Caffe to cope with the increasing demand of the 
area. The Pizza Caffe is one of the most profitable 
commercial ventures of the Union. The profit it raises, 
each year, allows the Union to sen/ice students more 
effectively and run less profitable areas such as the 
Bookshop and the Lolly Shop. Also publications are 
produced, sudn as the Student Diary and the Student 
Sun/ival Guide. 
Income 
The Union receives 95 percent of 45 percent of the 
Student Sendee Charges per annum. The University 
charges the Union a 5 percent collection fee and UQ 
Sport gets the rest. The Union also receives the profits 
from Union businesses and services. 
Expenditure 
This money is used to provide essentia! sendees like 
refectories at St Lucia, Ipswich, Herston, and, shortly, 
Turbot St. The Union provides support sendees sudi 
as Ihe Student Employment Service, Student Loans, 
Academic Advise and a Women's and Queer 
Student's areas. 
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Class Representation Network 
Andrew Stirling 
Student Representative Officer 
It isn't until elections roll around each year that 
students realise that there is a Student Union. 
These students can reasonably ask. Why should 1 
vote when you don't do anything for me?' For the 
past six years there has been nothing about the 
Union to engage average students. 
The Class Representation Network is an attempt to 
rectify this situation, it is easy to get involved and 
won't take any time to participate in. 
The Network will be an egroup. The Union wiil send 
emails to you about important issues and upcoming 
events (like discounts and free stuff). It is hoped that 
this will increase student involvement in Union 
events. 
It is also an easy way for you to tell your Union how 
it should operate and what particular concerns you 
have. Everyone has a bad lecturer or poor 
assessment marking while they are at uni. The 
CRN gives you an easy way lo inform the Union 
when you encounter these problems, if you don't tell 
us, we can't help you, so get involved. 
As well as an egroup, the CRN will hold meetings 
so that issues can be worked out face to face. 
These meetings are only for those who want to 
attend. So if all you want is to know when there's a 
band in the Red Room, you don't have to go to the 
meetings, 
Wnen you start getting ear bashed during elections 
this year, remember you had an opportunity to get 
involved in the CRN. Make the most of it! 
To become a member of the CRN, please email 
me af sfudentrep,union@uq.edu,au J 
The Union also expends some income to njn tine 
Lolly Shop, Noodle Bar and Ice Creamery, The Red 
Room, and bookshops at both St Lucia and Herston, 
Income is also invested in individual areas that focus 
on student representation. Some such areas are:The 
f^st Graduate department. College department, 
International Students Department, Faculty Areas, 
the Activities Department that runs events for 
students such as ti^,e Big Gig, Revitalize, O'Week, 
Oktoberfest and many free bartieques. The Union 
also invests in The Clubs and Societies Department, 
which provides subsidies lo over 130 student clubs at 
UQ. 
How the budget is passed 
The process for the UQU budget is areas make 
submissions to the Finance department. These 
submissions are collated and the Treasurer drafts tiieir 
own submission to the area submission. Following tiiis 
four week process, the budget is tabled at the 
Administrative Committee of tiie UQU. Tnis committee 
is tiie financial decision maldng body of tiie Union.The 
budget is approved or amended and tiien pnxeeds to 
Union Council for ratificalion and or amendment. 
Copies of the Budget are available fertile front desk at 
tiie UQU Office above ttie Noodle Bar I will also be 
sending copies to tfie Herston, Ipswich and Turtxjt St 
Offices. If anybody has questions regarding the budget 
at all, please feel free to contact me on ph: 33772947 
or by e-mail at ti'easurerunion@mailbox,uq.edu,au, or 
come up and see me at tiie Union. 
Jemma MacGinley 
UQU Treasurer 
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VBONTAPATUQ 
JEMMA MACGINLEY 
UNION TREASURER 
The doubters claimed it was impossible. They called it 'a 
political lie...an election promise that could never come to 
fruition.' THEY WERE WRONG. In the 2002 elections the 
Mojo Treasurer promised to deliver, if elected, VB on tap. 
This promise has been met and the Pizza Caffe -
everybody's favorite place for pizza on campus - is sporting 
a brand new Victoria Bitter tap. 
When first coming Into office, the task looked quite 
daunting. However, with a bit of thought, the Union Exec 
realized that pre-existing contractual arrangements did not 
extend to the separately liquor licensed Pizza Caffe. The 
Union made some quick phone calls (to the right people at 
Australian owned and run Carlton United Breweries) with 
the aim to have VB, on tap, by '0' Week. 
In came the kitchen architects and reticulation experts to 
measure, poke and prod around the the Pizza Caffe. Many 
remained sceptical as to how the project would work; a small 
kitchen that retained an enormous level of heat and VB is 
ideally served at 4°C. Again the good peopie at Carlton United 
helped out; a hot keg/tap was installed. Now, If you are 
interested, a physics student could explain the specifics better 
than the author; all most of us need to know is that this device 
keeps our VB at a perfect 4°C. 
The next difficulty was space. Where in a 5x4m kitchen 
would a tap unit, keg and gas bottle go? In the end it turned 
out to be quite simple. Merely a matter of clearing out under 
the cash register and fitting the keg and gas In the 
reposition where the cutlery used to be kept. 
That was that. VB was now on tap and we were ready to 
rumble. Here are the pictures of what was truly a glorious 
day; a Union Executive actually keeping the election 
promises that helped get it elected. 
I must extended the greatest of thanks to, first and 
foremost, Ken Balfe the Carlton United Accounts Manger 
who was incredibly helpful and invested an incredible 
amount of time to develop this project; Ray Thome, UQU 
Business Trading Manager, who did not blink an eyelid 
when I said we have got to get that tap; and to all those 
doubters, enjoy the product I am sure it is bitter sweet. 
Thanks also to Semper Floreat for taking the happy snaps 
and printing the story. 
2b 
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LOLLY SHOP 
Did you know that the 
Lolly Shop sell Phone 
Cards, Bus Tickets and 
we also do Dry 
Cleaning and Eftpos 
with cash out facilities. 
-UQ 
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ECSTASY USERS 
Researchers from the Queensland Alcohol 
SC Drug Research SC Education Centre 
(QADREC), at the University of 
Queensland, are conducting a study about 
trends in the use of ecstasy and would like 
to interview ecstasy users. 
Interviews are strictly confidential and take 
about 45 minutes. 
You will be reimbursed $20 to cover your 
out-of-pocket expenses upon completion of 
the interview. 
Phone ]ane on 1800 QADREC for further 
information or to make an appointment. 
Do you have mild to moderate 
asthma and currently use a 
preventer medication? 
Are you interested in participating in new 
asthma research and learning more about 
your own condition? 
The University of Queensland Centre for 
General Practice Clinical Trials Unit is 
conducting a trial of two different 
treatments for asthma.You're assistance with 
this study is needed urgently. 
All treatments are provided at no cost over 
the duration of the trial. 
Call 3275 5371 at any time for further 
details. Alternadvely, SMS your contact 
details to 0409 359 609. 
n <A Y 
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F e e l i n g s t r e s s e d ? Need to get back down to earth 
after being surrounded by books for months on end? Try a spot 
of gardening. 
Gardening does not have to be difficult. Growing organic vegies 
in pots is the easiest thing in the world, and an interesting hobby 
to pop on your resume (for those employment orientated 
students out there). All you need is a bit of space in the sun. 
First, pick your spot, be it verandah, balcony or backyard. Most 
vegies and herbs love full sun, so it doesn't have to be shaded. 
Then have a think about what you want to grow- I'd suggest 
vegies you like to eat. An obvious point perhaps, but I have 
persistently tried to grow coriander for some time, although I think 
It's one of the foulest tasting herbs In the world. I just thought It 
would give me an aura of sophistication when making curries. So 
far, the damn thing has died on me every time- proof, as far as 
I'm concerned, of the folly of attempting to grow something you 
don't like. 
Brisbane has a wonderful climate which tends to accommodate 
amateur gardeners shoving any old thing into the ground at 
completely the wrong time of year. Lots of vegies grow nearly ali 
year round- lettuce, tomatoes, capsicum, pumpkins, and almost 
all herbs you're likely to want. The first few months of the year 
are generally a perfect time to sow your seeds, or pot your 
seedlings. 
Another point to consider when deciding what to grow is the 
constraints of gardening in containers. Pumpkins, for example, 
need a lot of room to spread- you could probably grow them in a 
bathtub, for example, but this is not always a practical option. If 
you buy some nice big pots, about 30-40 cm deep {$5 from K-
Mart), these are large enough for a tomato, capsicum or chilli 
plant. K-Mart also has some polystyrene rectangular planters, 
which are great for rows of plants- lettuce, bok choy, or a variety 
of herbs. Alternatively, if you're really cheap, you can pop along 
to a fruit and vegie shop, and ask for any polystyrene containers 
they have out the back. These are nice and big, and you can 
grow all sorts of things in them, once you've poked some holes in 
the bottom for drainage. 
ALL YOU CAN EAT 
A Green Thumb 
Celia Moslen 
Next thing to get is potting mix- all gardeners say to buy the best, 
as it gives the best results. I wouldn't know, as I always go for the 
$3 bag- again, at K-Mart. However, I also buy a bag of manure 
to mix with it and give it a bit of oomph. There's nothing like the 
distinctive smell of cow shit to bring you back down to earth. 
Finally, seeds- these are the cheapest option. If you're short on 
patience, you can buy seedlings - large Woolies stores have a 
basic selection, and nurseries have all the exotic vegies you can 
think of. 
And to whack it all together- wear gloves. Manure is a 
determined smell, and it stays. Plus, there's all these warnings 
about organisms on the bag. We wouldn't want you catching a 
nasty disease. Pour manure in, pour potting mix in, give It a mix, 
and pop in your seeds or seedlings. If you're growing anything 
that needs staking, stick a nice long stick in the pot now. Water, 
and leave to grow. 
One last thing - because of daily watering, nutrients tend to drain 
right out of pots and containers, so they need to be fertilised on 
a semi-regular basis. I use a fishy fertiliser called Charlie Carp, 
which boasts it has no smell. This is a blatant lie, but it is a good 
fertiliser, and gets a pest out of our waterways. If you don't want 
to do it the organic way, there's a whole range of slow-release, 
fancy fertiliser pellets you can buy, which means you won't have 
to fertilise again for some time. Lazy sod. 
It's extremely difficult to go wrong. Water every day, and happy 
eating. 
:!S 
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Canberra Fires: a personal perspective 
In January I went home to Canberra to visit old 
friends. On the news there were reports that, 
bushfires were burning through Namadgi 
National Park, a beautiful nature reserve a few 
k's out of town. But, it's the Aussie bush and that 
happens right? So no one was too concerned. 
:0n the Saturday, the fires really started to burn. 
In the morning 1 awoke early, boiling hot arid 
dried out: 7am and already 35 degrees Celsius. 
Tbe backyard of my friend's place was lit in an 
orange haze. The shadow of dark clouds moved 
across the lawn. When I looked up, 1 had never 
seen a cloudier day. But there was no threat of 
rain. The cloud that covered the sky was smoke, 
black and grey. 
It was quite spectacular to see the blood red 
flames gradually coming over the hill. They 
flicked out like a lizard's tongue, flaishes of 
colour jumping around in the cloud of smoke. VVe 
were still unaware of the graveness of the 
situation (perhaps somewhat foolishly in 
retrospect, but bear in mind'that Canberra had 
never really had a bushfire season before and 
you never think this sort of thing will happen to 
you). 1 
As the afternoon wore on, the smoke really 
started, to ibillow out of the dark red flames that 
now appeared huge. The orange haze lacross 
the sky gave the appearance of a sunset, but it 
was only 2pm and the sun glowed red, high 
above our heads. The rest of the time, the clouds 
blew across the sky and blocked out the sun. You 
had to remind yourself it was smoke, not clouds. 
It just didn't seem real. I was having difficulty 
breathing, even though I don't have asthma. I 
was coughing and choking hard. 
My friends and 1 decided to head into the suburb 
of Lyons, which is just next to the Woden Plaza 
(which is sort of Canberra's equivalent to 
Indooroopilly Shoppingtown). 
We drove through the streets of Lyons, and 
suddenly it all hit home. As we drove down the 
road, the houses on either side of the street 
were on fire. Right before my eyes, only meters 
away, were bushfires in ordinary people's 
backyards. The grass that popped up in the 
gutter was flaming. We couldn't see more than 
ten meters down the road, as the smoke was 
thicker thatjja Canberra winter morning mist. 
Above pur iiteads, the telegraph poles that lined 
the street were on fire. I had visions of it burning 
through the electrical wires and landing sizzling 
on the car. 
Strangely enough, the driver of the car, Quix 
started to turn around but then his rubberneck 
instinct got the better of him and he started to 
drive down the road a bit further. We couldn't 
even see down the road as he headed towards 
a blanket of smoke. For all we knew he was 
about to drive us into a roaring inferno and the 
car would blow up. Fortunately we immediately 
convinced him to turn the fuck around and we 
got the heil out of there. 
Romony Rogers 
Holy Fuck!". This was all any of us could say as ,^ 
we drove back. "Holy Fuck". |^ repeated it and 
then just stared forward in shock for silent, 
endless minutes. There was no other way to put 
it really, and it seemed my friends agreed as 
they used the same turn of phrase. For the first 
time in my life I was 100% lost for words. 
1 began to cry as we hopped in the car and. I said 
to Kenny that I was such a girl. He assured me that 
it was normal to worry when you had just seen your 
hometown burning to a crisp. I was sweating hard 
with pane and froiri the heat. At .3pm it was as dark 
as frie middle of the night. Black smoke enveloped 
the air. It was all Vou cpuld see. 
No matter how much I'd seen bushfires and 
disasters on the news and In movies, I could 
never have been prepared for the sight of actual 
houses burning down. The frames of the houses 
were still intact, yet^the flames clung to the 
houses, greedily eating away at these people's 
. honses. There were no firefighters, and as far as 
we could ^ee, the fires were left to roam free, 
blaimihg whatever they wanted, destroying 
everything they could jump to. the fire just sat on 
people's roofs, flickering away, and turning these 
homes into black ash. t believe some of the 
homeovmers didn't even have insurance. These 
people vyere rushing to their caj-s, carrying items 
tfiat they cpnsidered precious from their homes. 
Meanwhile,' behind them, was just a large 
orange furnace that was once their backyard. 
There were no swings, no lawn, no plants, not 
even air. Just fire roaring away in their backyard. 
1 can't begin to describe what this scene was 
like. I can stil! see it clearly and it still shocks me. 
I still cry when I recollect this picture of ordinary-
people walking around their street as their 
homes were reduced to nothing. The houses fell 
to the ground and there was nothing but crumbly 
blackness left. And still the fire seemed alive. No 
blockbuster movie could ever portray the fear I 
felt in that situation. No Semper article could 
ever describe adequately the emotions. This 
town had been my home for almost two decades 
and now it was on fire and in terror. And just 
plain fucking scared. 
Only two days. beforehand, very strict water 
restrictions were in place due to water shortages 
that still continued and would be exacerbated 
after the fires. There was more than just water 
flowing from the taps too so it seemed there were 
going to be contamination problems as well. 
I wasn't sure if it was more or less reassuring 
that i didn't live here anymore. My heart still 
jumped when the radio mentioned that my old 
suburb was in danger as the pine forest that was 
out the back of the suburtD was bumfng rapidly. 
Although I didn't have to worry about my own 
home or family, 1 also didn't have them around to 
comfort me, and I found that I wound up 
won-ying about every single one of my friends 
and hoping that they were okay. I was 
completely unsure of where to go, whom to stay 
with, i felt lost without a home of comfort to hide 
in. 1 had to rely on the generosity of others to 
take me in, look after me, and take me wilh them 
if we needed to evacuate. 
All i could do was pace"^ up and down as the 
radio provided more won-ying updates. 1 wrote 
this account by candlelight with a pen and 
paper. There was no electricity that night, so| 
there was no computer and no light. We kept a 
large bucket of water next to the candle. 
Several children called into the radb talking to 
the announcers about fires that were near their 
homes. This was very hard to listen to and I can 
still hear the innocent fear in their voices and it 
still makes me^cry with fear for them. You just 
want to protect them from ^this horrific 
circumstance, but you couldn't. And the truth 
was that you were no less scared or helpless 
than they were. 
As we looked out the window, the surrounding 
mourntains were blacked out. Mountains of 
charcoal, glowing orange with embers. 
As we drove around in the following week, the 
nearest destroyed home was three kilometers 
away. Several closer houses had lost \their 
backyards, but had been fortunate enough that 
a freak change of the direction pf the wind had 
saved their homes at the last minute. Black 
trees and branches had fallen across 
surrounding, roads and the place was a silent 
mess.; I don't think anyone knew .quite what to do 
in the aftermath. I heard a lof 6f great stories 
come out of the fires. There was some great 
generosity and fighting spirit that came out of 
this disaster, and ! think we showed the nation 
that Canberra is as full of Aussie battler spirit 
and "mateship" (for want of a better word) as 
anywhere else in the country. It's not a town full 
of fat-cats and politicians. This was a town of 
ordinary people who came together in a time of 
crisis and stood up to be counted. We went 
through all the human emotions than anyone 
does in a crisis and we felt the pain of the 
aftermath like anyone. 
There were some awful stories too. t don't 
understand how some people could react to this 
situation by looting. Actually stealing other 
peoples' property while they're at their most 
vulnerable. I just don't understand. Nor can II 
understand the people who lit fires. There is no^  
word to describe them. I don't feel anger 
towards them. Just despair that they could act 
that way 
We still didn't see the sky for the final week of 
my visit, as the clouds hung over so"did a feeling 
of being drained, lifeless and depressed. It was 
as though your body was drained'of blood and 
your skin just hung on your bones, drooping 
down. That's how I feel writing this right now. 
1 have tried to write down my experience of the 
18th ol January 2003, but it is beyond my 
understanding, even now. It must be said Ihat 
the fines who stood up fo (he fires are incredible 
and brave people and we owe them so much. 
No doubt they made mistakes, but given the 
pressure of the situation, that is perfectly 
understandable. In retrospect there's only one 
thing 1 can say to sum it all up; Holy fuck. 
IA a 
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BUS RAGE 
By Rhyll Vallis 
After waiting at your bus stop for over half an hour, do you find that 
your face tends to screw up into a tight little sphincter each time a 
bus passes on the opposite side of the road? This powerful 
mixture of bus-envy and impotent fury is readily identified by 
dodgy purveyors of pop-psychology all over the world as 'bus 
rage'. And if you sneak a look at the expressions on the faces of 
some of your fellow bus-stop buddies, you'll notice that you're not 
the only person thinking that the only appropriate route number for 
any bus is 666, the Hell Express. 
Road rage and air rage 'experts' will try to tell you that transport-
induced temper tantrums are brought on by an extremely complex 
range of physiological reactions to stress. They will try to convince 
you that bus rage is best dealt with by learning deep breathing 
and navel gazing techniques from people who charge a lot of 
money by the hour. Bollocks. The non-MTV kind of rage is usually 
brought on by one or a combination of the following stimuli: 1) the 
long wait 2) the overcrowded bus 3) cranky bus drivers and 4) 
fellow passengers from Hell (in transit from bus 666). Each of 
these stimuli is best thwarted with an individually tailored cunning 
prophylactic as outlined below. 
Stimulus 1) The long wait. 
Trying to catch a bus is sometimes a bit like trying to make panda 
porn. All that waiting. 
So whose eyes should commuters poke out with a red-hot 
concession card when their bus runs late? I asked Boris (not his 
real name), a Brisbane City Council bus driver, and he told me that, 
contrary to what one might expect, buses rarely run late because 
drivers choose to pull over for a quick snort of nail polish remover. 
Rather, it's more likely to be due to traffic and/or lots of passengers 
or (less frequently) because a bus has broken down or perhaps 
because the driver is new to the job (look for trainer wheels). 
What's more, it's in the driver's interest not to run late because if 
they do, they don't get their ten minute driving break between 
routes. (Boris told me he carries an empty one litre milk bottle 'just 
in case' he doesn't have time to find a toilet between routes). 
Each passenger who hands over a twenty dollar note or who asks 
the driver whether the bus stops near their Aunty Esme's also 
slows the bus down. In the interest of fairness, then, it's really your 
fellow passengers that you should malign when the bus is late, 
rather than your bus driver, If you're not into maligning, try arming 
yourself with a good book whenever you have to wait for the bus 
or starting up a game of quoits with other waiting commuters. If 
you want to make the trip faster for others, use a prepaid ticket 
(available at newsagents) and plan your route using Brisbane 
Transport's Internet site. 
So who's to blame for the absence of buses on public holidays and 
weekends, 1 hear you ask. That surely can't be the fault of 
passengers, is it the fault of the mucky Brisbane City Council or is 
it the fault of all those bus drivers with the gall to want holidays and 
weekends off like the rest of us? Boris told me that administrators 
decide how many buses are needed based on data collected from 
the computerised ticket machines on the bus. If the administrators 
think a service isn't economically viable because too few people 
use it, they axe it. Boris also seemed to think that there wasn't 
much point in petitioning for extra services because administration 
could only be convinced of the need for extra buses by their ticket 
machine data rather than grubby little human beings. 
Stimulus 2) The overcrowded bus. 
Let us say your bus does arrive on time, but, when you look up, 
you see faces squished up against the windows, like pressed 
flowers. You realise, with horror, that you are facing bus rage 
stimulus two, the overcrowded bus. 
Remember, it's all in your attitude. Remind yourself that this is a 
legitimate opportunity to rub your genitals on other people and to 
eavesdrop on private conversations. Alternately, you could try 
avoiding peak hours when you travel. 
Stimulus 3) The Cranky bus driver. 
Once you get over the shock of the sardine situation on the bus, 
it's time to buy a ticket. Does your heart beat a little faster when 
you have to interact with the driver? Could it be you are afraid of 
meeting bus rage stimulus three, the cranky bus driver? You may 
have heard of Shirty-the-slightly-aggressive-bear and Keith-the-
swearing-bear. Well, add Crankypants-the-I'm-not-a-happy-bus-
driver-bear to these socially challenged versions of Humphry 
Now, I know it's not very nice of me to bag hard-working 
proletarians who risk haemorrhoids (and God knows what else on 
their nether regions) by sitting in a sweaty bus seat all day long, 
but sometimes they really are uber-cranky, to the point of 
endangering your health. 
Some times it is kind of hard to believe that these drivers actually 
passed a personality profile test. Possibly the worst kind of bus 
driver to have, however, is the bus-driver-on-the-edge, ready to go 
postal while he's holding you and other unfortunate passengers 
hostage;-
One time, someone pressed the bell but when the bus stopped at 
the next stop, nobody got off the bus. The bus driver was irritated 
and called out to everyone, asking who rang the bell. It was a 
weekday afternoon and the bus was packed but no-one spoke or 
moved in the uncomfortable silence. The bus driver was obviously 
having a bad day because he turned off the engine and said he 
wasn't going anywhere until the person who rang the bell owned 
up. We all sat there uncomfortably I kept thinking, this is the kind 
of behaviour you'd expect from someone who is about to lose it 
and go crazy After a very long five minutes or so, the driver 
started up the engine and drove off. If anyone needed to get off in 
the next few stops, they didn't. It wasn't until we were quite a way 
down the road that anyone got off. (Carmen) 
So what can you do about the uber-cranky bus driver? If you're 
feeling really narky you can complain to the Brisbane City 
Council's customer service centre. On the other hand, you could 
remind yourself that these guys have to do shift work (often split 
shifts), that some suffer from repetitive strain injuries and that the 
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Council wants to employ them on a casual rather than part-time 
basis (who wants holiday and sickness benefits, anyway?). Hey, 
I'd be cranky too! Boris told me that when someone complains 
about a driver, the complaint is passed on to the driver and it goes 
on their record. Personally, now that I know Boris (who is lovely) 
and know about his milk bottle (not so lovely) and the fact that the 
Council wants to stop paying casual drivers for the time they 
spend waiting around at the depot on call, 1 wouldn't be mean 
enough to ring the council and complain about a bus driver, 
unless they'd caused me GBH (grievous bodily harm). 
Stimulus 4) Unbeorable bus buddies. 
Imagine, by now, you've had social intercourse with the bus driver 
and have squeezed yourself comfortably between someone's left 
armpit and the right knee of someone much luckier than you 
who's actually sitting down. Congratulations, you are ready for 
stimulus four, unbearable bus-buddies. 
As a general rule, all other people who are unknown to you and 
who inconvenience you in even the slightest way are unbearable. 
This extends to people who have the hide to sit next to you when 
you've been enjoying hogging the whole seat to yourself. Of 
course, the unbearableness of a particular bus buddy can vary 
quite a lot along the scale of unbearability Thus, very high on the 
scale is the bimbo sitting next to you who reeks so strongly of eau-
de-twit that your eyes water and you have a mild asthma attack 
(despite no previous history of asthma). Much lower on the 
annoyance scale is listening to the sexually suggestive banter of 
squeaky, spotty high school students (this can even be a thrill 
depending on how big a pervert you are). Unfortunately other 
than forgoing bathing or feigning masturbation, there's not much 
you can do to avoid proximity on a bus. If everything rates high on 
the unbearable factor for you, forming your own peloton and 
cycling to uni each day may be a better option. (Boys, this is a 
legitimate excuse to shave your legs and wear skin-tight lycra - go 
for it!) 
A final observation. The cabbies who lurk like vultures outside JD 
Storey know all about bus rage. Aside from their regular clientele 
of overpaid university pseudo-corporate executives who wouldn't 
dream of driving the Beamer on a week day these cabbies know 
they can rely on victims of bus rage to make a living. 
Brisvegas Bus Etiquette 
1. You have to 'hail' the bus, that is, stand near the kerb and stick 
your arm out, in order for the bus to stop for you, othenwise it might 
just sail straight by 
2. Don't bug drivers for information during their 10 minute break 
from driving, Boris told me they really hate that. If a bus driver is 
standing next to the bus looking dreamy-eyed and puffing on a fag 
(it's a postcoital kind of look), that's a sure sign he or she is 
enjoying their ten minute break. 
3. You should have your student ID card ready to show if you're 
using or asking for a concession fare ticket. 
Information about Brisbane City Council buses such as 
concessions and route changes can be found at 
http://www.brisbane.qld.govau/getting_around/buses/index.shtml 
But for bus timetables you have to go to 
http://www.transinfo.qld.govau/BTBusesUstTimetables.asp 
The New Old Man on Campus 
David Hill 
it's a strangely distressing feeling - it's as though my life is being 
lived in reverse. Either that or somewhere in my late teens 
everything got turned on its head somehow. 
I find myself during 'O' Week 2003, at 34 years old, surrounded 
by young, happy, energetic bodies, wandering the strange and 
wonderful world that is The University of Queensland as a first 
year undergraduate student. 
What's even stranger is that while I have never been a Uni 
student before, 10 years ago I was working in the Registrar's 
Office at The University of Sydney! Isn't it supposed to be the 
other way around, first you study at Uni, then you work there? 
Being a mature age student at Uni for the first time Is a peculiar 
thing. It seems as though everything here is geared towards 
youth -fresh faced high school leavers ready to take on the world 
(or at least enjoy themselves for the next few years before they 
do). 
It makes one feel very stayed and reminds you that even though 
you may still think you're young and hip, YOU'RE NOT! You're 
married and you have kids who aren't that much younger than the 
people you're studying with. In fact, some of your tutors are your 
age and younger. 
In my case, I think it has something to do with karma. You see 
when I worked at Sydney Uni in my twenties, never having 
graduated from a seat of higher leaming myself, I could blend in 
wilh the student body and enjoy myself. I could wear whatever I 
liked to work, because everyone just thought I was a student. I 
was able to see bands when they played at tt^ e uni and to join in 
0 Week feasts and parties, all the while nobody suspecting that 
1 was not "one of them". 
Now, while the whole first year population parties, I feel old and 
beyond it all. But that's fine, because there are still some great 
things about being here. This time, I am actually a student. To 
prove this, i have a card with an ugly photo on it to remind me 
exactly how much older than everyone else I really am! 
I can join Union clubs and groups and get about 49 different 
discount cards that 1 will probably never use. I can get discount 
public transport now that I am trying to live off Austudy 
Most importantly, I can feel good about doing something that I've 
always wanted to do, but never had the courage to follow through 
with. I can also encourage my kids to do the same. 
Everything considered, I think I can handle being here for the 
next few years. So keep an eye out for us first time oldies people, 
there are a few of us around. We'll be the ones wearing clothes 
that were trendy when we were 18, or typing with two fingers at 
the email terminals. We're the ones that look like lecturers, but 
have to ask what the Duhig building is, and "where should I be 
next?" 
I for one am glad to be here. Thanks for the invite UQ, I think I'll 
stay. 
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As Semper's Number One Roving Correspondent (NORC), 1 place 
myself in a unique position through which I can engage in the 
activities of the office white maintaining down time v/ith da people. 
While legal advice prevents my writing upon our internal workings, 
the word from the people is that Semper needs to be concerned 
more with the operations of the university itself. Now, this is easy to 
say but the question renm»s where to took. The problem is that 
there's so much to se|^^and while people may have their eyes 
prised, what they see^ a resultant combination of looking and not 
looking. PeopleJ^l|at things because they're engaged, curious, 
intrigued. T h e ^ o n l (ook because they don't want to be seen 
looking, they'rGfefraid\what they'll see. The DON'T LOOKs appear 
participant wl»se interaCT&ns are guided by the red flashing 
resonance of A ^ R T mode. And this balance of looking and not 
looking is what cohstitutes'that which people see in their daily lives. 
Back to looking at the University Given the recent controversy, we 
all know that UQ Parking falls under t|ie category of DON'T LOOK. 
So I was to direct my eyes someplace else...but where? As with 
the majority of my problems, my lifestyle provided me with the ^ 11 the 
directions 1 needed. On the Monday of the second week of Uni for 
the year 2K3,1 went for a walk with my Dawg along the ledge outside 
the Semper office. To be true, when walking my Dawg I adopt more 
of a moseying pace than that of a walk: reserving my strut strictly for 
the dance floor. Upon my return, I was informed that my casual stroll 
had caused quite the scandal. To be precise, the message that 
filtered down through the ranks told me that,"It's not cool to look into 
the Women's Room." While I'm not one to judge the validity of this 
comment, 1 failed to see how it was relevant. My intentions concern 
my own self-amusement, with my activities in no way being directed 
towards an agenda of peeping-tom proportions. But that's not the 
point now, is it. The point is that it isn't cool to look into the Women's 
Room. For me, this point fortped the coming together of two lines of 
questioning: why wasn't if cool to look into the Women's Room, and, 
if the initial statement was true; was anyone so willing to value their 
status as "cool" as to avoid the Women's Room purely for 
reputation's sake. Having firmly secured my answer to the second 
questions, I made moves to establish exactly why it - allegedly - is 
not cool to look into the Women's Room. 
The Women's Room resides in the south-west corner of the Union 
building, sitting above the bank, and contently overlooking the 
activities of Wordsmiths and the Uni Bookstore. In the Union 
Directory it's listed as room number 434. The room itself is seen as 
the nerve centre for the operations of the UQ Women's Area. This 
collective is co-ordinated by Lisa White, as Women's Rights Officer, 
and Toni Lawson as the Women's Resource Organiser. Its budget 
for last year stood at S144K. While this figure may appear 
substantial, I am assured that the room itself sees only a small 
portion of this money; the Women's Area is responsible for the 
operation and maintenance of the Uni Security Bus and other such 
safety directed initiatives. So with limited resources, the room 
functions to provide, a practical haven of sorts, wherein its guests 
are accommodated in a welcoming capacity This involves the 
provision of a place of comfort, facilities for the engagement of 
ideas, and information on the Women's Movement. While I have no 
concrete figures, my sources tell me that the Women's Room has a 
turn-over of up to fifty peojjjg^^ay providing for a fresh face every 
ol to me. As of yet I was no 
ol to look into the Women's 
day So nothing in all 
closer to establishin 
Room. I neede^*WlllNuf more. 
As a producf of my environment/for me, information on the 
Women's Movemenf^as restriolid to my exposure to, and 
experience of, pop cultuNi^fl^^rost impressionable understanding 
came from r^ German travels and my exposure to Weimar 
this cynicism that is said propel.new movclwwl^nto women's 
liberation: with cynicism, despit\^its superficial connotations, 
ccording to Weimar 
bw that everything is 
debunking not only of 
•ogy of love had been 
ttributed the success of 
uon 
Cinema. This 
Weimar Culture, a 
post World War I 
theory Weimar Ci 
period in the new 
developments in the 
ma is both a result of and constituent of 
that emerged from the turbulence of the 
an underworld. In terms of feminist film 
as been praised as an essential founding 
of feminist advocacy hailed by various 
industry Its revolutionary properties were 
achieved by establishing a legacy of cynicism into the discourse of 
politics, medicine, religion, philosophy sexuality and gender. It is 
entailing a degree of modern sophis 
Culture, not to be deceived meant to 
deception. In the sexual realm, this saw 
love, but also of women, with whom the 
associated. Theorist Lawrence Grossberc_ 
Weimar style of film to its resultant combination of both desire and 
mood. For Grossberg, desire is always focused while mood is 
dispersed. Unlike desire, moods can never be satisfied, only 
realised. Desire is object-centred and goal orientated, while moods 
arise from a situation and gives to it a certain tone. So Weimarians 
got respect by direction of their walk and the way that they talked. 
Nothing uncool about that! 
For this feminist analysis, things started to turn uncool with various 
developments in Hollywood films. For Hollywood, any desire to 
remove deception was quickly diluted by the pursuit of self-involved 
novelties - novelties that failed to remember their past and hence 
HS.CAUCUS, 
u/e Bens 
HfiUB dCQV 
Ncnane » , 
XMNOTSukk 
you Boys 
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, fi^f/^... 
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'J fie Womenfs 'Room 
failed to bring anything new in history While Hollywood was more 
than successful in establishing new moods and style of thought, 
ultimately the revolutionary desire was lost. Liberation now took on 
a different flavour. According to Steven Broekman, "The woman 
who is no longer rendered powerless on a pedestal as an object for 
adoration is now rendered powerless as a sex object. The 
liberation from the ideology of love reveals itself in an enslavement 
to an ideology of sex." However, these criticisms come from 
feminist thought in the 70s and 80s, a time predominately 
concerned with the psychoanalytic mechanisms that shape the 
patriarchal unconscious of representation. So all this talk has to be 
taken with a pinch of salt, 
While this is all clear, thus far my experience had failed to reveal 
why it was not cool to look into the Women's Room. Determined to 
set things straight, my investigative agenda lurched into overdrive. 
So into the halls I went. Direction: Women's Room. Ultimate 
Destination: Unknown. All 1 know was that, in order to be cool, 
when 1 got to room 434 my looking was to be restricted to the 
outside of the Women's Room. Approaching the room, 1 cast my 
attention to the banner atop the door. It spelt out the whole issue 
for me: "Wimyn's Woom". This sign put paid to the claim that you 
can't spell women without men: it's a revolution where all the Es are 
taken. Given my respect for literary correctness, I formed the 
opinion that I could not pull this thing off alone. Allowing for the 
worst case scenario, my arrival would be interpreted along the lines 
expressed by Georg Hegel - seeing the actions of men as driven 
by a desire for the consumption of and control of nature; desire for 
recognition via domination; desire for others' desire. But I doubt 
that would be the case; after all, this is Brisbane, a far cry from 
Hollywood. So I performed my best about-turn and headed for the 
tea room to get The Edge. And that Edge came in the form of 
camomile tea laced only with mutual respect and a will to listen. 
Fully equipped with my two cups of camomile tea, 1 presented myself 
at the door, announcing both myself and my agenda. What 1 wanted 
was to sit down anj^mi^^up of camomile, discuss the labelling of 
looking into theJ^omen'sHHKyp:'as not cool. However, in my attempt 
to address this agenda, I fel^ictim to the Women's Room's strict 
door polia^TT^word is, Ntt;Boys Allowed. Initially I was quite 
shockedCy this policy; as far as 1 knew, it was Simone de Beauvoir 
herself who said, "I believe JTat although the women's struggle is 
unique, it is cef^inly linkec^ the struggle women have to conduct 
along with m e n . ^ l R ^ r ^ l t , I reject the total repudiation of men." 
This, h^ever, is not conclusive - Simone was also known to say 
'The maNodav didn't set up this patriarchal society but he profits 
from it, even Itifc is one of those who are critical of it." To this, I say 
to you now as |vould have said to Simone then, Vive la Resistance. 
This door po l l / operates under the jurisdiction granted by the 
Union, as proprietor of the building, to the office held by the 
Women's Room co-ordinator. It's a policy that upholds the values of 
anarchism, acting on principles of non-hierarchical co-operation 
and individual initiative with tactics of sabotage, boycott and general 
strike. It's a policy designed towards furthering the Women's 
Movement by acting from below, not above, from within rather than 
without. In this regard, I fully support their cause; I say if you believe 
in it, you should do it. And if you can pull it off, all the better. 
While 1 support this door policy I felt it my duty to establish exactly 
what it was my sources in the Women's Room believed. When 
questioned on this policy I was told that it stands to counter the 
systematic rather than personal oppression of women. Considering 
this, I asked for confirmation; "So it's not because of my genes." 
They told me no, but I'm not sure they heard me correctly With 
regard lo the argument, I'm not one to assume so far as to 
comment on the system that is. However, practically in writing this 
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relief for the systematically oppressed. No such relief would ever 
system. 
The other line of argument ^ ^ n ( ^ d was that I just had to show 
some damij^respect. In true Hollywood style, this argument lacked 
the substance o^esire, with its emotive mood featuring at the 
expense ol logic.^bwever, ;this is not to say it wasn't effective in 
enforcing IH^ standi™ door policy You see, in the words of my man 
Geclg Hegel, "The ole who wins the struggle does so not actually 
by Idling the other (fcl that would leave no room for recognition) but 
by being preparedj/kill the other and die in the fight." According to 
Hegel, this strugglCseen as the historic situation between men and 
women, leads to the creation of a master/servant relationship. 
Dispensing with history, this door policy now placed me in the 
pursuant to their cause, the enforcers of this policy must be alerted 
to the further analysis of Hegel's political thought: "the more the 
master succeeds (at subordinating the other) the more he [sic] fails 
(at being independent)." ^ J | 
So you can see that this creffes aTlifficult situation for all. As with 
my apprecition of Weimar Cinema, my ultimate respect for this 
policy wa% issuoi in recognition of the moods and desires my 
I K . , . _ " ^ ^ _ 1. i _ U . _ i ; 111- . i _ „ i 1 - i l t I J : . J « U 1 
to Iq^k in, iljnd. Bufcs far as I can see, it's all about taking a stand 
unclol to look into 
heavyweight, it wa^ 
see us th rough .^ 
l ie Women's Room. While no philosophical 
fn my humble opinion, the camomile that would 
As a final line of questioning, I asked for an opinion of the recent 
acts of vandalism directed towards the inscriptions of the Women's 
Room. Such acts, I was told, were immature. It's interesting to note 
the similarities between vandalism and the analysis of pornography 
in feminist film theory. When performed in certain places, such asl 
the Semper office, these acts are described as liberating, while] 
being immature only within the emotional confines of convenience. 
What is it with Hollywood these days? 
jimmi OUT 
second of it. While this form of anarchical affirmative action is 
'Coz your mamma lied to you all this time, she knovvs as well as you and I, you've got to 
express what is tabooing you, and share the freak with the rest of us; Coz it's a 
beautiful thing!!' 
Macy Gray "Sexual Revolution' The id. 
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Time and time again, boys and men come up to me and ask me one of two questions. i. "Why 
can't 1 get a girlfriend?", or 2. "What is it with women these days? Why are they so damn 
impossible to please?" Well OK, that's three questions but you get the idea. 
This area is a minefield. I am going to get myself into lots of trouble for attempting to tackle this 
one but I will be brave and have a go, firstly in the interests of all those potentially doomed 
bachelors and future Bridget Jones's out there, and secondly because 1 know that none of you H O W T O P I C K U P C H ICKS 
are actually going to bother sending me hate mail (thank you both of you who actually read my 
column in last month's issue). The first thing you have to do is work out what you're looking for 
in 'a girlfriend'. 
W H A T ARE Y O U LOOKING FOR? 
I decided to do some research for this article in order to earn my pay as a legitimate columnist, 
so I sent round an email. I asked some boys (sorry guys, men) what they looked for in a girlfriend 
and I asked some girls what they thought boys really after. 
Well, here are the big winners. Attractiveness is important, good sense of humour, intelligent, 
not a slut, someone who gets on with your mates (and of course, if your mates are really jealous 
of you for having a hot girlfriend it's a bonus), clean, not too many piercings or tattoos, fun to 
be with, self-confident and not 'clingy' etc. It's interesting, because when 1 asked girls what they 
were looking for in a boyfriend, they said the exact same thing. How can that be though? Surely 
then, logically everyone who is intelligent (presumably even/one here then, since you're all 
smart enough to get into uni), has a good sense of humour (name one person who thinks they 
don't) and doesn't smell, should be paired off by now, right? So why are there so many unwilling 
singletons out there, especially when there are so many ugly, smelly, boring people out there 
with girlfriends? 
What, you're asking me? What makes you think 1 know??? No-one ever said life was fair, but 
what I can do is give you some help to become one of the haves rather than the have nots. We'll 
begin with the rules. 
T H E RULES 
Firstly, there are no rules. That is the first rule. The second rule is that women make the rules. 
Rule number three is that men are not allowed to know the rules and finally, the fourth rule is 
that the rules are subject to change without notice, especially in the case of a violation of rule 
three. 
Now that we've established that, we can begin. The first thing to realise is that the playing field 
is not even. Women are allowed by society (read: themselves) to behave in ways which men are 
not. For example, it is perfectly socially appropriate for a group of women to go out, get 
screaming drunk, ogle and even grope male strippers and arrive home sometime around noon 
the next day. This is known as a 'girls night out'. This is not allowed for males. /v\en are allowed 
to go to the pub together, but they are only allowed to indulge in a 'quiet beer' on the proviso 
that they ring home first to ask permission and are back home by midnight. Any later and they 
can expect to be in severe trouble, beginning the next morning and tasting for the next week or 
so. /v\en who ogle strippers are 'sleazy pigs' and men who grope strippers are arrested. 
So, where does that leave the young lad ? How should he behave? The above example illustrates 
the point that men are rather disempowered when it comes to dating and romance (not that 1 
suggest going to watch strippers on your first date. Probably not the most romantic thing you 
can do). They are in fact, dare 1 even say it, subjugated. 
Luckily, Aunty Jan is here to save the day! The key to getting the girl can be summed up in one 
word or song title - R.E.S.P.E.C.T, that's right, I need a little respect!!! 
WHAT WOMEN WANT. 
Every man knows that women have these huge long lists of things they want in a man. We know 
this, because sometimes they'll actually tel I you. But, even if you meet every criterion on the list, 
there's still no guarantee you'll make the grade. Why? The answer is deceptively simple. It's 
because there's always one thing she leaves off the list - respect. For a giri to like you, she must 
first respect you. If she doesn't respect you, she won't be attracted to you. Without respect, there 
can be no trust, without trust, no intimacy, and without intimacy, no point. 
Easy. Now I've solved it for you, go knock'em dead. 
There's just one problem though. How do you make a girl respect, and therefore admire you? 
That's the tricky bit. It's different for everyone, and it's hard to define. In some cases, appearance 
may be enough to earn her respect. Other times, it's being able to make her laugh, or dazzling 
her with your rapier wit. Of course respect, like attraction, is a two way street. She has to respect 
you, but she has to believe that you respect her as well. And always, always, ALWAYS remember 
the most important thing - she'll never respect you if you do not respect yourself. 
One more thing. Look for a giri who has something in common with you. If you ONLY like going 
to the footy or playing footy or watching footy on TV, and she hates sport full stop, then it's not 
going to work, no matter how funny you are or how gorgeous she is. 
.U 
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M.N7 Now for a list of common pitfalls. THINGS NOT TO DO 
1. The 'Cm not good with women' mistake. This is the number one killer. You should never, ever 
EVER tell a potential girlfriend this. It v/ill immediately consign you to the friend' or 'brother' 
category. If you are lucky, she may allow you to take her shopping. You think tha: by sharing 
this, you are letting you know that you are open and honest and in touch with your feelings. She 
thinks "what am I, then, an artichoke?" Also, she thinks that you lack self respect and are probably not worthy of her time. Possibly you are 
also looking for pity sex (see below) 
By Aunty Jan 
I. Pity sex. You think that by letting a giri know how sensitive and vulnerable you are she will cone over all maternal and want to try and 
;3VP you from your lone'iness...by shagging you senseless. Dream on! This is a variation of the 'I'm not good with women' mistake. Giris 
iys see right through this one, although they are usually too polite to tell you. At best you wiil become a "friend'. At worst, she will think 
2. 
save
alwa . ^ , , —-r- -•• , 
you are scary and disturbed and may seek a restraining order. Many men have tried this one, in many different ways. All have failed. Give 
up now. Giris only shag people they respect. 
3. Mention your ex-girifriend(s). Nobody likes to be compared to other people, especially other women and extra-especially other women 
you've slept with. There are two possibilities here-either you've just broken up, in which case you are on the rebound and possibly looking 
for pity sex (see above) or a replacement or alternatively, you have had a lot of girlfriends and are probably a slut or a commitment-o-phobe. 
Either way, she will not believe that you respect her. If she brings up the issue, you a-e allov.'ed to admit tiaving had a girlfriend in the past, 
but only in passing. Do not bring it up yourself and do not admit to more than two se-'o^s :-e!ationsh!ps. 
4. Tell her hov/ v.-onderfu, you are, over a",d over again. By doing so you imply 
that she is too d jTib to .vo'k it out herseif, and that shows a lack of respect. 
Also, it makes ycu a prerentious git. 
5. Put her on a Dedesral, Ths shows her that you are not interested in 
getting to know 'the real' her. It v/ill piss her off. 
6. State the bieeding obvious, if she is a supermodel, she knows she is 
pretty. If she has a PhD in astrophysics, she knows she is smart. Look for 
things that other people don't notice. She will respect you for being 
perceptive and know that you respect her enough to pay proper attention. 
7. Fear. Lack of self-confidence is a big turn off. If you think you don't 
deserve her, you're probably right. That is why supermodels often date 
ugly people. Nobody else is game to ask them out, (The supermodels that 
is, not the ugly men). If you are brave enough to ask, you dramatically 
increase your chances and the v/orst that will happen is a rejection. If you 
chicken out, the best that will happen is a rejection, plus there's also that 
bonus of seeing her then go out with someone else who is a much bigger 
oser than you ever v/ere. Lots of men ask me v/hy girjs never notice them, 
ask, v/hen v/as the last time you tried to get noticed? 
8. Being a big sieaze. My eyes are up here, thankyou! This is tricky. If a giri 
is gorgeous, hov/can you not admire? i*she is fa!'i 15 out of her top, hov/can 
you not notice? This is often very tricky, because g';rls on the prov/l often 
dress this v/ay on pvoose. It's al' a big n^ an trap! They're testing you out. 
Notice, but don't ogie, They':i rip ycu to shreds, 
9. Blame ner no.''mones. For anythinc. Eve-. Trust r e on this. 
Not Happy Jan! (letters to me from you) 
I'm 19, tall, athletic, reasonably intelligent d'^.c good iookirg anc •• have heaps o"' 
mates. So v/hy car,': I f;rd a decent girlfriend? Why are v/ome^ so p;cky? Briar. 
H. 
the sake 0^  having one? If this is tne case, you'-e Dene- o"^  sinc'e anc h=v->g f j r 
v/ith your nates. There's no po:nt T dating someone :''yDj cor't iike ne'.j^s: ''or 
the sake of having someone to date, Ccupienooc '5 cctu£!'\ qi^'te hs'd .vork. 
Remember, you'-e not getting a crifrie-'d, you'-e ge^'^^r ;= -.^-c-.-'•g c ?e-;>o' 
I've just moved to Brisbane from Mac<£N'. \V''e^e a-e coo: 
this tov/r? 5. Roberts 
Go v/he-e there are girls tc rreet, N grtci-r'S a-r OK ' '/OJ -e j j n IODK:'!? tc snoc 
someone, b^tthey're notsooooc 'f \DL, -e 'DC-K'':; :^>- = ""^ea'^ nc".,: -eistionsn^p.^-'* 
going to places v/here there are mo-e fe~ic!e5 rna- T,£ief anc 'x'^hirt vo'^ co': tc;k tc 
each otherv/^t^ojt 'Ooking i'ke\'D:^'e:-.- -etc 5:o-e, '>'.a\'De rD..nc jpa -nate o-two 
to go v/ith yoj. V '^ome"" ^jn* T pacKS sc v/"-v shoLic't \'0L,' P: JS •* ~cises vo.; iook 
less desperate. LeaLrestjto'ia:? a-e a oprc Place tc- >t=n.. ~;i,c Lst.n o- PBii-oon-
darc^nc cooking classes -OCK-C-'Png c^ -ps ~:i;ec i^ cci^ ^ -iPon etc. 
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Dressing to III: 
Confessions of a Bum 
By Martie Hositch 
For me, Ihe sfart of each semester involves a ritual inspection of 
my wardrobe. Creaking open the fibro door, taking a deep breath 
of musty cloth, and pondering that vital issue: what to wear? 
Stripes are still in. Polo and jerseys, way out. Chinos, in (will they 
ever be out? I hope not), This semester, I cursed myself for 
spending my January Centrelink money on a homebrew kit {with 
free bottle-capper, a bargain) instead of the sales. So, due to my 
weakness for the yeasty tones of DIY beer, this semester I'll again 
be looking like a bum . 
Now my shabbily-attired wanderings have taken me through city 
suburb and Uni, and IVe come to a realisation: sporting Wedge 
instead of Polo Back-Bay in lieu of Biiiabong, ain't all bad. There 
are benefits to be obtained, my friends. So as a service to my 
fellow shabbies out there who may be a little self-conscious in 
their Wedge hey-man- buy-that-shirt-and-ril-chuck-in-these-4-
belts-for-free-man gear, I've decided to list them here: 
• Obviously it's real cheap. Spend your money on Random-
Access-Memory or beer or shares in NOP {though I wouldn't). 
• Tourists are less likely to ask you for directions; you don't have 
to look like a fool not knowing your way around your own city 
("Koala Sanctuary? Uhhh... yeah... Just take that road up there, 
mate"). 
• Who, honestly would mug your sorry unfashionable arse? Ohms 
are more likely to offer you their goon than liberate your wallet. 
• Your mum tries to press new clothes on you. That sucks. But 
when they're a trifle dweeby (to say the VERY least), return them 
for caSh! (Unless the schemer has used a credit card, in which 
case you'll look like a petty thief. Damn.) 
• You can sit, lie or even roll on the ground/gutter and no one will 
bat an eyelid. Hey man, you belong there! 
• Finally you get to pontificate endlessly about the shallowness 
and vanity of today's youth. You're irreproachable - your entire 
outfit cost less than their teriyaki-tofu sushi roll did! 
So you see my fellow bums, the news isn't all bad. Sure you 
look bad, and sure you'll probably be celibate for ages, but hey 
that can be fun too! (The important thing is not to lose hope). 
Square your shoulders against dismissive looks. Lie in the dirt. 
Be proud. Brush that buzzing fly from off your shirt, and go best 
young man - Best 'n Less. 
Food to match your outfit. 
Ingredients: Little Lukey 
1. Meat Pie (Although any pie will do, I personally prefer the Home 
Brand Pie. It's almost as tasty as any other pie and it has a harder 
crust, which gives a more solid form thereby reducing the mess. 
You won't be left with scalding mince on the palm of your hand. 
Home Brand Pie's are also the cheaper alternative: 52 cents each 
or 6 for $2.99.) 
2. Bun (Bread can also be used but hamburger buns are ideal 
because of their size. The Cheese and Bacon roll is also quite 
tasty It's an acquired taste though.) 
3. BBQ sauce (Again, any sauce be used here but I put BBQ 
sauce on everything so expect this addition in any recipe 1 may 
submit. BBQ also sounds more Australian.) 
Method: 
First take the pie out of the little bag and insert into the microwave. 
Don't be deceived by the rubbish about cooking it in the bag or 
wrapping paper towel around it. Just stick it straight onto the 
microwave plate where your leftover spag Bol exploded last night. 
This adds flavour and seasoning that rivals the greatest 
International Spice chefs. Cook for 3 minutes but ensure you stop 
it after 2 and a half minutes to stick your finger in It or the middle 
will be cold. While the Pie's cooking, take the bun and rip it open. 
Don't use a knife or you won't end up with the little holes that are 
so great to suck the sauce through. When you remove the pie from 
the microwave it's imperative to have the plate with the bun on it in 
your hands or directly next to microwave because if you have to 
carry it across the kitchen you'll end up with unsightly burns on the 
tips of your fingers. Let stand for 15 seconds and devour at will. 
^b 
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FroM PunirdMent to Redafcilltation? 
It. would 
a'L^ thorities 
seem that 
have finally 
realised that tougher 
drug laws are not the 
most prod'jctive way to 
reduce drug use. With 85 
percent of ail drug 
possession offenses in 
Queensland involving 
only ST.all amounts of 
cannabis, it was agreed 
that another approach 
might be more 
responsible. .N'ot only 
will the Drug Diversion 
Program free up the 
court system and police 
ti.Tie and resources for 
more serious crimes, it 
is hoped it will be a 
more effective way of 
reducing cannabis usage, 
particularly amongst 
young people. 
The Cannabis Diversion 
Program shifts the law' s 
emphasis from punishment 
to rehabilitation; in 
the hope that this will 
stop minor offenders 
from committing more 
sorious crimes in the 
future. The -program 
targets those caught 
carrying 5C grams of 
cannabis or less, who 
have committed no 
previous drug offences 
and have never committed 
a violent or se^ cual 
crime. The progra.m is 
also seen as an 
alternative to burdening 
young people with the 
restrictions and stigma 
of a criminal record for 
the entirety of their 
lives, for the sake of 
the possession of small 
amounts of cannabis in 
their youth. 
However, Diversion 
not about 
decriminalisation 
legalisation of 
possession or use 
the 
or 
the 
of 
illicit drugs. It is not 
designed to provide a 
deterrent for consistent 
drug users, 
option for 
offenders 
program 
provides 
pronotes 
of the 
D'Jl. 
f i rs t 
only. 
hp. ~ i 
Ra tner 
chargec 
of fens( 
a t t e n d 
s a:\ 
tilT.G 
The 
- a l l y 
nforrnation and 
the awareness 
cost.s and 
of dr:.;g use. 
than being 
with a criminal 
having :.o 
court, and the 
Once you have been 
::hrc!:gh a diversion 
prog ran:, if you arc 
caught in possession of 
cannabis a second time, 
you will be arrested ana 
C .^1 c: J O G -Jl. 
oossc DJ_: 
:ne 
proc 
educ 
see;' ,-; 1 
aruq a i vers:on 
. is a tv;o hour 
cn session, run by 
•.rained health 
workers (not 
V 
criminal record, the 
diversion program offers 
factual information 
about the consequences 
of cannabis use and 
assistance to stop using 
cannabis. 
When arrested for the 
possession of cannabis, 
as long as you acL'nit to 
the possession, a police 
officer must offer all 
eligible adults and 
children the opportunity 
to attend the diversion 
program. It is important 
to note here, that this 
is onlv offered once. 
.aeo witn 
the health 
\abis use, 
and the legal 
consequences of continued 
use. If appropriate you 
can be given inforn:ation 
3CCQ'3S to, a 
program for 
dependence, 
a treatnent 
ouluntary and 
of the police 
to attend the 
aDov../ a no 
treatment 
cannabis 
Actendinq 
program is \ 
is not part 
regui rerr.ent 
jiversaon program. 
The Drug Diversion 
proaram strives to 
Tne re 
evide 
minor 
o f f i c 
c o j r s 
ice 
i t y 
a rs 
wl 
"i 
-
lO 
a 
provide people with an 
incentive to address 
th.eir drug use early, 
and, in many cases, 
before incurring a 
crimdnal record. It is 
intended to increase the 
number of illicit drug 
users accessing 
assessment, education, 
and treatment, and to 
reduce the nu.Tber of 
people appearing before 
the courts for 
possession of small 
craantitios of cannabis, 
; anecdotal 
ihat a small 
of police 
check up' on 
attended the 
week or .TO 
later, and subsequently 
bust them. This 
i r r e s p o n s i b 1 e 
victimdzation however is 
not a standard police 
response. Indeed this 
program and similar 
state Diversion programs 
in New South Wales and 
Victoria have shown very 
positive results, and 
have received strong 
endorsements from both 
the police and 
councillors. It is good 
to see a governm.ent 
initiative that, rather 
than trying to punish 
those v;ho break our 
societ/ s rules, instead 
attempts to help them. 
Could this be the 
beginning of a larger 
shift in government 
strategy towards drug 
use in this country? 
r'or more 
about the 
Diversion 
contact 
intormation 
Police Drug 
Program, 
Queensland 
Police on 3364 6514, or 
Queensland Health on 
3234 1726. 
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WHO... ARE YOU? 
As a student newspaper, Semper is on a number of mailing lists, and is tht 
of many political debates and serious amusements. ^Burble' has s 
e recipient 
ent many 
entertaining pieces of prose and pictures. We thought we would share this one with 
you because the editors found it ridiculously funny. 
Caution: do not take the following too seriously. 
'Defender of Democracy or Puppet of Zionists?' 
From: 'Burble' 
Subject: Who...Are you 
Dear Ambassador, 
I have been dribbling these Dubya graphics daily to 
newspaper editors here and overseas. Apparently 
yesterday's message ("Defender of democracy, or 
puppet of Zionists") stirred or shook or shocked one 
such for he or she bounced back with (just as it was 
writ) "puppet of *zionists*? who the fuck are you, 
some kind of Nazi nutbar or what?" 
I confess that I am not only a Nazi nutbar or what, 
but, (will you believe?), I am a terrorist to boot (but 
not a freedom fighter), a Commie (but not a free 
thinker), a Nigger (but not in human form), an 
indigene (without rights), a witch (of sorts), and, in 
every colour and all shades of the word, a traitor (not 
a dissenter). You name it, 1 fit it. So feel free to 
bombard me, imprison me, lynch me, dispossess me, 
burn me, or demonise me. If you like, make believe I 
am an Iraqi. I pose no direct threat to America or to 
Britain or to Australia. But my till-proven-otherwise 
hypothetical WMDs do pose a direct threat to 
America's protege, the State of Israel. In fact, if you 
can credit it, I pose an even greater threat to the 
overweaning military might of Israel than is posed by 
lone Palestinian martyrs fighting the tyranny, as they 
perceive it, of an illegitimate occupying force. Pardon 
me, but for political correctness I should there have 
written 'Palestinian terrorists'. So do feel free also to 
designate the Iraqi as you designate the Palestinian. 
Regard us all as either terrorists ourselves, or as 
spawning terrorists, harbouring terrorists, financing 
terrorists, arming terrorists, or just as sympathising 
with terrorists. Then with conscience and qualm in 
your wake you can locate us on that axis of evil and 
proceed to bomb your Jesus Christ out of or into us 
and at the same time realise Dubya's vision of 
Enduring Peace, even if that peace only allows the 
local hegemon to enrich itself unchallenged. It's 
Dubya's call, and his alone. You will either stand with 
him and his Neo-Conservative urgers-cum-backers or 
(God forbid!) you will stand against them. 
Now, God bless America! Rule, Britannia! - and You'll 
come a-waltzing, Matilda, with me. 
With best wishes 
Bill Priest 
Wingecarribee, 
NSW, Australia. 
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Where's my Goddam Ranch? 
In almost every one of the obligatory meetings and information 
sessions American students attend before leaving to study in 
Australia, there is the cautionary tale told of the one American 
student, each year, who dies trying to cross the street while looking 
the wrong way. 
We glance nervously at each other and crack morbid smiles. Did 
these people forget that since we were old enough to comprehend 
"Mr. Rogers' Neighborhood," we were told to "look both ways" while 
crossing the street? It makes us sound and look like idiots, frankly, 
when our advisors assume that we would not look before crossing 
the street, and I have discovered that they seem to be ignoring 
what has to be the real reason for all these pedestrian deaths -
Australians drive like maniacs. 
Ok, ok, so do Americans - especially in the city that i usually call 
home, Los Angeles (where 1 left the University of Southern 
California for a semester to come dodge cars in the roundabout on 
the way to the UQ campus). It's not that Australians are so much 
worse drivers, per se, but they seem to ignore the axiom that most 
Americans, even those with road rage, strictly adhere to: 
pedestrians - soft, vulnerable bags of flesh - have the right of way, 
and you must stop when somebody is crossing the street in front 
of your car. 
Now I'm not sure if that is "law" here, but if it were, surely one of 
Brisbane's populace would be awaiting trial for narrowly missing a 
sprinting UQ student who, in turn, was trying to avoid the car that 
came from nowhere - making a right turn onto Hood St. from Sir Fred 
Schonnell Dr., and ready to take out anybody in its path, Americans 
aren't stupid pedestrians, people, we're just trying to survive out here! 
When I'm not running for my life, however, I'm surviving quite well 
in this jungle/city called Brisbane. I haven't felt even a tinge of 
homesickness yet, although it would be hard to considering that 
every cover band I have the (mis)fortune of hearing is playing 
"Sweet Home Alabama", and almost every voice on my four (five if 
you count the fuzzy channel that I'm almost tempted to endure in 
order to watch "South Park") channels is American. 
McDonald's carries grilled cheese and tomato sandwiches for 
$1.50 (amazing deal!) and Australians have Burger King (even if it 
is called Hungry Jack's). And oh, I love your potato products! I have 
tried at least 15 different kinds of chips since I've been here and 
I'm in heaven. However I panicked at first, when I couldn't find 
ranch dressing - which has swept the American finger food-dipping 
scene so completely that I was sure it would have shown up, by 
now, in Australia. The addictive properties of ranch - a tangy, 
creamy salad dressing-turned-dip - had me pouring it on 
everything from chips to pizza (absolutely delicious), and I was 
having some serious withdrawals - that is, of course, until I 
discovered sweet chili sauce and sour cream. Oh, heavenly sour 
cream! Where have you been all my life? Here I only thought you 
were good for baked potatoes, but in fact you have captivated me 
with your creamy deliciousness, especially as you blend 
seductively with your partner in crime, the sweet chili sauce my 
Australian friends so wisely recommended I try. 
Yes, Australian food is amazingly delicious and bad for you; 
especially speaking from a vegetarian perspective, I can't find a 
tofu dish to save my life, but there are chips and wedges and baked 
potatoes, and garlic mash, so I order these and now I'm paying 
tribute to my Irish heritage by living almost exclusively on potato. 
My mum would be so proud. 
Speaking of mum, the Australian slang and its variances upon the 
tongue I spoke in Los Angeles are a never-ending source of 
interest and education. Some of it I concede to and am even 
beginning to pick up - "dodgy," for instance, is the Australian 
equivalent to the American "sketchy", or "shady". I like "dodgy" 
quite a bit, actually, and I've used it in the semi-sarcastic way that 
Americans do, trying to integrate themselves, but at the same time 
trying not to sound like a desperate wannabe Australian. 
I never say "mate," I just feel too ridiculous trying. Same goes for "G'day". 
I love these terms but the "endearingly annoying" nasality of my 
American tongue just seems lo mangle them. It's all I can do to master 
"no worries", probably my favourite Australian expression, in that it 
perfectly sums up the tone of Australian life and social relations -
particularly in contrast to that of America. As an ignorant tourist 
fumbling with the metric system, bus routes and directions, I have 
asked a multitude of Australians for help and, after happily giving it, they 
have almost always responded to my profuse thanks with this phrase. 
In Los Angeles, tourists are regarded with disdain and life is a dog-
eat-dog contest of one-upmanship, a scrambling race to get there 
(wherever there may be) and to get there fastest and with the 
newest Manolo Blahnik heels (extra points for stepping on those 
beneath you - fashionably, of course}. There's no time for no 
worries, you ignorant peasant, don't you understand I've got 
people to impress? 
God forbid 1 were to accidentally bump into somebody at a club in 
LA. The bumpee would undoubtedly shoot me a withering glare 
and frantically check to make sure I had not stolen her wallet or 
dented her US S400 Prada purse. 
But in Brisbane, it seems, an accident is actually regarded as an 
accident, not an affront to one's dignity. It is casually dismissed with 
what has become music to my ears, the friendly and astoundingly 
multifunctional "no worries". 
So admittedly I love this phrase and many of its brethren, but there 
are quite a few bits of Australian slang that I absolutely cannot 
wrap my American mind around. 
For instance, I am talking to a friend in class, lamenting the fact 
that I was woken up at 8:15 that morning by somebody using a 
weed whacker outside my window. 
"What?" he says. "A what?" 
"Weed whacker. You know, that long thing that people use to, well, 
whack weeds. You know, weed whacker!" 
"Ohhh!" he says, realisation washing over his face. "I thought you 
were talking about a different kind of weed. Heh. That thing's called 
a 'whipper snipper'." 
A WHAT? Now come on, people, that's just silly. Same goes for 
"footpath", or, in American, "sidewalk". 1 know sidewalk may not 
make that much more sense, but at least we don't sound as if we're 
trekking through a rainforest, relying on a Sherpa for our survival. 
But linguistics aside and alt things considered, I am impressed with 
Australians, while simultaneously becoming a bit more ashamed 
about Americans. Why, WHY must they air Jerry Springer here? 
In Brisbane, I am engaged in political conversations by people who 
know more about my own country than I do. I am amazed and 
thrilled that Australians are not talking about "Jackass - The Movie" 
or the most recent episode of "Everybody Loves Raymond" My 
new friends do not make inane chitchat as most Americans have 
become so accustomed to doing - rather, they drop names like 
Condoleeza Rice and lament our lack of an instant runoff voting 
system. Most of my fellow students at USC think instant runoff has 
something to do with soil erosion. 
We are working on it, I suppose. I, at least, am working on it. I do 
not want to be the bloody stupid American, especially with the 
United States' Thief-in-Chief, George W. Bush, representing me 
(although to be fair, John Howard is on a similar plane of idiocy). 
So I'm thinking in metres and degrees Celsius, I'm doing my anti-
war protests and not defending America's ridiculous policies just 
because I grew up there. I'm working on my "G'day" and trying not 
to think about going home in July. Oh yeah, and I really am looking 
both ways before I cross the street. 
Sarah Rea 
' ' \ : ' ' • '. • ' 
Two households, both alike In dignity, 
In fair St. Luda, where we lay our scene. 
From ancient grudge break to new mutiny, 
Where civil dirt, makes civil paths unclean. 
William Shakespeare - Romeo and Juliet (adapted) 
"Billy! Whassup?" 
"Not much Johnno, how you doin'?" 
"Good mate, good. What you been up to?" 
"I've been over at the staff club. I made it half way down the steps 
before they realised I was not a staff member. What a bunch of 
gobblers! You?" 
"I've been trying to bum a free meal at Wordsmiths. You pick your 
target, smile lots, and wobble your head a little. Never fails. Hot 
chips are the go. You gotta find someone with hot chips." 
'Thanks for the tip Johnno. Hey, there's Geoffrey. Geoff my man, 
what you been up to?" 
"Billy! Johnno! I've been strewing crap across the path that leads 
from Staff House Road to the Dutton Park ferry. It's a dead-set 
lark watching that turkey with the broom come and try to clean it 
up. I'm off back there to do it again later." 
"Good call Geoff! I reckon we might come with you, eh Bill?" 
"Yup, for sure Johnno. Had some fun doing that last week. What 
else you been up to Geoff?" 
"Well, the other day I almost got to the desk of the Physics Library 
before they realised I wasn't a science student. It's a bugger, 
'cause I've seen this young pimply-type reading A New Kind of 
Science by Stephen Wolfram. I sat in a tree above him when he 
was eating his lunch and only got the first few pages read. If only 
I had a library card!" 
"We're gonna have to work out how that whole library system 
works one day boys. Right now, I wanna see what we can do with 
that path..." said Johnno. 
"Right then, let's go." 
Our three heroes made off down the road. Dressed all in black, 
with a little red and yellow for colour, they made an impressive 
sight strutting down Staff House Road. 
"All right. Here's a good source. Let's go fellas." Geoff led the way, 
the other two close behind, moving twigs, sticks, dirt, and 
anything they could get their claws on across the concrete path. 
"Oh no, someone's comlngr 
"Don't worry Billy, It's only some Arts students. They don't bother 
you unless yoU;bother them. The Science students are the ones 
you gotta watch. Heriry was hanging around near the Goddard 
building last month and I haveri't seen him since...".Geoff moved 
off the path as the students came through. \ 
that cute? Those other two,are;help,ihg^!ltil|^ !ittl|jprie;.build 
'V;'r-^^i ^..\f'0^V:'^A:'H''^^':-''rr'•'''•'•>. 
"What the hell did she say?" Geoffasked, returning to the.path. 
Johnno and Billy were laughing so hard theyjcould-b^rely; reply. 
"She... she thought..." Bill at least made an attempt to control 
himself. Johnno just went right on laughing. The silly twit thought 
we were helping build your nest! And she.called ypu little!" 
"What!' spluttered Geoff. "I'll give her little! Silly bugger. If she 
knew anything about brush turkeys she'd know that building a 
nest is a one-man show. I mean, how else are you gonna attract 
the babes? Dragging it on to the path here is just plain old fun." 
Johnno was still laughing. 
"Allright, allright. OK boys, you've had your fun. Let's get some 
serious crap onto this path before the groundsman shows up." 
Geoff was eyeing off the best way to pick up a particularly large 
stick when he heard a shouted "Get out of here!" He spun round 
in time to see the head of a broom smack the ground only Inches 
from his tail. Behind the broom Johnno jumped half his own 
height and bolted off down the path. 
"Shit! it's the guy with the broom. Run!" Billy shot after Johnno, a 
couple of blue-black feathers marking the place where he'd been. 
Geoff tried to follow, but the groundsman was between him and 
safety. "Got you now, turkey" the groundsman snarled, bent low, 
broom held lengthways close to the ground. He was coming 
toward Geoff menacingly, 
Geoff backed up the path slowly, but knew there was no safety 
towards the road. He had to get down the path to Billy and 
Johnno. He sprang left, but the groundsman saw him coming.The 
head of the broom slammed down in front of him, even closer this 
time. He backed up further, but was running out of path. Soon 
he'd be in Staff House Road, and he didn't like the thought of all 
those cars with this guy on his tail. ' 
He feinted to the left, then dodged to the right at the last moment 
The groundsman saw the change In direction and brought the 
shaft of the broom down on the path with a loud cracki.Geoff was 
faster though. Only two tall-feathers lighter, he sped down the 
path. By the time the big oaf had turned, Geoff was past the mess 
they'd made and was making for the tall, reedy plants to the left 
of the path. 
As he rounded the corner he was stuck by a wall-of sound. "Oh 
no! What's that crap they're playing.kt the^  R^fec?""^ 
"Killing Heidi again!" Billy answered from his hiding ,i)lace::"How 
many times can one chick die?" '" :-, ^: ' * i; • ^ ^  r • 
"Don't worry about that now. Has the guy with th^-brborn gbne^" 
asked Johnno. .'s>^/ ^" '-f--
Billy peered around the edge of the plants. "He^^stillitrying to 
clean up the path" " ',:'. Jv ' 
"I wonder if he'll ever work oiit that we're just taking the pisis?'' 
Johnno said with a snicker. %]• .. > : ,'i 
Geoff winked. "Nah, not a chance Johnno. We've got nature-on 
our side" ^-H^y^" 
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''Eifhef this mon is dead or m)n 
WOfch is slopped'^ -Oroucho MQfx. 
Chris O'Regan 
Ever the eager analyst of current trends, it 
disturbs nne To notice the large number of 
things, entities and individuals that have been 
proclaimed as "dead" recently in these 
unstable times. I mean, Irony, Global Security, 
Rea.ity Television, Christopher Skase, 
Modernism, Post-Modernism, Secret Service 
Simon from The West Wing, the Author, God, 
etc. And I mean, you get people who claim 
that none of these ever real y existed in the first 
place. It gets to the point where one can't 
really sustain a conversation without checking 
one's pulse at regular intervals. Some of them 
(the Coelacanth, Retro chic, Osama Bin-
Laden) seem continually to make comebacks 
whenever you least expect them, often 
reappearing 'aster (and with as much 
welcome) than large quantities of hastily 
consumed cask wine. Others attempt a 
Madonna-like rebirth every couple of years or 
so, with limited success jthe Planet of the Apes 
franchise, Michael Jackson). Others seem to 
have demonstrated a longevity far greater 
than any perceived usefulness they may once 
have had (The Simpsons; Fidel Castro; Michael 
Jackson, who probably fits into all of the 
above categories). Still others, like, 
Schrodinger's Cat, eke out an existence in a 
state of perpetual limbo, the Sword of 
Damocles suspended above their heads, 
literally* ready to fall at any moment. 
For what I mean by that, dear reader [and 
when I say that, I am (a) not really saying it, (b) 
assuminp that you are in fact literate, and not 
having this article read out to you, and not in 
possession of some sort of freakish mind power 
by v/hich you are able to discern what I am 
about to say before you actually reed it, and 
(c) stating that you are in fact "dear" to me 
which, considering that i most likely don't 
know you, is c blatant falsehood), I, like so 
many other things today, am in a state of 
existential angst. I too am a Schrodinger's cat 
(literally). I require constant external 
verification to ascertain the state of my 
existence. I can't go five minutes without 
rushing to find my ID card to see whether my 
name, photo and student number are still 
inscribed on it. And it's not just because I 
stayed up one night to watch The Net, 
eXistenZ, and the Matrix consecutively. It 
seems to be a society-wide malaise. 
Look at the way we number and categorise 
everything, people especially. Some may say 
this is an attempt at "dehumanising", I suggest 
it stems rather from on in-built belief that ifwe 
categorise everything that exists, we'll be able 
to comfortably eliminate everything that 
doesn't exist, thus leaving us secure in our 
surety tho* we must, therefore, exist. (Unless we 
somehow manage to eliminate ourselves 
during the categorisation, which rather 
inconveniently raises all sorts of paradoxes). 
Numbers are necessary instead of names, 
because after all, anybody could have my 
name. I mean, I have my name. We live in 
secret envy of the billion or so SF races who get 
by without the need for surnames, each 
individual getting oy with a suspiciously 
humonoid-sounding monosyllable. We really 
are rather anally retentive as a species, aren't 
we? 
The solution, dear reader, is simple. We need to 
get over ourselves. For a start, we can rename 
the planet, and everyone on it, Gordon (as 
memorably introduced in Rex the Runt). This 
gets rid of a whole host of problems. Everything 
will belong to Gordon, so Gordons will be able 
to use everything. George W. Bush (henceforth 
to be knpwn as Gordon) will stop trying to kill 
Gordon, since he can't really be sure that in 
trying to kill Gordon he isn't really trying to kill 
his dad. Philosophical disputes will be resolved; 
name-colling (unless it's calling people 
Gordon) v/ill cease; ontological arguments will 
be set aside; Gordon will live forever, Gordons 
will learn to love Gordon in a spirit of 
Gordonhood. The change is not only 
necessary but desirable, since, let's face it, 
we're just not going to be respected 
intergalatically until we hove a name ending 
in-on. 
Alternatively, since apparently we've 
managed to pronounce so many things dead, 
maybe we ourselves can assume a state of 
Heisenburgion uncertainty, put a whole lot of 
erDpk'ical philosophers out of businessf, give 
the planet a much needed break, end 
eliminate ourselves using any of the any 
number of creative methods we have devised 
for the purpose. My personal preference Is for 
both solutions. 
Gordon is dead, (ong live Gordon. 
Well nnt reallv literally I mean the cat's oroblem vasn'l a sword, it was a whimsical quantum physicist putting it into a rnetaphorical box. And 
b S L the SwoS 0 baZcles S S and even presuming it did, it stretches credulity to believe i to have survived several 
c e S J u n S . l ° r i ' ?n^?n hen^ ln hanin^G ovef the heads of an rndefinite number of people, for a continuous period of time. Nobody could centuries unmolested, only to begin hanging over 
IpiroStoVnTiiaTule'co^^^^^^^^ o'^ °"«^. ^"^ preserving historical hapaxes for posterity.. 'A 
m^ 
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When I was younger i was lucky enough to have a father 
who was able, and willing, to help when it came to 
purchasing a car. I have had a fair number bf different 
vehicles and they have all been old cars that have needed a\^  
lot .of maintenance to keep them on the road. In my car 
adventures I have come across almost every situation and ^  
probiem and have overcome ^11 of them with varying 
degrees of assistance. This series of articles are designed 
to help wJt)t buying, owning and maintaining a car. I hope 
^a t this article will help you, somewhat in buying a cheap 
but reliable car. 
Whether you are buying your first car or upgrading to a 
better car, buying a car for under $3000 can be difficult. 
There is usually a main reason that a car is cheap (poor 
body, mechanical problems) but if you identify the problems ^ 
car. An important point to remember is that in this category 
of cars the price is not really a good indicator of a sound 
car. Sometimes a $300 dollar car can be a great buy, and a 
$3000 car can turn into.a money pit.There are a multitude of 
Items you need to look at before buying a car. 
The most important question is what car is the best car for ; 
what is it going to cost to keep the car on the road. Do you 
really need a big V8 car vvith wide wheels, lowered 
suspension and a loud exhaust system? Chances are you 
don't need the size, power or police attention that this car 
can deliver. On a university student budget you have to pay 
for tyres; fuel, parking, registration, and, of course, police'&< 
UQ Traffic and Parking fines. Cars like this can be extremely 
fun to drive but can end up costing you up to 5 grand a year 
to keep on the road. 
Remember any performance vehicles in this price bracket 
have usually had a hard life and have poor bodies and 
mechanical problems. You should be very selective about 
these types of cars no matter how good it looks or goes. 
Classic cars also fit into this "approach with care" category. 
Due to their age they may require a lot of maintenance. 
These cars usually have poor bodywork and damaged 
Interior which can be more expensive to fix than the 
mechanical problems. On a positive note, a classic car has 
a relatively simple design. This means you may be able to 
carry out maintenance yourself, however locating parts 
could be difficult. 
Four wheel drives are usually well built but they do live a 
hard life. Due to the large number of moving parts there is 
a lot more that can be damped. Watch out for rust or, even 
worse, body filler. Checking for noises while the car Is in 
four wheel drive and in low range can give you an indication, 
of future transition problems.^As vital a point as a new four 
wheel drive transmission can set you back more than the 
car itself. 
world. You will come across cars that have been labelledas. 
a 'good model' or a 'bad model' due to thftiri^^||jj||ji^ifliitig 
handling and reliability. Every car ever bulJt f 
and weak points. However, some cars have a fe 
of the weaker points. A few that are notorious for '^b lems 
include Holden Camira, early Hyundia Excel, Datsun 120Y, 
early Mitsubishi Magna and the legendary Leyland P76.You 
can find the occasional gem in these cars but, as a model, 
III:!! IhlH Coflikt 
hand cars such as Ford Falcon, Holden 
Holden Gemini, Mazda 323 and Subaru Leone afe Wj 
bunch and good finds are plentiful. u | 
Once you have decided on a car always get a third p , 
RACQ or a\ least a friend who is mechanically mindf 
^ check over the vehicle. RACQ can do a thorough inisbec. 
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train, steering, suspehsii 
worthwhile Investment whe 
^ id body for about 
il y ii r^ you are on this limitei 
One thing you can do yourself is to.bo^k aOneS^ar 
at the number of kilometres on th^pdor^&inj^^ 
In good conditioiji but has high kjfom^^e^^as 
befen well looked after. If a car,}siiM p^5^^^JlWi«^ 
low kilometres, it's a fair chance trat eVeWH$lip(Ti.e 
This is a real problem, 1 have hei 
can erase 100 000 Km off yourl 
necessarily always a bad thing asv 
have had newer engines installed 
illegal. 
vliasWobably 
aition i3ut has 
lom trewas a 
k wound pack. 
^^ where S150 
m\tV\This islnot 
iNo^blder yehiies 
^em,\however it\is 
There are so many things to check and think about whc n 
buying a car. Take your time and make sure you look at lo s 
of different cars before deciding to part with your mone ^ 
You are neyer going to buy a good car in a day or a week. It 
takes time to look around, time to check over the vehiaoj 
thoroughly and get prices on what parts and repairs yos 
need. Remember buying andjmning a car can be a lot'^ fj 
fun and a good learning e 
Happy mbtbrliTgv'Hr 
e if you avoid the pitfal 
¥'. I 
y 4 
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Is the law school a ghetto? 
If it ain't, you could have fooled me. Stonewall Jackson 
The people in the faculty have all the hallmarks of a persecuted 
minority - a clearly identifiable facial expression, a certain mode of 
dress, and they are confined to a small area within the University 
precinct. Any law student, mature-age or otherwise, strapping rugger-
bugger (and whom exactly do they bugger?) or pale, weedy, pigeon-
chested youth, can be singled out in a crowd without effort. Maybe 
they don't wear badges, or speak a foreign language (though the 
English they speak is suspect), but we all know them. At their worst, 
at the heart of the type, they fear the unconventional, the 
uncompetitive and the resolutely un-academic because they are 
competitive beyond comprehension. They are the PROTO-LAWYERS. 
Their expression is a hunted, avaricious look, although this may result 
less from the course recorded in their enrolment details and more from 
the seething private lives bubbling below the surface (every lawyer has 
a few skeletons after all)... 
Oh if only the defamation laws did not bind me so, the stories I could 
make up and put into print for your reading pleasure - the 'ins' and 
'outs'; the infidelities; the partner swapping; the 'Marlena-style' 
demonic possession, sheez Louise... The mode of dress is preppy with 
few aberrations and, If conditions permit, then suits will blossom in the 
corridors like flowers after a storm. 
They never talk about anything but work; not real 'work' of course, just 
assignments, comparisons of lecture material, pissing contests as to 
who has done the most of this reading or that case-work (although 
often a reverse effect will result with all competing as to who 
understood the reading the least -don't let it fool you. They all get it). 
If you find yourself standing, drink in hand talking to some boob who 
drones on and on about the precarious state of torts law or the rule in 
Queen's case, then you should run while you can. 
Another curious feature of the 'student of the law' is that they never 
smell of anything but ambition or high GPAs -and this means they 
smell like sulphur, brimstone and liquid hot magma -for everyone 
knows that the devil and academic success ride hand in sticky-
fingered hand. And yes, Golden Key society members, this means 
you. If you've never noticed the stinging smell in the gynecological-
pink corridors of the Forgan-Smith then you wouldn't be thinking, as I 
do every goddamned time I'm forced to go there, of a roiling ant-hill 
and every ant is climbing on every other ant and that crushed smell 
lingers, yeecchh... 
Maybe not everyone shares my profound distaste for the faculty, whicti 
it seems is lingering precariously close to ethnic cleansing. I am a law 
student, I can bite off my nose to spite my face or chew off my leg to 
get out of the bear trap, and, believe me, the thought has occurred; but 
ultimately does it matter? The difference in opinion ultimately answers 
the question -that the T.C Blerne School of Law is a ghetto. Because, 
you can recognise them in a crowd, and you're either in, or you're out. 
But consider this: perhaps they aren't there to study the law... Perhaps 
they are secretly breeding a big, scary, preppy army in the dungeon 
corridors. There are enough big, scary preppy girls in the Forgan-
Smith on any given week-day to breed such an army, and a formidable 
one at that and. Perhaps, if you were to kick open one of those doors 
randomly, inside each room there would be series of Bond-style 
training sequences, with the army being put through its paces... 
You should all run, while you still can. 
CONSPIRACY 
O F T H E 
M O N T 
T H E t .c. BiERN 
LAW SCHOOL 
60. 
The sign says 60. 
The one after it says 60 too. 
In fact all the speed signs along 
Coronation Drive, have , since the end of 
roadworks finished over five months ago, 
said 60. 
Coronation Drive is not a local suburban 
road requiring 50. Nor is it a shared 
pedestrian zone requiring 10. At one end 
of Coro Drive there is the Riverside 
Express that turns into the South East 
Freeway At the other end, there is Gailey 
Road turning into Swann Road, which, 
even in all its wiglines, is also 60. 
Coronation Drive in parts is three lanes 
wide, yet often, it is still impossible to get 
around 'addicts to 50'. 
True, on in inbound route, the view of the 
city is good. The view of the city lights 
illuminated aginst the dusk sky is almost 
moving at times. 
But the view is moving all the more at 60! 
MissS 
A driver who likes to get there. 
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In Defence of 
Rugby Union 
Andrew Stirling 
Being a Melbourne boy I can safely view the battle between 
rugby and rugby league with some objectivity and a laugh. I 
laugh because, no matter which rugby code is better, there is 
no way either game compares to Australian rules. I digress... 
Which code is better? A question for the ages. I cannot go 
past rugby 
There are many reasons to enjoy league more. The league 
television commentators are far better than their union 
counterparts. Fatty and Stirlo at least know what they are 
talking about most of the time. Gordon Bray is just pathetic. 
How he could have lasted so long in the box without learning 
anything about the game is anyone's guess. 
Then there is rugby's penalty system. It is a mess of scrums, 
half arms and full arms. If is quite intimidating for the first time 
viewer. However, once you learn the rules, or at least the 
basic concepts, it is a far more rewarding sport than League. 
A love for rugby must be unconditional. There are no 
fainweather friends of rugby You are either in or you are out. It 
can be frustrating. Watching a Northern Hemisphere ref blow 
the pea out of his whistle is no one's idea of a good time. 
There are too many rules, too many different interpretations 
and too many penalties, but that is one of the reasons I love 
it so much. 
You see, with rugby, you never stop learning about the game. 
There is a seemingly endless stream of new rules, moves, 
tactics or something else to learn. I'm always turning to one of 
my mates and saying, 'What was that for?' Most of the lime 
they do not know either. 
I do have better reasons for being a rugby supporter. First of 
all, it never stops. It is a dynamic sport, each game derived 
from many components. League cannot match Rugby in this 
regard. 
If David Guest, of league loving fame, wants to talk about 
predictable he should talk about League's very nature. Every 
set of six is the same: Tackle one, dummy half passes to 
stupid forward, who hits up. Tackle two, dummy half passes to 
a different stupid fonward, who hits it up. Tackle three, dummy 
half passes ball to stupid forward (sometimes the same one 
who ran it before), he hits It up. Tackle four, dummy half 
passes It, the back line perform some ill fated through the 
hands move, the last one in line hits it up. Tackle five, the 
dummy half passes the ball to the designated kicker who 
kicks it. In one paragraph, you can describe League. Well, sort 
of. They made things so much more difficult when they 
brought in the zero tackle. I don't know how everyone kept up. 
Phases are part of what makes rugby great. If you can 
guarantee possession, you can win the game. In League they 
kick it away every six tackles. That means there's less risk 
taking. There are very few decent back line moves in League. 
Rugby back lines spend half their time dreaming up fanciful 
ways of busting through. 
The six tackle rule makes possession too precious. There's 
less room for expansive and imaginative play, because you 
can't afford to not get your kick away on the last. I've lost 
count of the number of times I have screamed at the TV for a 
League fullback to return a kick with a big torpedo punt back 
into the opposition half. They never do, because they need the 
six tackles. The aerial ping pong that sets in during Union 
games as two fullbacks have a kicking duel is one of the most 
exciting features of the game. It's like a game within a game. 
A contest for field position where meters win matches. 
I have spoken about back line moves, but what about the 
forwards? There is no scope for forward moves in League, 
because there are no real set pieces. League scrums are a 
joke (with fonrt^ ards bending at waist height, rather than at the 
knees in Union) and there are no line outs. So what do their 
forwards do? HIT IT UP, DUH! 
Do not get me v/rong, I have plenty of time for League. 
However, it is a fundamentally stupid game, The Northern 
English invented it: hardly an area renowned for its mental 
dexterity There are no hard rules to understand and 
everybody can play with the simplest knowledge. Is that 
enough for the thinking spectator? To be subjected to 
endless, mindless sessions of bulky blokes running at each 
other only to see the skilled players for one sixth of the time? 
It's just not as exciting. 
I have not even started on the quality of international 
competition, the standard of the weekly football (Super 12 vs 
Super 8 plus South Sydney Wests, North Queensland, etc), 
the string of drug cheats that flow through League, but still get 
to play (McDougall, O'Davis), the incompetence of the 
administration (must all be past players) and all the other 
features that make Rugby a better spectacle. I don't need to. 
They don't play either code in Heaven, but if they had the 
choice, they'd pick Rugby any day of the week. 
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Unleash The Gimp 
Chess on a rainy day 
Yes. I am back again to attempt to breath 
some semblance of life into a game that 
can be as interesting as watching grass 
grow (no offence to fans of grass, or other 
such substances). Mind you, as the pitter-
patter of rain enchants your lazy Sunday 
afternoon, what could be better than 
curling up with a loved one, a bottle of fine 
wine... and a chess board? What indeed. 
Well, condom company Ansell is only too 
aware of the clear link between good 
chess, and good sex, as we shall soon 
see... 
With Chess Master Nik Stawski 
Chess Sponsorship -
A Prophylactic Approach 
Firstly let me point out that a bizarre entity 
like the chess worid, by its very nature, 
has to be more of a beggar than a 
chooser. Hence, its willingness to go to 
extreme measures, and places to garner 
those extra dollars. For example the 1996 
World Championship match between 
Anatoly Karpov and Gata Kamsky was at 
one ,point touted to be held in Bagdad 
under the personal sponsorship • of 
Saddam Hussein. Naturally this never 
h 
However, having said all of that, it Is no 
surprise that nary an eyebrow was raised 
when the Freemasons offered to sponsor 
the recently completed 2003 Australian 
Junior Championships (I, on the other 
hand couldn't help but chuckle at the 
thought). This offer was accepted, but 
dammit, as John Cleese once said, "I 
wouldn't become a Freemason now if you 
got down on your lousy, filthy knees and 
begged me!" Besides, what in the hell do 
those Freemasons blokes actually do at 
their 'secret' meetings? Does it also 
involve a bottle of wine and a chess 
cneKr^ie ^ 
hekhfiate^ ^ 
Ahselll 
ch^Tiat^^ 
became reality, and instead it was held 
under the personal sponsorship of a 
different president, Kirsan llyumzhinov of 
Kalmykia, in its capital city of Elista, 
located not that far north of Iraq. 
Of course there's always a vested interest 
involved, and it turns out that this guy 
wants to turn his entire country into a 
chess wonderland, and subsequently 
chess is as compulsory on the school 
curriculum as Russian or maths. 
Nevermind the hardships of Kalmykia's 
people; Give them rooks and pawns first, 
Which brings me back tb the relationship 
between condoms and chess. Last years' 
Australian Chess Olympiad, team'was 
sponsored by ... you guessed it ... 
ANSELL CHECKMATE CONDOMS. The 
team menpers had to wear t-shirts with 
the product logo on the front, ^nd "PAWN 
STAR" emblazohed on the back. I kid you 
npt. What will :it'be next? "GAMBITS ARE 
FUCKING HOT", or "TO HELL WITH THE 
FOREPLAY, LET'S MOVE INTO AN 
EXCITING MATING POSITION", or 
The Bastard of a Puzzle 
I thought 1 owe it to you, my avid readers, 
to give you an update on this absolute 
prick of a helpmate puzzle. I'm referring to 
the one where, FROM THE STARTING 
POSITION, WHITE PLAYS e4, AND 
THEN BLACK CHECKMATES WHITE ON 
BLACK'S FIFTH MOVE BY PLAYING 
KNIGHT TAKES ROOK. Well, I'm pleased 
to report that 1 finally solved it, albeit after 
some idiot gave me a little clue WHEN I 
HADN'T ASKED FOR ONE. Still, it's a 
beautiful solution, and if you want the 
answer published, organise a petition and 
submit it to the Semper office... or just 
look it up on the Net. 
Australian Open 2003, 06.01.2003 
Smerdon.D (2436)-Wallace,J (2386) 
1.64 g6 2.d4 Bg7 3.Nc3 d6'4.Be3 a6 5.h4 
Nf6 6,f3 h5 7.a4 Nbd7 8.Bc4 c5 9.Nh3 0-
0 10.Qd2 Qa5 11.dxc5 Nxc5 12.Nf4 b5 
13.Bd5 Nxd5 14.Nfxd5 e6 15.Ne7+ Kh7 
16.Qxd6 Nxa4 17.Nc6 Bxc3+ 18.Kf2 RdS 
22.Rhd1 Kg8 23.Rxd7 Bxd7 24.Bd4 Rc8 
25.Qf6 Bc7+ 26.f4 e5 27.Bxe5 Bxe5 
28.Qxe5 Bg4 29.f5 gxf5 30.exf5 Rc5 
31.Qe8+ Kg7 32.f6+ Kxf6 33.Qd8+ Kg6 
34.Rxa4 1-0 
and then they can have bread! Then 
there's the 1992 'rematch' between Bobby 
Fischer and Boris S^assky in Belgrade in 
the middle of the Balkans War. The actual 
venue was not bombed during the match, 
but nevertheless certain controversies 
destroyed any chance of Bobby returning 
to his native United States. (He is still 
wanted for treason by the US government 
for defying UN sanctions and playing the 
match anyway It's also still unclear 
whether his million-dollar pay cheque was 
honoured). 
Who would have thought that chess in the 
new millennium could become so sexy 
Well, just in case you're lusting for a bit 
now, here's a little victory by 18year old 
Aussie No. 3, International Master David 
Smerdon, over Aussie No. 2, and current 
Australian Open Champion, International 
Master John-Paul Wallace (What would 
you do as White in the diagram position?): 
(See bottom left corner of this page). 
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When discussing constructs of society it is hard fo look past the 
National Basketball Association (NBA) in the US. It is a world that 
has been constructed entirely by society; and almost entirely 
constructed by white society, despite more than eighty percent of 
players in the league being black. The constructs come from 
everywhere, the media, the press, and the owners. In the NBA, all 
the teams are franchises, and are owned by wealthy 
businessmen, or syndicates of not quite as wealthy businessmen. 
At the moment, there is not one franchise majority owned by an 
African American playing in the league, and the lew minority black 
owners are generally former players given a small stake in the 
team they helped build. 
Most of the players came up through the ghettos, playing on the 
playgrounds on the margins of large cities. This is a hard, 
Danwinian world, where the good players prosper while the weak 
are cast aside. Trash talking (what the Australian cricket team 
calls 'mental disintegration') is par for the course, and most of 
these players have a vast repertoire of insulting phrases to use on 
a vanquished opponent. There's nowhere to hide on the court 
when the dude you're supposed to be guarding blows straight 
past you and scores (what those in the league call being 
posterised). When these same ghetto players make it to the 
league, and do the same thing to their opponents, the only natural 
reaction for them is to talk a bit of trash on their way back down 
court. 
Unfortunately unless you are accepted as 'decent' (read: 
acceptable to white society) by the media, this is frowned upon by 
most of the owners and media. Not good sportsmanship, and all 
that. A lot of players are criticised for having 'an attitude.' 'Punks', 
some people say Of course, when this same player leads their 
team to the NBA finals, no one seems to mind that he's talking 
more than the commentators. 
The best case in point is Allen Iverson, a player who claimed in 
high school that 'nobody in the v/orld can stop me'. With corn 
rowed hair, more tattoos then skin, and a posse of bad dudes that 
numbers more than his team's player roster, he was the most 
hated man in basketball. He spent time in juvenile detention as a 
teenager for his role in a brawl at a bowling alley (it later became 
known that all of the black kids involved were incarcerated, while 
all the white kids got off). The white media used him as a poster 
child for everything that was wrong with the NBA. This changed, 
for a time, when Iverson lead his under sized, under strength 
team all the way to the NBA finals. Suddenly the same writers 
who castigated him were congratulating him for his feariess play 
and unstoppable scoring. It was mentioned how amazing it was 
for a man who was, on average, three quarters of a foot shorter 
and 60 pounds lighter than his opponents to lead the league in 
scoring. 
Iverson was even used on the cover of the official NBA magazine, 
however most of his tattoos were air brushed off. The white media 
reconstructed him, frightened that white kids were buying his 
jersey and idolising him, despite the smear campaign launched 
against him. Some people got edgy this little world created for 
consumption for the white middle classes, with a white, middle 
class set of 
values, was being invaded by the people who they had payed off 
to make it exciting. It seemed that they were happy to marvel at 
the vastly superior skills of the black players, but not to accept the 
baggage that came with it. 
No one seemed to realise that a 19 year old who had grown up in 
poverty surrounded by crime, was not in a position to handle the 
massive responsibility that camo with his newly acquired income 
and media profile. Of course this would mean that the white media 
would have to admit, or at least face, the faults in their society's 
construction, This is a realisation few had the brains or the balls to 
make. They choose the Blue Pill. It's easier, of course. 
It seems that some of these white, college educated white folks in 
the media want to judge the black players by white rules. A lot of 
players are criticised for leaving college early or not attending at 
all. They blamed these players for weakening the college game, 
being selfish, even money hungry Of course these same writers 
stayed at college for the full term of their degree, some might say 
it was because they did not have the talent to do anything else. 
I wonder how these same people would have reacted if they had 
been offered three million a year to leave early But it's easier to 
take the Blue pill, and to call the players selfish, while 
congratulating themselves for their 'loyalty' to their institute of 
learning. The National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) is 
home to some very talented basketbaliers. These players are 
heavily recruited while they are still in high school, with recruiting 
agents using all sorts of temptations to secure their commitment, 
(The Spike Lee film He Got Game illustrates well the worid of 
collegiate basketball recruiting). College players have to be 
amateurs, and the NCAA imposes strict regulations on them. 
While at college, they are forced to live of their meagre allowance, 
and even accepting gifts from any one is against the rules. It 
seems likely that the directors of the NCAA, if judged by these 
same rules, would struggle to live up to their own standards. If 
players are found to have breached these rules, they can be 
expelled from the NCAA, and even if these same players make it 
to the league (most of them don't), they are forever stigmatised by 
the media. 
It is a stain that these players have for the rest of their lives. This 
harsh punishment for minor infractions seems unfair when 
compared to the amount of money the NCAA generates from the 
talents of these players. The NCAA finals, played over one 
weekend, are the highest rating telecasts on American TV, even 
outstripping the Superbowl. Do you think the NCAA gives away 
these rights for free? Of course not. And how much of this revenue 
do you think is given to the players? None of it. Ray Allen, now 
playing in the NBA, summed it up well when he complained that 
in college, he couldn't even afford a to buy his own replica jersey 
from the college sports store. Of course, the white media ignores 
this; the Blue pill, once again, is easier. 
One of the recent trends in the NBA is towards drafting players 
straight out of high school. Most trends in the League are started 
by one or two success stories, which cause other teams to jump 
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on the bandwagon. The first player to go to the league straight 
from college was Moses Malone in the seventies. Darrel! Dawkins 
followed him a year later. 
Dawkins in particular was quite a character. Nick named 
'Chocolate Thunder,' for his dark skin and huge dunks, he was the 
first player to name his dunks - his favourite being called 'Your 
Mama' - which he would shout in the face ol his posterised 
opponent. Now retired from the NBA, he coaches a girl's team in 
a poor area, telling the girls: 'don't you give up on me, and I won't 
give up on you'. He was a renowned backboard breaker, and was 
the man most responsible for the introduction of spring-loaded 
backboards (he later discovered a way to break the spring loaded 
backboards). 
Both Malone and Dawkins had long and successful careers, and 
are remembered fondly by most aficionados of the game. It took 
until 1995 for another high schooler to be drafted; this time it was 
Kevin Garnett, a seven foot forward with a forty-inch plus vertical 
leap. He developed into one of the most versatile players in the 
league, and is considered by most observers to be one of the top 
five players in the worid. Next was Kobe Bryant, who was drafted 
number thirteen overall by the LA Lakers. Many lesser players 
were drafted above him that night, and many of those team's 
managers were criticised heavily for it, After that, most teams 
scouted heavily in high school leagues, hoping for the next Kobe. 
Sadly, for every success story, there are many failures. In last 
year's draft, three of the top five picks came straight from high 
school. None of these players have been able to secure a regular 
starting spot on their teams. The most tragic story of all is that of 
Chicago high schooler, Leon Smith, drafted by the Dallas 
Mavericks. Slam Magazine best describes Smith: "NBA body, 
occasional flashes of NBA ability and through no fault of his own, 
complete lack of NBA maturity". Smith left the league after being 
found in his apartment in Chicago wearing face paint and a 
headband. He told the police that he was an Indian fighting 
Columbus. The white media, instead of examining how Smith had 
been chewed up and spat out by the NBA machine, which held 
Smith's interests in very low regard, chose to make jokes about 
him instead. Surprise, surprise, they chose the Blue Pill. 
Perhaps the only truly pure basketball is played on the 
playgrounds of the big cities, not in the sanitised arenas of the 
NBA or the NCAA. Many great players never made it to the NBA, 
and these players are still held in high esteem by those NBA 
bailers who played against them. In this environment, removed 
from the false world the media create, it is just a competition 
between two men, for no reward other than being able to say 'I'm 
better than you', or something along those lines. Amongst the 
corruption society has forced upon those less fortunate, alongside 
the drug addiction, violence and prostitution, rises a game played 
in its purest form, with no hidden agenda. 
Probably the best examination of the pressure the constructs of 
society place on these young black players come from the 
documentary Hoop Dreams. It follows two black kids through their 
high school career, at a private, predominantly white school. 
Young William Gates, a highly talented thirteen year old who 
earns his place in the team from the beginning of his freshman 
year, sums it up after his final season at the school: "People say, 
'when you make the league, don't you forget about me'. What I 
should say is, 'if 1 don't make it, don't you forget about me'." 
He didn't make it. 
him. 
wonder how many of them did forget about 
Versus Inside Drive 
Little Lukey 
The question of every basketball fan who owns an X-Box lips: So 
which is better, NBA Inside Drive 03 or NBA Live 03? This 
demographic consists of very few people, which is unfortunate as 
bolh are excellent titles. 
EA had a bad run with NBA Live 02, taking out the award for 
"Worst Basketball Game Ever", and Microsoft's NFL Fever was far 
superior to EA's Madden 03. NBA Live 03 manages to pull EA 
Sports' good name out of the mud with speed, manoeuvrability 
and very, very pretty graphics. The gameplay of the two is a very 
close call, but Live once again comes out on top v/ith their 
revolutionary Freestyle moves which add a new element of 
control by the implementation of the right thumbstick. Being able 
to block by waving your hands in the air, or blocking the space 
between players' legs, gives a great advantage. Especially when 
you're as large as Dirty Dirk Nowitzki, Freestyle movement also 
allovi/s you to pull off some mind-blowing spins when you're in the 
key 
Inside Drive is definitely less arcadey, but I believe that Live has 
just enough arcade in it to make it a much more fun game. It's 
very difficult to dunk in Inside Drive for a reason that ! am still 
having trouble fathoming, [It is difficult to dunk in real basketball] 
How can you possibly cut out the dunking from the basketball? 
This is one feature of Inside Drive that greatly disappointed me. 
Live is superior as a single player game. 
One thing that the newest basketball game from Microsoft does 
has over Live is the extra features. Live's one on one is incredibly 
boring because it's almost impossible to lose (as long as you use 
Toronto's Vince Carter). Inside Drive's 2-on-2 is one of the 
greatest ways to play simulated basketball, with three of your 
mates screaming at each other - ail of you vying for victory 
So when you go to make the choice of whether to purchase NBA 
Live 03 or NBA Inside Drive 03, the main question to ask yourself 
is "Am 1 going to be playing this predominately multiplayer or on 
my own?" Once you've got that figured out, it's hard to go wrong. 
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HI y'all! 
(VELCOnte TO rflTS! Euerything TO DO UliTH Fllffl, ARTS, THERTRE RRD SOUHD! 
I'll be your arts editor for the year and i'm looking to make things a little bit more 
Interesting! Euery edition there',li.{)e loads of music and theatre reuietus, giveaways, 
liiteruieuis with bands and aU the news and info .you need to hnou; for u^ hat you're doing 
Instead of, um, 1 mean-after unl! fbehebe!) ' . . . *-
I'm on the hunt for contributors, Interuiewers, artists reviewers -Eoergonel So'^jfjoo' 
think you know stuff alioul stuff and would like to write stuff for FftTS all y l f ' 
Is send me an email to semper.union@mailbox.uq.edu.au and I'll try to includi 
some stories (sordid ones please- college and'share-house liuing can get...<<uh 
interesting to say tbe leastl) and poems as uiell! FHTS is for students - so y ^ 
need to put forward what you'd (ike to read and know - (Gonorrheae our Psych^ 
minds all the time you know.) 
ftll-rlghty- that's about It - hope you enjoy the launch Issue of f ATS! 
LUU to ALL 
PERCE OUT 
SHam ^ 
FRESH FLICKS 
Vour guide to current and upcoming fliclts: 
The Pianist: 
Currently Showing 
Starring- Adrien Brody 
Director- Roman Polanski 
A little bit aprehensive to again 
watch a depressing tale of war 
(Sunshine, The Diary of Anne 
Frank, Schindlers List), The 
Painist is different from much of 
what we have seen in the past, 
this time showing Jewish 
individuals as surviof^.. Adrien 
Broadys transformation 
throughout the film is inspiring 
and heartbreaking. Even though 
we know of the events of WWII-
the treatment of the jews byt he 
germans, the true story of survival 
that unfolds is almost unbelivable. 
Go see this film- you won't be 
disappointed 
How To Loose A Guy 
In 10 Days 
Curently Showing 
Starring- Kate Hudson, 
Matthew McConaughey 
Director- Donald Petrie 
Ned Kelly 
Staring:Heath Ledger, 
RaclieTGrifflthjOrlando 
Bloom 
Director: 
Gregor Jordan 
The story of Australia's own Robin 
Hood and most notorious 
bushranger, we are plunged into 
Kelly's (Heath Ledger) criminal 
history when at age eighteen he 
is imprisoned for stealing a mare. 
Despite his best efforts, Kelly is 
hounded by the corrupt Victorian 
police for being an upstart. 
Ledger makes the transition 
easily from the sometimes soft-
spoken Irish lad, to a volatile and 
ferocious man on the run (cleariy, 
Ledger's eariy experience as a 
Celtic warrior in the very B-grade 
TV show Roar has served him 
well). 
Vestillia Grecan 
I find the concept of this movie 
ridiculous.Kate Hudson showed 
promise in Almost Famous as a 
cute groupie, howevershe has 
started a sharp decent down into 
the firey pitfs of Meg Ryan 
romance hell. While it does have a 
few funny moments- all together 
the film is one giant cringe- the 
Jack Arse of mush. 
Pete Bush 
The Matrix: Reloaded 
April 24 
Staring: Keanu Reeves, 
Lawrence Fishburne, 
Carrie-Anne Moss, and 
Hugo Weaving. 
Director: Andy Wachowski, 
and Larry Wachowski 
4J? 
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compared to his usual gross-out 
comedy antics. 
The plot of The Matrix Reloaded, 
the sequel to the breakout sci-fi 
hit, is being closely guarded. 
Reloaded will introduce us to the 
surviving human colony, Zion, 
and other key new characters. 
Producer Joel Silver promises 
that the elfects, fight 
choreography and mind-bending 
philosophy will be on a much 
higher scale as Neo leads a 
human rebellion against the 
robots and The Agents. Bring it 
on! 
Punch-Drunk Love 
April 3 
Staring-Adam Sandler, 
Emily Watson, Phillip 
Seymour Hoffman 
Director: Paul Thomas 
Anderson 
Barry Egan (Adam Sandler) is a 
quiet, socially awkward man, 
dedicated to his job as a 
wholesale toilet plunger 
salesman. He works in a lonely, 
out-of-the-way warehouse in the 
San Fernando Valley, and 
maintains a decent apartment. 
The only brother to seven 
sisters, Barry is ovenwhelmed by 
the women, who harangue, 
belittle and abuse him. He has 
little personal life and cannot 
control his violent impulses, 
which cause him to occasionally 
attack a window or an unlucky 
rest room. Part romance part 
black comedy, the flick has had 
a huge response overseas with 
Sandler in a serious role 
Old School 
May 29 
Starring-Luke Wilson, Will 
Ferrell, Vince Vaughn 
Director: Todd Phillips 
Loving husband Mitch comes 
home early one day and catches 
his wife in the act His friends 
help him start afresh, and throw 
a huge house warming party, 
dubbed 'Mitch-a-palooza'. 
However, a nearby dean doesn't 
want the party activities and fun 
beer swigging comps to occur-
so battles are bound to be 
fought. In the spirit of 'Meatballs' 
and recent college gross out 
flicks. 
The Hull( 
Starring- Eric 
Jennifer Connelly 
Director- Ang Lee 
Bana, 
An adaptation of the long running marvel 
comic The incredible Hull<' about 
scientist Bruce Banner (Ere Bana) who 
involves himself in a perilous experiment 
which causes him lo turn into a green 
skinned beast whenever he looses 
control of his emotions. 
XMen2 
Starring- Patrick Stewart, 
Halle Berry, Hugh Jackman 
Director- Bryan Singer 
Everyone's after the X men 
this time around with old foes 
and new. Wolverine has a 
deadly evil twin (so to speak) 
called Yuriko and an unkown 
evil is out to destroy the 
mutant school. With as many 
specail effects as you can 
cram into an action flick - the 
acting leaves much to be 
desired - but hey- who cares. 
It's a flick to numb your brain 
and wow your eyes. 
FUTURE FLICKS 
The fast and the furious 2 
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Anger Management-Adam 
Sandler. 
) MMBEUENT J 
Ripley's Game- Dougray 
Scott 
Bruce Allmlghty- Jim Carey 
Phone Booth- Colin Farrell 
Real Women Have Curves-
America Ferrara. 
The Good Theif- Nick Nolle 
Charlies Angles 2-
NOISE 
Artists, musicians, 
budding James Cameron's 
No... we really DO NOT 
need another TITANIC!) -
have I got a sell for you! 
Noise is a festival aimed to 
encourage artists to use 
the media as a canvas and 
they're calling for 
submissions WOW! For 
further info 
www.noise.net.au 
visit 
ALERT-FREEBIES-ALERT 
Thanks to the wonderful AV 
Channel we have 5 DVD copies 
of the fantastic Japanese 
animation 'Cowboy Be-Bop' to 
give away. 
The story follows a cyber cop 
and a drifter who searches the 
galaxy for criminals with 
bounties on their heads.lf you'd 
like to win a dvd of the first 6 
episodes t(A FAB prize!) all you 
have to do is phone the Semper 
office Ph:33772237[ 
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music Releases and Interuiews 
SINGLES 
Give It Up' 
Butterfly 9 
(Universal) 
From the shores of our fine 
country comes perhaps some of 
the best music of the new 
cetttury. An eclectic mix of rock 
and indie-pop, Ihis track is sure 
lo appeal to Ihose who like to sif 
back and listen to some quality 
music, or who like to bop along 
to songs wilh a bit of a beat. 
Suzy Connolly's raw sweet voice 
is the perfect accompaniment to 
Matt Fell's instrumentals. Mixed 
with heartfelt lyrics, (his is the 
perfect combination for fantastic 
music. Roll out (he red carpet 
for the next big hit across 
Australia, because this is award-
winning sluff. 
Deliverance' 
You Am I 
(RCA/BMG) 
If would be hard to imagine the 
Australian music scene without 
You Am t. Over the past decade 
they have consistently put out 
album after album of great 
tracks and the new single is no 
exception, Taken from the latest 
album of the same name. 
Deliverance is an absolute 
corker, wifh tasty guitar lines 
and a swagger that other bands 
can only dream about. 
David Tam. 
It Ain't Safe No IVIore 
Busta Rhymes 
(J Records/BMG) 
Busta Rhymes returns to the 
fold with his latest album It 
Ain't Safe No fyiore, which like 
a few records recently put out, 
draws heavily on events such 
as 9/11 for inspiration, It's an 
altogether darker, more 
militant sounding album and 
clocking in with 19 (including 
secret) tracks, it certainly ain't 
easy listening. The strongest 
tracks here tend to be the 
more upbeat, light-hearted 
ones like the single 'Make It 
Clap', 'I Know What You Want 
(feat. Mariah Carey)', 'Hey 
Ladies' and the fabulously 
creepy Intro {track 1). There is 
some real rapping and 
production talent on display 
here, but too often Busta 
reverts to his standard song 
writing formula, which is to 
basically use the words; 
fuck/motherfucker, shit, 
nigga/niggaz. yeah, come on, 
Lamborghini, ho, Mercedes 
and baby, as much as 
possible, whilst name 
checking both himself and his 
production company 
Flipmode. Still, he comes up 
with some brilliant lines such 
as "Ladies, my Mercedes, all 4 
in the back, 2 if you're fat" 
('Hey Ladies'). 
David Tam 
'Songs in A Minor' 
Alicia Keys 
(J/BMK) 
The lyrical songstress has re-
released her grammy award 
winning album in a double CD 
set format with a special 
remix/unplugged cd also 
included. Featuring 15 beaut 
tracks with re-mixes from J-
Jay and Chris Lum Bootleg 
(Troubles'), a 'Fallin' mix 
featuring Busta Rhymes and 
Rampage and the recent Eve 
hit 'Gangsta Lovin'. A highlight 
of the remix package is a 
Neptunes (Don't they just get 
around?) mix of 'How come 
you don't call me' - a sure 
piece of mastery mixing soul 
with the Neptunes funkadelic 
producing touch. 'Songs in A 
minor' has all of the original 
versions, 4 of which have been 
huge hits. You can't but admire 
Key's Aretha Franklin voice 
and her Stevie Wonder funk-
soul style. It's got some beaut 
melodies ('Why do I feel so 
sad') proving that Key's has 
got the goods - all the soul, 
funk and good old blues in a 
new package. 
Experience makes you dumb' 
Ukiyo-E 
Sydneysiders, Ukiyo-E have 
released a jazz-rock-computer 
instrumental album, featuring 
remix artists Casey Rice, 
Chris Smith and more. The 
perfect soundtrack to a late 
night cram - or hell- a space 
invaders to the death 
championship.(Yes, I do have 
a life) It's a computer highway 
of lap-top manipulation with 
psychadelic samples, guitar 
and warm melodies. Their 
track 'Narrow Road' got airplay 
on Triple J and it's so layed 
back and cool it will scare the 
beanie-bejesus out of the 
coffee - club elite. Think Sigor 
Ros without the vocals. Til 
have some furry jazz 
electronica to go thanks!' 
More Than a Woman 
Toni Braxton 
Perhaps 1 just don't have an 
appreciation for R&B, but all 
the songs on Toni's new album 
sounded exactly the same. 
Same manufactured drum 
sounds, same guy putting in 
his two-cents worth of rap in 
each song, same subject 
matter (girl leaves boy, boy 
wants house keys back, you 
know). 
Linda Edwards. 
Tlie Rules of Attraction' 
Various 
(Sony) 
From the writers of Pulp 
Fiction comes this uni-student 
flick of the year. All about 
college, sex, drugs, drink and 
lots more debaucherous acts 
<;ii 
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fHE RULES OF ATTRACTIO 
(Are there any more?) it's a 
brill film adapted from the book 
originally set in the 80's. So 
then, it's no surprise that is 
features mainly 80's tracks. It's 
nice to know that the directors 
wanted to keep some kind of 
authenticity to the story and 
include the 80's feel with the 
soundtrack. Featuring some of 
the best 'tiny-leather-ties' of 
music with The Cure, Harry 
Nilsson, Blondie and more -
the music fits the film so well 
and if for some strange reason 
you didn't enjoy the flick -
you've got to LOVE the 
collection of grooves featured 
on the soundtrack - perfect for 
any 'deabacherous' bedroom 
behaviour. 
SHam 
White Printz EP' 
The Bumblebeez 
(Fly/Universal) 
A collection of dirty tumbling 
rockabilly pop from the band 
that took out 'first dibs' from a 
Fly TV comp and Triple J's 
Canberra Unearthed promo. 
Reminds me of The Beastie 
Boys and Beck, with the 
thrashing guitar, voice 
distortions, country-pop 
melodies and hip-hop all 
tumbling and turning in a 
washing machine of rock., 
With it's looping beats {Let's 
Go), this 6 piece something 
lead by a 21 year old (WOW) 
fine arts grad who writes 
produces and records all the 
tunes on a computer at home. 
It's clever, dirty (Get Dressed) 
and anyone who listens to it is 
bound to be buzzing 
aften^/ards 
'Fingers Crossed' 
Architecture In Helsinki 
(FIVIR/Trifekta) 
Every track on this record is 
different - this new indie 
electronic Melbourne 6 piece 
have created a brand new 
soundscape with their new 
album. The album has been 
recieveing huge airplay on 
Triple J and their tunes (Like a 
call) are ice-cream headaches 
- soft sweet and blindingly 
brilliant. A mix of the 
Beachboys 'Pet Sounds', with 
Wakiki kiddy like vocals 
(Where you've been hiding) 
and an assortment of 
masterful instruments 
including: synths, guitars, 
glockenspiel, drums, 
handclaps, finger clicks and 
more - threaded together with 
vocals, your heart will bound 
(Scissor, Paper, Rock), your 
head will spin (To and Fro) and 
you're wander off in a light 
headed haze down to a Monty 
Python playground where owls 
call (The owls go) and children 
laugh. Bizarre & zany! 
Hellalive' 
Machine Head 
(Roadrunner) 
Their fifth full-length album 
with rocking guitar, bum-rush 
drum sets, and this collection 
of 14 cuts was recorded at the 
Brixton Academy in London 
and is a corker of heavy metal 
rage. Hitting it right between 
the eyes with System of A 
down melodies and vocals 
(Bulldozer) it's so organic, 'Ten 
Ton Hammer filled me with 
enough rage that I felt 
compelled to lift up the couch 
and raise it above my head a 
couple (maybe 100) times. 
With lots of bass, drums and 
hoarse-throated screaming 
(Rrrrrooaaaarrr!), it's not really 
a 'sugar-plum-puppies are 
nice' kinda mix - more like a 
WWF part album. 
SHam 
'Furious Angels' 
Rob Dougan 
(Cheeky/BMG) 
The first thought that enters 
your mind when listening to 
Sydney-born Rob Dougan's 
debut album Furious Angels, 
is that it sounds somewhat like 
a collection of second-rate 
Bond themes, sung by 
perhaps an angry Tom Waits. 
Overall, it's a disappointing 
album, choked by somewhat 
cheesy, religious references, 
in both the lyrics and musical 
motifs. Dougan deploys both 
his considerable string 
arrangement skills and the 
dance floor beats that have 
won him fans in the past and 
ends up confused, as to what 
sort of album he wants to 
make. It's too complex for 
dance fans, yet too dumbed 
down for those listeners spoilt 
by the effortless beauty of 
bands such as Sigur Ros, et 
Dougan sings with the 
sensitivity of a large, granite 
boulder, (when he steps out 
from behind the epic wall of 
noise he hides himself 
behind,) but he can actually 
make a half-decent tune. 
David Tam 
Club nation 
Uarious 
(ministry of Sound) 
With 34 tracks, it's a musical 
continent of it's own with some 
to the best club anthems form 
last year and the summer. 
Featuring Love (Tattoo), 
Jakatta, Dirty Vegas all 
popping up on the first Cd and 
Armin Van Buuren, Nubreeb, 
Infusion and Rouge slamming 
the beats on the second, it's a 
compilation that'll have you 
getting all warmed up to party 
even if the party is over, 
Ministry of Sound are known 
for their quality compilations 
and this is one of the best! 
ALERT-FREEBIES-ALERT 
Thanks to the Roadrunner 
crew we've got some heavy 
metal mayhem to give away to 
centre link queuing you! One 
lucky reader will score a copy 
of 'Heallallve', Machine Heads 
latest album and some super-
cool stickers ! We've also got 
5 exclusive roadrunner 
singles featuring 6 tracks 
from up coming metal heads! 
Phone the Semper Office on: 
33772237 this Wednesday at 
noon to win! 
TA A Y !E £) 1 q-' q 0 1^' 
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ake some Wicked 
eats. . . Not War 
For the past decade, The 
Wicked Beats Sound System 
(Damian Robinson, Dave 
Carnovlae, Crucial D and 
others) have created a damn 
fine sound with their 
refreshing uplifting jazz and 
funk tunes. Welcome to the 
world of THE WICKET BEAT 
SOUND SYSTEM. 
After the release of their much-
anticipated 'New Soul Breaks' 
last year, the band embarked 
on a line-up of top-notch gigs 
and toured around down south. 
Looking fonvard to hopefully 
(fingers crossed) seeing us 
later on this year, I spoke to the 
enigmatic Damian Robinson 
about what the WBSS team 
have been up and his concerns 
about the world's current state 
of affairs. 
So, what's new pussycat? 
"We've been really busy -
we're working on a show down 
here in Sydney for 
Consideration Week and then 
have also released a re-mix cd 
of 'New Soul Breaks' . It 
features a bunch of artists, 
including Paul Kelly. It's really 
just a compilation of tracks -
two Cd's with the original 'New 
Soul Breaks' included." 
Explain the name-game? 
"We started in 91, me and 
Dave (Carnovale), doing a little 
club gig at a bar in Crown St 
(Sydney). It was called 'Wicked 
Beats' and became a very 
popular night! We evolved over 
the years and added more 
technology - we came up with 
the other part 'soul system' and 
we still argue a lot about it -
whether it's current or not." 
Describe your sound? 
"It's a real collision of sounds, 
jazz, hip-hop, reggae. We 
never really just stick to one 
thing. It's a real meting pop of 
styles and sounds. We could 
do dance- but we're really not 
focused that kind of style. 1 
think the word 'dance' these 
days is synopsis with anything, 
and we're not JUST that." 
Overseas Tripping? 
'There was talk- Northern 
Europe has a really large fan 
base for us - but because of 
this bloody looming threat of 
war- it's all been put aside. I'm 
really against the war - John 
Howard is way out of his depth. 
It's a really defining time for us 
all- and the world leaders 
What do you think should be 
done? 
Just vote Howard out! 
Australians have kept on voting 
this little shit in - we need a 
president and a constitution. 
Sorry (laughs), I'm really 
passionate about it. The fciand 
isn't necessarily focused on 
politics, but it's something that's 
just been on my mind, I guess 
everyone's mind a bit lately. I'm 
the most aggressive though." 
(Laughs) 
Has politics had an influence 
on your music? 
'When wiil you learn' was 
written just before September 
11 - when George Bush 
refused to sign the Kyoto Treaty 
^ and then when the 
September 11 events occurred 
- it had a lot more relevance. 
We don't set out to be political 
though. 
Why music? 
I've always done it. Since I left 
school I've always enjoyed it. 
There's never been a time in 
my life when I'm not doing it. 
With us artists there's 
something that just keeps us 
going. Our goal as a band is to 
be able to sit back when we're 
old bastards and have 
something that we're proud of. 
When will we see you again? 
Nothing is set in stone 
unfortunately, however we're 
hoping to come up in winter. 
Oh and tell all readers we love 
them! 
SHam 
You can grab the Wicked Beat 
Sound System's latest and 
greatest remix version of 'New 
Soul Beats' through 
Roadshow from all good record 
outlets. 
ALERT-FREEBIES-ALERT 
Thanks to our great mates at 
Roadshow we've got 5 
copies of 'NEW SOUL 
BEATS' to give away. All you 
have to do Is phone Semper 
on 33772273 this Friday after 
Spm to win! 
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THE BUTTERfLV 
EFFECT 
The Cleanest Rock Band 
InTheWorldl 
If cleanliness is friendliness 
- no one knows it better than 
Brisbane band 'The Butterfly 
Effect'. The boys have 
currently been on tour since 
last year and I got all the 
intimate details from 
guitarist Kurt Goedhart. 
It was a weird and wonderful 
interview with Kurt's hilariously 
funny quips and sarcastic 
humour, and I don't know 
whether to believe a lot of it! 1 
caught Kurt just after he'd 
rolled out of bed, waking up 
late because he was 
determined to SOLVE HIS 
DREAM! 
" I was having this dream and I 
knew I needed to get up but I 
just had to find something in 
my dream. It was all about 
killing guitarists and 
drummers", Kurt laughs. 
Nice one. (Hmmmm?) The 
Butterfly Effect are a die-hard 
hard rock band that just can't 
stop the touring. Currently on 
tour from LAST YEAR (!), 
however they managed to fit in 
a 'Bondage 21st party' for Kurt 
("There was lots of leather and 
lace. I wore some lacy panties 
and a feather boa."). Many of 
Kurt's jokes fall hard ... I don't 
know if he's being serious or 
joking. (I am the most gullible 
person in the world so that may 
have something to do with it!) 
Don't be surprised if he's had 
me on a couple .,. I reckon he's 
a bit of a practical joker. 
Talking about jokes, I had The 
Butterfly Effect if any of the 
boys had been up to any 
naughty business ... dirty 
habits or groupies anyone? 
"No ... not many. But dirty 
habits wise .... I guess we're all 
very clean. We have at least 
two showers a day. This 
0 9 A T 
morning I brushed my teeth so 
you will be happy to know that I 
have fresh breath. I mean, we 
all pick our noses, I bet you 
even pick your nose (no 
comment). Everyone has a bit 
of a pick for a special occasion, 
no one can deny that." 
It's hard to imagine that a hard-
rock band whose members all 
pride themselves on a clean 
and a fresh smelling existence 
have only one little nose 
picking problem. With their Tea 
Party-Queens of the Stone 
Age' sound, they've received 
fantastic support from national 
radio and Kurt describes their 
sound as 'Mud vane-meets 
Coldplay' between giggles. The 
group are in the midst of 
finishing their latest album yet 
to be titled and are heading 
back up to Brisbane to tour yet 
again with Grinspoon and 28 
Days. So, do they ever tire of 
being on the road? 
"We've got a Tarago and we 
love touring. It's not a bus, but 
we get on al! right. It's great 
when you rock up to a small 
town and 400 people come out 
especially to see you. I mean 
they could stay at home with 
their slippers, but instead they 
make the effort and that really 
thrills us. We recently had a 
highlight gig in Sydney when 
Mardi Grae was on and we 
were a little concerned about 
the turn-out but it was 
huge.. .there was almost a riot!" 
Live and in action, the band is 
a dynamic sight full of raw 
energy and has been in 
constant demand on the 
Brisbane live scene. It's quite 
amazing that this rock group 
who started a mere two and a 
half years ago have achieved 
so much so quickly! 
"When I think about it, yeah, it's 
pretty cool. We just love the live 
scene and it's all about playing 
live and loud. There really is 
nothing like it!" 
Catch The Butterfly Effect as 
they tou ntaionally with 
Grinspoon and 28 Days. 
I?^ I CRAVE 
T H E BUTTERFLY EFFECT 
ALERT-FREEBIES-ALERT 
Thanks to the Butterfly 
Effect Crew and Roadshow 
we have Butterfly Effects 
Recent album and 5 copies 
of the single 'Crave' to give. 
If you'd like to one of these 
fab prizes- all you have to do 
is contact Semper on: 
33772237 this Wednesday at 
12noontowin! 
DOUBTinC 
THOmflS 
UNDOUBTABLE TALENT 
Moody Blues, Powderfinger 
guitar and heart-broken 
lyrics. Too much to handle? I 
think not! Doubting Thomas 
are a Brisbane made and 
owned four piece, who have 
been rocking the local scene 
for a while now ... and are 
starting to climb the musical 
ladder... with 'tha' J man 
himself - Richard Kingsmill 
taking notice of the groups 
undoubtable talent and 
playing tracks off their old 
album. 
'I couldn't believe that he 
played it. 1 have no idea how he 
got his hands on it and 
unfortunately I didn't get to 
hear it! But we've had a lot of 
feedback. 1 contacted Richard 
and thanked hin. I was 
surprised that I got to speak to 
him as he's a very busy man 
-hundreds, thousands of 
bands must send him their 
demo's and stuff," 
I was lucky enough to grab 
Doubting Thomas' lead singer 
Daniel Grant for a 'tea and 
bickies' chat- as he's been very 
busy as the band's 
MANAGER! With their 
upcoming album cn the way 
out, 'he band have landed a 
couple of gigs around Brisbane 
and have also ventured south 
to test the cold musical waters 
down there." 
With Powderfinger guitar, and 
Daniel's heartbroken 'Hunters 
and Collectors' vocals, Daniel 
is inspired and influenced by 
many great artists including 
Bob Dylan, Powderfinger and 
The Beatles, Doubting Thomas 
originally grabbed their name 
from a (shall I say it..) CULT 
Australian soap-' Neighbours 
of course! 
"It was just something that one 
of the characlers said and we 
thought what a good phrase it 
was. It just seemed to fit and 
we couldn't decide on anything 
else. We're happy with iL" 
And why wouldn't they be? It 
seems anything associated 
with a soap show makes it big 
in the music biz these days' 
right folks? But perhaps what 
separates these guys from the 
Kylies, Jason's, Holly's and any 
other manufactured sop-pop is 
the fact that Doubting Thomas 
have the kind of talent that 
many of the above wanna-be's 
'act' out. 
"Keep your eyes open for 
any Doubting Thomas gigs. 
You can grab their latest 
album through any good 
record outlet or at gigs. 
RflZEL 
BigThlngs rocking it until 
the blue rinse sets In 
Post punk rock that would 
usually have eardrums 
bleeding, but with Razel's 
feminie touch, the girls 
(Claire, Andy and Kelly) will 
have you writhing around on 
the floor begging for more. 
This local punk outfit 
combine primal post-punk 
power with a modern metal 
edge and have just released 
a brand new album 'Big 
Things' that deserves a good 
stereo spanking.. 
"We get really bored travelling 
around all day and small things 
amuse small minds and we'd 
always have to stop at those 
big things and Andy said we 
should call the album it. We got 
all the photo's of big things we 
could find and it came together 
really well. It's kind of funny 
because we don't think of 
ourselves like that and it's a 
Razel requisite that you're 
insane," Claire from the band 
talking about the albums name. 
Since the release of their 
Debut EP Perfect Little 
Mongrels in mid-October 2001 
on Big Wig Records thru MGM, 
Razel has proven to be one of 
Australia's most exciting 
emerging artists. GRINSPOON 
were impressed with what they 
had heard and consequentially 
Razel went on tour with them-
many after show parties 
ending up as a battle to the 
death with nikko markers. 
Their latest album 'Big Things' 
proves that have got the 
goods- rock, punk, metal and 
cute to boot. 
1 got together with Claire to 
chat about the band and how 
they got their unusual name... 
'That is one of the weirdest 
things about us. We couldn't 
decide on a name for the band 
so we pulled out an ouija board 
and messed around. Andy 
asked what we should call 
ourselves and we the board 
spelt out Razel! It turns out that 
it's all these really cool things 
and there are all these famous 
French women whose name 
was Razel and we thought that 
was pretty cool so we stuck 
with it." 
Their new album has j jst come 
out and the girls will be no 
doubt playing a bunch of live 
gigs around Brisbane, which 
are a real riot. 
"Andy once threw up on stage 
during the middle of a song 
once but that's not going to be 
a regular thing! We're really 
full- on at our live shows and 
give everything that we've got. 
We just want to be a big thing 
and say that we made it. I don't 
care if it just happens once but 
at least we can tell our grand 
kids. Actually we've always 
had this ambition to be 60-
year-old ladies still in a band on 
'The Blue Rinse tour'. Imaging 
all of us coming out on our 
mechanical wheelchairs., 
growling through our 
vepersperators" 
Razel's new album 'Big 
Things' is currently available 
thru MGM from all good 
record outlets. 
Opt ical I l lusion 
Old Man or a couple kissing? 
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Archaic Memories: New 
works by Bruce Anderson 
including sculpture, digital 
images of rocks and boats 
evok'ng the sacredness and 
mythology of the earth @ 
CQgallery (Fortitude Valley) 
until May 17. Ph: 3215 0805. 
Chris Howlett: Opening April 
18, 6pm and continuing until 
May 10. Showing @ The Farm 
Gallery 
Colour: An exploration of 
colour. Showing @ The Qld Art 
Gallery (South Brisbane) until 
June 19. 
Off The Wall: A collection of 
Rock Memorabilia showing @ 
theTont Gould Gallery (QPAC) 
until May 17. 
Otherworlds: Images of 
Fantasy and Fiction: A 
collection of works exploring 
surrealist worlds. Showing @ 
Qld Art Gallery (South 
Brisbane) from April 4 - July 6. 
Recent Works In Glass: 
Glass sculpture by Clare 
Belfrage showiing @ Brisbane 
City Gallery, City Hall until May 
25. Ph: 3403 8888. 
Second Sight: A collection of 
images from eight Australian 
photographers. Showing @ 
Brisbane Art Gallery until May 
25. 
D a n c e -
Flamenco: Flamenco music 
and dancing for one night only 
@ The Gold Coast Arts 
Centre, June 11. Bookings: 
136 246. 
Intimate Drowning: A 
graduate of QUT Dance 
program explores grief 
through contempoaray dance. 
Showing @ Brisbane 
Powerhouse May 21-24. 
T h e a t r e -
Certified Male Starring: Four 
overworked executives leave 
their testosterone fuelled 
office to discuss every 
employees nightmare 
'restructuring'. @ The 
Brisbane Powerhouse (New 
Farm) from April 29 - May 11. 
Bookings: 3358 
aeOO.Bookings: 136 246. 
Face 2 Face: An 
unauthorised bio by a woman 
who has forgotten who she is 
but is ^ o u t to find out. 
Showing @ Cremorne Theatre 
(QPAC) from April 30-May 10. 
Bookings: 136 246. 
Decent Spinster: Christine 
Johnson introduces an 
eloquent yet delicious 
character in this lecture style 
performance @ Brisbane 
Powerhouse from May 27-
June 7,Bookings: 3358 8600. 
Road To The She-devil's 
Salon: A family saga of three 
generations conjuring up the 
Brisbane of a past era. 
Showing @ Billie Brown Sudio 
until May 10. Bookings: 136 
246. 
Still Standig:AII about the 
80's, rock music and the 
struggles of a band trying to 
make it big time. Showing @ 
La Boite Theatre, May 1-24. 
Bookings: 3010 2600. 
Comedy: 
Trlpod:You've heard their 
crazy songs on Triple J, now 
see live on stage their unique 
style of stand-up comedy- silly 
dancing and more. May 13-25 
@ BrisbanePowerhouse. 
Bookings: 3358 8600. 
Euents: 
Tribute to Joe Harris: A 
presentation commemorating 
the spirit of Joe Harris- a 
footsoldier of peace who 
bravely championed many 
social causes.® Qld Art 
Gallery , May 6, 12.30pm. Ph: 
3840 7766. 
Vulcana Women's Circus: 
Providing a supportive 
environment for developing 
self esteems, confidence and 
fitness. With various 
workshops, acrobalance and 
circus training. Contact the 
Brisbane Powerhouse for 
further details: 3358 8600, 
frEe Stuff: 
Free films: Free screenings 
every Sunday @ Queensland 
Art Gallery - May 4 'My first 
Wife' (John Hargraves); May 
11 'Raging Bull' (Robert De 
Niro);May 18'The Show'. Ph: 
3840 7836 for further infoand 
session times! 
UQ Market Day: It's so easy, 
roll out of bed, roll down the hill 
to the union complex every 
Wednesday and 'yer there. 
Lots of cool things (that you do 
and don't need) and centrelink 
money has never been so 
easy to spend! 
Show us yer bits: Don't miss 
this crazy, kooky show where 
anyone who can do crazy stuff 
is more than welcome to 
audition! Showing @ The 
Brisbane Powerhouse (New 
Farm. May 9, Jun 27, 9pm. 
Info: 3358 8614. 
Valley Markets: Funky bits 
and pieces and one of the 
bestest places to grab unique 
jewellery and 70's clothes. 
With live music, it's the place 
to be seen @ The Brunswick 
Mall, Fortitude Valley, 
Saturdays & Sundays (handy 
hint: catch a train from 
Toowong or the 470 Bus). 
Liue and Large 
Your monthly guide to 
Brisbane's LIVE music 
AUDIOSLAVE- APRIL 30 © 
BBC. 
ED HARCOURT, SUV 
WEBSTER- MAY 1 @ THE 
ZOO. 
THE FUZZ-MAY 1 © THE 
JUBILEE HOTEL. 
HENRY ROLLINS SPOKEN 
WORD TOUR- MAY 1 © 
GOLb COAST ARTS 
CENTRE. 
GUTTERMOUTH, 
SOMETHING WITH 
NUMBERS. ROSHAMBO (ALL AGES)- MAY 2 © THE 
ARENA 
IOTA- fAAV 2 © THE 
HEALER. 
ZEPHYR TIMBRE, 
BUTTERFINGERS- MAY 3 
© THE ZOO. 
MODS VS ROCKERS-
3 © THE ALLIANCE 
TAVERN. 
MAY 
ANARCHISTS BALL-MAY 3 
- VENUE TO BE 
ANNOUNCED. 
DAVID GRAY. TIM 
FREEDMAN- MAY 3 © 
FESTIVAL HALL. 
SKULKER, THE WEEKEND-
MAY 9 © THE ZOO. 
HENRY ROLLINS-
MAY 2,3 ©TIVLOLI 
THEATRE 
SYSTEM 6 VS UTOPIA-
MAY 3 © THE ARENA: 
AUSTRALIAN. GERMAN 
AND UK HARD TRANCE 
ARTISTS INCLUDING 
COMMANDER TOM_, DJ 
BRISK. KEVIN ENERGY 
AND MORE! 
THE DRUGS- MAY 16 © 
RICS. 
THE DONNAS. THE 
CASAHOyAS, HOGBOY-
MAY 16 © T N E WATERLOO 
HOTEL. 
STRADBROKE ISLAND BLUES 
FESTIVAL- fAAY 17 © 
STRADBROKE ISUND. 
GRANDMASTER FLASH 
AND THE RESIN DOGS 
MAY 18 © THE ARENA 
33 <& 1/3 FEAT DE LA 
SOUL - MAY 31 © THE 
ARENA. 
A musician or a lady? 
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A R I E S lOh yes. we know 
what you've been up to you little 
leather undies all screwed up to the 
left deviant. Those cuff marks around 
the legs are going to scar and I advise 
that you place an ad in the Trading 
Post to get rid of that very attractive 
David Hassolhoff-NJghtrider poster -
now that he's recovering from from his 
'accident' - his stocks are going 
through the roof (so to speak). 
VIRGO: 
GEMINI: 
One who likes a bit of 3-way action -
you've been known to get a little 
jealous and hog all the red lippy. Your 
arse is starting to drag behind so I 
suggest some butty exercises to 
tighten those buns and also pelvic 
exercises for... better results! 
CANCER: 
Oh no. Aren't you a bit crabby! Head 
straight to the doctor (go to a male 
rather than a female - he's handier 
and dandier!) and teli him the 'don't-
pass-go' truth. Oh, and give your fluffy 
to Aunty. 
TAURUS: 
The next month will see you awash in 
physical pleasures and delights. 
However- you're gong to fail all your 
assignments as a result but your red 
headed lecturer fancies the pants off 
you - better make a move to improve 
'results'. 
Let's face it baby. Your nose leaves 
much to be desired in the Michael 
Jackson department. My advice - it's 
not going to go av/ay so make it a 
positive feature of your face and dress 
it up a little. 'No war' is in this year so 
why not go for a white dove splatter 
(Like Fabio's birdie incident on the 
roller coaster) to disguise it a bit. 
LEO: 
What do you mean you're ail lonely? 
Well, that's just your fault isn't it! 
Perhaps if you've visited sexpo you'd 
be a little bit more popular. Listen 
honey; ditch 'Crossroads' and head 
out on a little road trip of your own. 
Yes, 'you're not a sexpert, not yet a 
Horney devil' - but a few hitchhikers 
(Easy Rider/Thelma and Louise style) 
should help 'perk' you up. 
LIBRA: 
I know your pain. But if you look 
behind you right now - they knows it 
to. Don't stop to count the clouds -
they'll be there tomorrow and no- life 
isn't going to get any better so just 
shut up and deal with it ok? 
S C O R P I O : 
Your parents are going to be cleaning 
up after you for the rest of your life 
unless you move out/ship off. 
Suffocating you with their ideologies 
and fast cash, before you pick up a 
sharp instrument and advance on the 
poor bastards - the best way to 
escape is self-destruction. Believe 
me.. It'll hurt them more. 
SAGITTARIUS: 
Yes, you're dumped. And your tongue 
is worse than any wet and wild ride -
and your ride is nothing like a wet and 
wild ride. They are better off without 
you- you outcast. 
CAPRICORN: 
Darl, you think you know fashion? You 
know @#$* all about what's in and 
out. Yes, you would be better off 
WEARING the plastic bag that carries 
the clothes - and while you're at it -
grab one for your face as well. 
AQUARIUS: 
You lucky sod. Everything comes easy 
to you and it's only going to get better. 
Man, I can't wait until the 26 of May 
because that is the day when YOU 
WILL SUCK. Everything will go right 
until then. Wait and weep. 
PISCES: 
You think you're all that. Honey, you 
are ... but at the same time, people 
love and hate you because of that 
atrocious mole on your cheek - yes 
THAT cheek. I think it's time to remove 
it... don't you? 
W A R N I N G : T H E S E ' H O R R O R 
S O A P S A R E NOT T O BE T A K E N 
S E R I O U S L Y A N D I F T H E E V E N T S 
M E N T I O N E D O C C U R P L E A S E L E T 
O U R H O R R I B L E S O N O T 
' C R O S S I N G O V E R ' P Y S C H O 
KNOW ASAPH! 
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0 Powerful industry links 
O International reputation 
O Australia's leader in games education 
0 Leading New Media development company 
O Award winning graduates 
O Brisbane CBD location 
O Industry experienced instructors 
O Fast tracked qualifications 
O New student loans 
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